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ABSTRACT

Recently, disability and writing studies scholars have demonstrated the extent to
which widely accepted approaches to the teaching of writing fail to address the fraught
intersection between mental disability and academic commonplaces, such as multimodal
texts and assignments, with real consequences for the well-being of our students
(Yergeau; Oswal; Selfe). Given the dramatic rise of online and other multimodal forms of
instruction that has characterized and continues to shape college writing classrooms in the
era of COVID-19, the barriers to access (social, physical, and institutional) that exist in
multimodal writing classrooms require deeper examination. Drawing upon disability
studies scholarship from Price, Kerschbaum, and Walters, my dissertation examines the
complex relationship between writing instruction and mental disability in the context of
Metro University’s First Year Writing Program (FYWP) and explores the affordances
disabled students bring to bear on the multimodal spaces of their writing classrooms. In
addition to examining the program’s standard syllabus, policies, and assignments, I
conducted individual interviews with Metro undergraduate students, including students
with disabilities, to collect data on students’ experiences of course policies (e.g.,
participation; grading) and practices (e.g., online peer review; multimodal composing) in
the first-year writing classroom. I used methods drawn from critical discourse analysis
and disability studies to identify elements of the curriculum that presented potential
barriers to students with mental disabilities, including cumulative, interconnected
penalties for absences, tardiness, and late work; a policy of not grading essay drafts; and
the absence of policies designed to address issues linked to mental health. My analysis
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has revealed conflicting levels of access to participation in the course, pointing to the
need for multimodal learning environments flexible enough to address a wide range of
access needs at once. This work contributes to emerging writing and disability
scholarship on the role of multimodality in developing non-normative writing pedagogies
and inclusive program designs. The study was reviewed by the IRB and deemed not to be
human subjects research. It was conducted in partnership with the university’s Disability
Resources and Services and FYWP, which adopted attendant policy recommendations.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

In Mad At School, Margaret Price asks: “What transformation would need to
occur before those who pursue academic discourse can be ‘heard’ . . . not in spite of our
mental disabilities, but with and through them” (Mad 10)? Despite nearly universal
rhetoric of diversity and inclusion, current practices in the field of writing studies ignore,
exclude, and erase mental disability because our programs, curricula, and classes are too
often designed to work for some, but not all, bodies and minds. Recently, disability
studies (DS) scholars (Yergeau; Brewer; Selfe) have demonstrated the extent to which
widely accepted approaches to the teaching of writing fail to account for the complex
relationship between mental disability and academic commonplaces, such as multimodal
texts, spaces, and assignments, with real consequences for the well-being of our students.
Given the dramatic rise of online and other multimodal forms of instruction that
has characterized and continues to shape college writing classrooms in the era of
COVID-19, I would pose a similar question to any WPA or writing instructor (including
myself) serious about inclusion: what transformation would need to occur before students
can fully and equally access the spaces and activities of their multimodal classrooms—
not “in spite of,” but “with and through” mental disability?
The purpose of this study is to explore the accessibility experiences of first-year
writing students with mental disabilities and what the implications are for making
multimodal writing classrooms more accessible for all. For the purpose of this study, I
will use mental disability as a term that can encompass a range of cognitive and
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intellectual disabilities and abilities, to include anxiety, depression, and other (sometimes
unnamed) experiences commonly associated with the mind. Building on the work of
disability scholars (Davis; Siebers; Price; Lewiecki-Wilson; Worsham; Brueggemann)
who conceive of disability as a mode of human difference, a social and political category,
and an identity marker, this study will focus its analysis on the barriers to access
(physical, social, and institutional) that exist for students with mental disabilities in the
writing program where I teach. It will also pay attention to the affordances disabled
students bring to bear on the multimodal spaces of their classrooms. In this study, I
examine the experiences of six students with mental disabilities enrolled in the second
course of a first-year composition sequence at a large, public university in a metropolitan
area in the Northeast.
The study came out of questions I had about how program policies shape
students’ experiences when I was working as a Graduate Assistant (GA) in Metro
University’s First Year Writing Program (FYWP). An internal document summarizing
student evaluations of their writing courses brought these questions into focus. In it, the
previous GA had noted that,
As usual, students are frustrated by not getting draft grades until the end of
the semester. I’m struck by how much agitation and worry this causes and
wonder if instructors could do a better job of explaining the reasoning
behind this policy or if maybe instructors need to give students a clearer
sense of how they’re doing (maybe at midterm)? (FYWP GA)
The GA is referring here to a standing program policy that asks writing instructors not to
assign official letter grades on drafts of student papers, a policy about which I’ll say more
later. For now, I want to say that I share the GA’s concern over this apparent pattern of
agitation and worry, and think their suggestion is a good one. And yet, the opening of this
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excerpt—the words “As usual” evoking a longstanding rift between the purpose of a
policy and students’ experience of it—stood out to me most when I first read the
document in 2018.
I noticed a similar pattern when I conducted my own review of course evaluations
later that semester. In particular, I was struck by how often students used words like
“stress” and “anxiety” when describing their feelings about the program’s grading
policy.1 Some explained that they needed to maintain a high GPA to stay in good
standing in their Pre-Med programs, reporting anxiety about remaining in the dark on
their portfolio grade. Several others recounted the stress of not knowing how much
revision was required to pass the course.
The year I had previously spent studying for my preliminary exams helped me
draw connections between these student accounts and DS scholarship on academic
access.2 I was excited by the work of Price and Dolmage, and had begun applying DS
theories to my own teaching. Kerschbaum and Walters had attuned me to ableism’s
persistence and reach, revealing the ways that normative assumptions pervade some of
our field’s most commonplace practices. This may help explain why I heard in these
students’ comments echoes of the disciplinary critique Yergeau and colleagues had levied
five years prior: “In this important sense, disability studies reminds compositionists that

1

By highlighting these student evaluations, I don’t mean to pathologize, nor “treat,” the embodied
experiences of anxiety or stress. Rather, I set out to explore why these terms had come up so much in
students’ accounts of their experiences in writing courses.
2

I don’t intend to draw conclusions about the relationship between anxiety and disability. As Tara Wood
so eloquently explains, “The connections between disability and anxiety are complex and must be
considered contextually. For some students, anxiety is their disability; for others, it might be a symptom;
and for still others, it might just be anxiety (unrelated to a diagnosed disability)” (270).
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our programs, curricula, and classes are designed to work for only some bodies, not for
all bodies” (“Multimodality in Motion”). What did these student accounts tell us about
our program’s policies? What bodies (and minds) are they designed to work for? 3
Later that semester, I partnered with Aaron Spector, then director of the
university’s disability resources and services (DRS) department, to explore these
questions further. Aaron and I began a discussion about disability and access at Metro. In
our first meeting, we drank coffee at a popular café on campus and bonded over our
shared admiration for Price’s Mad at School. I also told him about the work I was doing
at the FYWP. Aaron had extensive experience presenting on student disability
accommodations for Metro faculty, and suggested we put together a workshop
specifically for first-year writing instructors. By teaming up with the people who enact
the writing program’s policies, we figured, we could learn how to make those policies
more accessible. Over the next several months, our workshop idea grew into a faculty
development program involving instruction in universal design and DS literature. We
hoped that applying a DS lens to a shared course syllabus would allow us to not only
address inclusive pedagogy but also begin to intervene in policies and procedures that
shape in/accessible learning environments.
The faculty development program took place over the Fall 2018 and Spring 2019
semesters. It consisted of three modules: one faculty development workshop and two
meetings of a faculty working group. The overall goals of the program were:

3

I am not suggesting that Metro’s FYWP, recent recipient of the CCCC Writing Program Certificate of
Excellence, is less accessible than other writing programs. Rather, my goal is to illustrate how academic
ableism can structure elements of even the most access-minded programs.
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1) To increase faculty members’ awareness of the prevalence of students with
mental disabilities by examining demographic trends at the university.
2) To introduce faculty members to the idea that course design and policies can
create environmental barriers to participation in the college classroom through
a comparison of the medical and social model of disability.
3) To introduce faculty members to inclusive instructional practices through a
discussion of individual accommodations and universal design for learning.
4) To identify potential barriers to participation in the first-year writing classroom
and curriculum through a critical disability studies analysis of the course
syllabus.
5) To create a revised course syllabus designed to be more inclusive based on
principles of critical disability studies and universal design for learning, and
submit the revised syllabus to FYWP administration for
consideration. (Savaglio and Spector 93)
Owing especially to the efforts of a core group of instructor-participants, the program
achieved several of these goals. Results from post-training interviews, as Aaron and I
note in an article describing the program, 4 suggested “meaningful improvements in
faculty members’ awareness of mental disabilities, accommodations for SWDs [students
with disabilities], and inclusive instructional practices, as well as their readiness to
successfully intervene in departmental policies and practices to promote accessible
learning environments” (93). Moreover, the FYWP adopted several of the program’s

4

“Addressing Mental Disability in the Postsecondary Classroom via Faculty Development Partnership.”
Written with Aaron Spector. Journal of Postsecondary Education and Disability 34 (Spring 2021): 91-99.
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recommendations, including a newly drafted section of the syllabus directly addressing
student well-being and listing campus mental health resources with contact information.
Despite these successes, however, I slowly came to the realization that our
program’s emphasis on faculty perspectives was its biggest limitation. Luckily, we were
aided tremendously by the insights of experienced writing instructors, including
prominent DS scholar and disability advocate Josh Lukin, who brought a powerful
disability praxis to bear on our review of the course syllabus. It helped too that we had
grounded the program in DS research and student evaluations. However, as I led the
working group in collaborative activities (e.g., identifying elements of the syllabus that
posed “potential barriers” to students with mental disabilities), I realized that the lack of
direct input from disabled students posed a serious challenge to our ability to make
improvements to access that could account for students’ individual needs, let alone the
diverse experiences of students across the program. In designing them, I realized, I’d
failed to adhere to an extremely important principle of the disability rights movement:
“Nothing about us, without us.”
I doubt the problem I have identified here is unfamiliar to DS researchers or
disability advocates focused on improving academic equity within their own institutional
contexts: efforts to enhance access for disabled students too often fail to involve disabled
students themselves. When considered in the context of remediating barriers to access in
writing and other classrooms, “Nothing about us, without us” reminds us that students
with disabilities should be involved in all decisions that affect them. The qualitative study
at the heart of this dissertation aims to address this lack of students’ direct representation
in the design and redesign of writing programs, curricula, and classes. Specifically, this
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dissertation examines the impact of multimodal classroom pedagogies and policies on
students with mental disabilities. In so doing, it seeks to contribute to emerging writing
and disability scholarship on the role of multimodality in developing non-normative
writing pedagogies and inclusive program designs. 5
As this narrative suggests, my approach to this study was born out of my own
difficulties organizing an adequate response to commonplace policies and practices that
fail to fully account for the complex minds, bodies, and lives of our students. As such, the
study is informed by—and builds directly upon—the work of our faculty development
program while trying to better adhere to key disability principles of “Nothing about us,
without us” and participatory design. To this end, this study solicits the perspectives of
students with mental disabilities on their experiences in multimodal writing classrooms.
My approach to this study aligns with a disability-oriented form of Universal Design for
Learning (UDL) that “consciously and systematically ask[s] for and utilize[s] feedback
from students, especially students with disabilities” (Dolmage 3). Following DS
scholarship by Tara Wood, I adopted a qualitative approach for the study to make sure
that any suggestions I might make about enhancing access for writing students with
disabilities are grounded in the experiences and perspectives of students themselves
(“Cripping”).

Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on this Study
Like most other colleges and universities in the United States, Metro University
abruptly transitioned to online learning in March 2020 when the World Health
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As I will argue later, I believe involving disabled students in our pedagogical designs can help make
multimodal writing classrooms more accessible not only for disabled students but for all.
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Organization declared COVID-19 a global pandemic. This transition had a profound
impact on the aims and execution of this study. For instance, all interviews analyzed in
the study were conducted (over Zoom) following the university-wide shift to remote
instruction. Accordingly, I made changes to my initial interview protocol which I had
designed prior to the pandemic. While all questions regarding standard writing course
policies and common writing classroom practices remained the same, I added several
new interview questions (e.g., “Have you had to make any adjustments in order to make
this transition to fully online learning work for you?”; “Is there anything that your
instructor has done, or could do, to make your transition online go more smoothly?”) that
centered more explicitly on the multimodal online learning environments in which
students were now highly engaged (access Appendix A). The topic of the pandemic and
its impact on students’ accessibility experiences emerged repeatedly throughout and
across all of the interviews, owing in part to my semi-structured interview questions
about their experiences with online learning during the pandemic, but also in response to
questions about students’ experiences with in-person class policies (e.g., attendance,
lateness),6 common writing classroom activities (e.g., peer review; small group work),
and if and how the course impacts their well-being.

6

The pandemic had unique implications for participants’ responses to questions about the writing program
policies examined in this study. Following the shift to remote instruction, Metro’s writing classes adopted
modified policies with guidance from the university and the FYWP. While individual instructors had
discretion over the particulars of these newly implemented policies, guidance called for increased
flexibility in policies regarding attendance and late work. Because of this, when students responded to
questions about their experiences with standard, pre-pandemic course policies and in-person classroom
activities, they were forced to either reflect on how they’d previously dealt with these policies prior to the
university’s shift to online learning or articulate how they would feel (hypothetically) if these policies were
assigned to them in an in-person writing classroom. Additionally, some participants chose to reflect on their
experiences with their class’s modified, pandemic-era policies when responding to questions about the
class’s standard, pre-pandemic policies.
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I was struck (but not necessarily surprised) by how often these students’ accounts
of the ways in which COVID-19 impacted their learning echoed my own experiences
while conducting this research. For instance, several of the main themes that emerged
when discussing online learning during the pandemic with study participants (e.g., the
distinct but at times interconnected feelings of isolation, depression, and academic
detachment) resonated strongly with my own experiences of writing and teaching from
home during many months of quarantine. Like so many of the insights that I gained from
the students who participated in this study, reflecting on my own experiences during this
time helped remind me of the dangers of positioning access as what M. Remi Yergeau
has called a “project of rehabilitation,” where “a set of able-bodied us’s eagerly [wait] to
rescue a few, rare disabled thems who are in dire need of help” (“Multimodality in
Motion”).
As this brief introduction suggests, this study is also a story about my challenges
and evolution as a DS researcher and as a teacher of writing. The conversations that came
out of this study have profoundly impacted the ways in which I think about my own role
in enhancing and inhibiting access in my own classrooms. In particular, participants’
accounts of their experiences and challenges navigating attendance (both in person and
online) forced me to pay closer attention to the ways in which I construct time through
class policies, activities, and assignments. 7 Alongside my analysis of their data, the
discussions I had with the undergraduate students who participated in this study have also
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I have since adopted crip time, a concept from the disability community that emphasizes disabled
individuals’ agentive role in negotiating matters of time (including students’ timely presence in class).
Whenever possible, I try to negotiate the temporal conditions of my classrooms—from my assignment
deadlines to my attendance policy—"with disabled students, not simply for disabled students” (Wood 278).
I will further discuss the importance of crip time, and its implications for developing non-normative writing
program policies, in the chapters that follow.
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given me insight into the ways in which my own attitudes, identifications, and affiliations
regarding disability continue to shape me as a researcher, teacher, and human. Listening
to students with disabilities talk (and sometimes, not talk) about their experiences with
disability and access forced me to reassess my own actions and beliefs about these
complex topics, recognizing them as ideologically constructed and as heavily informed
by the many privileges that I, a straight, white, cisgender male, Midwestern, PhD student
experience in my daily life. As Brenda Brueggemann has so eloquently pointed out,
“What we say and do and believe about disability suddenly begins to be what we say and
do and believe about ourselves” (794).

Presence in College Writing Classrooms—A Literature Review
As I previously noted, this study examines the experiences of six students with
mental disabilities enrolled in a first-year writing course at a large urban university. To
make sense of these students’ reflections on the policies and practices of their writing
classrooms, and before describing my methodology and interpreting the data, I need to
briefly trace DS and other research in an area with wide-ranging implications for these
students’ accessibility experiences: presence. In doing so, I hope to provide context for
the findings of this study and for understanding the barriers to access that disabled
students face in their multimodal (online and in-person) classrooms.
Presence
Price argues that despite the influence of Jacques Derrida’s nonphenomenological understanding of presence in a wide array of academic disciplines, 8

8

Derrida discusses this theory in response to Husserl’s phenomenological understanding of presence in
Speech and Phenomena: And Other Essays on Husserl’s Theory of Signs.
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“most pedagogical research continues to value a stable, rationalist, notion of presence,
both in the ways that texts are produced and in expectations for participation in kairotic
spaces such as the classroom” (64). This “rationalist discourse of presence,” Price writes,
“commingles presence with the vexed concepts of the individual, freedom, and control”
(65). In the context of college classrooms, she argues, this commingling has important
implications for student attendance.
When presence appears more literally on the scene of academic
discourses—that is, when it is used to refer to whether or not students
physically attend classes—the conflation of presence, goodness, control,
and individuality is used to construct pedagogies that presume that, first,
presence is the sine qua non of learning in higher education, and second,
that the “choice” of whether or not to be present belongs to the individual
student. (65)
As Price points out, this rationalist notion of presence is readily apparent in classroom
studies of attendance, which, noticing a correlation between student presence and higher
grades, tend to conclude that students “‘should’ attend class since that factor is one they
can ‘control’” (65). However, when considered through the lens of disability, she
suggests, the normative perspective behind this research is brought to the fore. While
some such studies acknowledge disability as a peripheral issue, Price explains, many
“simply [ignore] the possibility that any sort of disability, let alone mental disability, may
play a role in students’ presence in class” (65).
Indicative of this approach, as Price shows, is Marvin Druger’s “Being There: A
Perspective on Class Attendance,” published in the Journal of College Science Teaching.
Arguing that physical presence, or “being there,” is the “essence of learning and
maturing,” Druger suggests that students must be present in class in order to “experience”
it (350). He writes, “If students are not in classes regularly, they miss the experience,”
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inferring that this experience cannot be replicated outside of the classroom (350). Price
identifies two problems with this argument. To begin, just because a student is physically
present in class does not necessarily indicate that she is “experiencing” it (66). For
example, students who experience embodied phenomena related to disability, such as
anxiety or depression, may not experience the class in the way Druger suggests (66). In
addition, Price notes, Druger’s argument does not consider the fact that not all students
benefit from learning in physical proximity to others, as may be the case, for example, for
students with social anxiety or those on the autism spectrum (66). In this study, I hope to
highlight perspectives from students with mental disabilities, several of whom shared
with me how anxiety and depression associated with their disabilities impact how they
experience their writing classrooms. Continued research on classroom attendance, as
Price argues and I attempt to show in the following pages, should take into consideration
the role that mental disability may play in students’ presence in, and “experience” of,
their classes.
In the decade since Price published Mad At School, some work on classroom
attendance has managed to move beyond equating presence with “experiencing” a class.
An example of this is Kauffman et al.’s “Relationship between Classroom Attendance
and Examination Performance,” published by The American Physiological Society.
Complicating research indicating a positive correlation between attendance and academic
performance, Kauffman and colleagues argue that the increasing availability of online
learning resources “both inside and outside the formal curriculum” means that “simple
participation in class does not have such a strong bearing as a strategy for success” as it
once had (594). Rather, they conclude, “context seems to be important in predicting the
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relationship between attendance and performance,” noting that “the traditional advice that
all students should attend class to do well is certainly not universally supported by the
evidence” (596). Kauffman et al.’s consideration of online learning as a legitimate way of
accessing a class is a welcome change from the view that students must be physically in
class in order to adequately experience it. However, while these researchers take into
consideration students’ “learning behaviors,” such as “orientation toward peer learning,
help seeking, and organization,” they, like Druger, do not acknowledge disability as
something that might impact a student’s ability to attend class (593). The study at the
center of this dissertation assumes that disability and other intersecting identity markers
(e.g., gender, race, ethnicity, class, etc.) may play a role in students’ presence in class.
Why do so many classroom studies continue to disregard this relationship between
disability and presence?
Part of the answer, as I believe and Price argues, is that so much of this work
understands presence in rationalistic terms (e.g., individuality; freedom; control); thus, it
frequently focuses on ideas such as motivation, not embodied experience, to understand
(and to explain) why students fail to show up to class. To illustrate this point, Price cites
Randy Moore’s study of students in an introductory biology course. Asserting that
attendance requires “personal effort that relates directly to the course and learning,”
Moore argues that students “not motivated enough to attend class regularly” will likely
also not be sufficiently motivated to engage in other learning activities outside of class
(e.g., studying; reading; attending help sessions), which results in “less learning and
lower grades” (Moore 370). Questioning the connections Moore makes between
attendance, extra-class activities, and increased learning, Price troubles the “presumed
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causal relationship” between attendance and motivation, writing: “In fact, a highly
motivated student may often miss class; may spend a huge amount of ‘time-on-ask’ yet
not retain what he has studied, or not be able to perform his knowledge in approved-ofways; and may find that his learning ‘increases’ when he is alone but falls apart when he
works in a small group or a crowded lecture hall” (68). Her point, she explains, is not that
“we should ignore the importance of attendance,” but that “most of our research and
practice forms quick assumptions about the interdependence of presence, motivation,
achievement, and learning—each of which is vastly complicated in itself, let alone in
combination” (68).
Ten years after Price made this argument, articles that exemplify this rationalist
approach to presence are not hard to find. For example, Joseph et al.’s recent study of
undergraduate nursing students cites absenteeism as “one of the major behavioral issues
threatening the achievement of nursing program objectives,” arguing that:
[P]unitive disciplinary procedures for absenteeism are outdated and should
be abolished and replaced with motivational rewards for attendance, such
as digital badges, which especially appeals to millennial and postmillennial students. Using digital badges increases students’ motivation to
attend classes, which will allow them to develop relationships with
teaching staff and students and fosters a collaborative atmosphere
necessary for future nurses who will be practicing in a complex
environment that demands teamwork and collaboration. (5)
I don’t doubt that nursing students may need to develop relationships necessary for
professional success. In addition, I agree with the authors’ call to move away from
“punitive” approaches to attendance, since this might be a way to open flexibility for
students who miss class for reasons beyond their control. However, as I continue to
reflect on this passage, and as I examine the connections being drawn between
motivation, presence, and professional achievement, I’m struck by how closely it
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resembles Price’s characterization of normative presence. While Joseph and colleagues
refer to studies in which students cite issues such as “illness” and “a family member’s
health issues” as reasons for being absent, they emphasize research indicating that “shortterm absences, particularly one-day absences, were common among nursing students,
suggesting a trend in preventable absenteeism for voluntary reasons other than illness”
(1). Based on this literature, they conclude, “a great concern in nursing student
absenteeism is motivation and voluntary absences are only a manifestation of nursing
students' lack of motivation” (1). From the standpoint of mental disability, there are
problems with such a conclusion. First, just because a student misses only a small number
of classes doesn’t mean that she is doing so “voluntarily” (4). Students who have
difficulty waking up due to disability-related insomnia, who are grieving the loss of a
loved one, or who experience social anxiety in a classroom setting might miss class, but
not for what Joseph et al. call “lack of motivation” (1). Similar to Price, I am not arguing
that attendance isn’t important. Rather, I’d like to be part of a conversation about how to
make attendance more accessible, both in person and online. Thus, this study echoes DS
calls for a more thoughtful approach to presence; one that accounts for (and learns from)
mental disability and other embodied experiences; and, importantly, one that does not
automatically equate absence with students’ failure to self-motivate.
Some researchers do consider disability, as Price points out, in examining the
“problem” of student attendance, with some studies accounting for differences in race,
gender, “special needs,” or personality type (68). However, many such studies fail to
consider disability experience in any detail, or view disability through a purely medical
lens (an approach largely at odds with both the theoretical perspectives and activist goals
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of DS) (68). Typical of the latter approach are studies that use personality inventories.
Such studies, Price argues, “do pay explicit attention to disability—specifically mental
disability—because most personality inventories are structured in ways that both mark
and pathologize mental disability,” as in the case of the commonly used Five-Factor
Personality Inventory (also known as the “Big Five”) and the more recent NEO PI-R9
(68). Widely applied in the fields of personality psychology and educational research,
these instruments are designed to measure personality according to the “Big Five” traits
(Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, and Openness to
Experience) (69). Given the way in which these nonoverlapping traits are defined (e.g.,
agreeableness includes attributes such as “generous, kind, sympathetic” whereas
neuroticism includes “anxious, self-pitying, unstable”), it is not surprising that such
studies frequently associate neuroticism with lower attendance and lower academic
achievement (McCrae and John, n.p.; Price 69). 10
Concerned by the extent to which educational stakeholders increasingly rely on
instruments such as the NEO PI-R to guide decision-making, Price identifies four ways in
which this tool “fails students,” writing:
First, the broad category of ‘neuroticism’ collapses together all kinds of
mental disabilities, missing important features of difference . . . Second,
defining ‘neuroticism’ by means of ‘self-pity’ reifies the myth of disabled
persons as self-pitying and narcissistic. Third, I am concerned about the
implications of using five orthogonal (nonoverlapping) categories that
define traits such as anxiety against traits such as being “enthusiastic,”
“appreciative,” “generous,” or “forgiving”. . . Fourth, for all their careful
measurement and observation, educational users of this model have little

9

Created by Paul T. Costa Jr. and Robert R. McCrae.
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“Ironically,” Price notes, “neurotic is a highly dated term, and fell out of psychiatric use in 1994, with
the advent of DSM-IV [Aho 245]. Yet it persists in educational models that direct current research and
practice” (69).
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to say bout how we might make attendance less of a barrier for our more
anxious, neurotic, self-pitying students. (69-70)
As this last point wryly suggests, rather than offering “concrete” suggestions for
decreasing barriers to attendance, personality tests are increasingly being used, as Price
points out, “not as grounds for intervention and support, but as predictors of academic
success, with some educators even suggesting that they could be used as admission
criteria” (70).
Indeed, my own survey of research on academic achievement points to the staying
power of the NEO PI-R model. For instance, a recent study of Italian freshman students
notes that “higher scores on conscientiousness and openness to experience have a positive
impact on GPA,” and calls for strategies such as “introducing compulsory attendance” as
a way to address students “who are less diligent and self-disciplined to prevent inefficient
procrastination” (Corazzini et al., 16). (“Understanding which strategies can have a
positive impact on the performance of undergraduate students with a personality profile
that is less rewarding in the university system,” the authors suggest, “is an interesting
pathway for future research”) (16; emphasis added). Similarly, a study of Russian
undergraduates finds that “consciousness has the greatest number of positive correlations
with the academic achievement in Russian linguistics students,” while taking a second
foreign language “may lead to lower grades for a student with higher neuroticism”
(Vorobyeva et al., 101-2). If such studies continue to shape and be shaped by facile (and
harmful) assumptions about disability, if they are not interested in developing strategies
that might make attendance more feasible (if they are in fact invested in doing the
opposite), who are they designed to serve? Surely, there are other ways to investigate
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student achievement, ways that do not pathologize mental disability or chalk absences up
to a lack of motivation.
This raises the question of what students themselves might add to discussions
about their presence in class. As Price notes, some studies do explore such student
perspectives, yet they tend to do so through questionnaires rather than narrative-based
methods such as interviews (70). 11 I believe the latter option is fertile ground from which
to both identify barriers to attendance as well as gain the insights necessary to design a
more accessible approach to students’ presence. However, a decade after the publication
of Mad, narrative accounts from undergraduate students on, say, how it feels to miss
class, or how mandatory attendance affects one’s wellbeing, remain elusive. This study
aims to begin filling this gap by soliciting perspectives from students with mental
disabilities on their experiences with attendance and absence, especially in the context of
COVID-era writing classrooms.
Against a global backdrop of social, economic, and political upheaval, the nationwide transition to online and remote learning has caused confusion and public debates
(often both at the same time) about how, where, and when education should be delivered,
calling into question what it means for our students to be present (or absent) in their
classrooms. In exploring the ways in which students interact with (or don’t) their fully
online writing courses at this unprecedented time, this study hopes to better understand
the barriers to access that normative presence creates and point toward new ways of
accounting for and acknowledging students’ presence, both in person and online.

11

Price discusses a notable exception in “Drawn Out of Dejection,” by Timile Brown. In it, Brown (Price’s
former student) describes what it feels like to have difficulty getting out of bed as well as attending class.
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Chapter Overview
Understanding that program policies, instructional practices, and instructor
attitudes can all impact the experiences of students with mental disabilities is crucial
when conducting research aimed at improving access for students with disabilities and
creating learning environments that are more hospitable to the differences that students
bring to the spaces and activities of their classes. This dissertation is my own attempt to
positively impact the retention and success of students with disabilities in writing
classrooms, to address program policies and practices that create in/accessible learning
environments, to make meaningful improvements in faculty members' (and my own)
awareness of mental disabilities, and to advance an approach to the teaching of writing
that accounts for the complex relationship between mental disability and academic
commonplaces, such as multimodal texts, spaces, and assignments. This study at the
center of this dissertation draws directly on previous writing studies and DS research on
the experiences of students with disabilities in writing classrooms. However, it makes
two key contributions to existing scholarship. First, while studies of classrooms have
examined the impact of gender, race, class, and physical and sensory impairments on
kairotic exchanges, they frequently ignore issues specific to students with mental
disabilities (Price 64). This study seeks to rectify this research gap by exploring how
students with mental disabilities experience and navigate kairotic spaces in their writing
classrooms and what role multimodality might play in rendering those spaces more
accessible. Second, studies of kairotic exchanges in classrooms rarely incorporate the
voices of students. By contrast, this study employs a DS approach to Universal Design
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for Learning (UDL) that “consciously and systematically ask[s] for and utilize[s]
feedback from students, especially students with disabilities” (Dolmage 3). I adopted a
qualitative approach for this study in order to ground any argument I hoped to make
about improving access in multimodal writing classrooms in the perspectives of students
with disabilities, amplifying their voices and feelings about their classroom policies and
the practices of their instructors.
This chapter draws on my experiences as both a writing instructor and a Graduate
Assistant to Metro University’s First Year Writing Program (FYWP) to illustrate the need
for critical research on the complex relationship between mental disability and academic
commonplaces, such as multimodal texts and assignments. Given the recent rise of
multimodality in writing program curricula, I position my dissertation as a critical
intervention that addresses institutional barriers to access by attending to disability as a
critical lens and an embodied experience. It then traces existing research on classroom
attendance, showing why we need to solicit and pay attention to disabled students’
perspectives on what it means to be present (or absent) in class.
Chapter two introduces the theories on multimodality and disability that I will
draw upon in subsequent chapters, particularly those of disability and rhetoric scholars
Margaret Price and M. Remi Yergeau. Thus, this chapter provides a discussion of the
research constructs (i.e., Multimodality and Access, Kairotic Space, Retrofitting, and
Crip Time) that serve as the basis for this study. The chapter then details the methodology
of the study and discusses the importance of critical self-reflection in DS as well as the
potential that Critical Discourse Analysis holds for DS research. This study involved
interviewing 6 students with mental disabilities at Metro University, soliciting data on
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their experiences with and attitudes toward the policies and activities of their multimodal
writing classrooms. A demographic questionnaire supplements this primary data and will
also be discussed, focusing especially on the impacts of accommodations in writing
classrooms as well as the implications of disability disclosure for students’ well-being
(access Appendix B). In addition to discussing DS methods, this chapter describes the
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the aims and execution of the study, the process of
collecting and categorizing the data, the demographic information of the participants, and
the limitations of the study.
Chapter three introduces the six undergraduate students who participated in this
study. Drawing heavily on the semi-structured interviews and the supplemental
demographic questionnaire, it offers narrative accounts of these students’ accessibility
experiences in their multimodal (in-person and online) writing classrooms. The chapter
concludes by introducing the main themes that emerged from my analysis of the data,
corresponding to the research questions 1) what are the barriers to access facing students
with mental disabilities in online writing classrooms during the COVID-19 pandemic, 2)
what affordances do disabled students bring to bear on the multimodal spaces of their inperson and online writing classrooms, and 3) how does writing classroom practice and
policy affect the well-being of students from a range of behavioral profiles?
Chapter 4 comprises the discussion of the themes that emerged from my analysis
of the study data. The themes are conflicts of access, access creation, and
personalization. I discuss each theme in detail, showing how it fits with existing research
in writing studies and disability studies. In so doing, I provide exemplars from students’
accounts and explore the implications of these findings for multimodal writing
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classrooms. The chapter concludes by offering recommendations for future research as
well as suggestions for developing non-normative writing pedagogies and inclusive
program designs.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS

Recently, several key scholars of composition/rhetoric have renewed a
longstanding debate over the field’s so-called “disciplinary turn.” Despite a lack of
consensus on whether or how we might take such a turn, Kathleen Blake Yancey argues
in Composition, Rhetoric, and Disciplinarity (2018) that in recent years, “without our
being very aware of it, we have begun to see the field as a discipline” (17). In particular,
Yancey cites “a renewed research agenda . . . the development of projects consolidating
what the field has established as knowledge . . . the continuing development of the major
in Rhetoric and Composition” and “the changing location of Writing Studies within
institutional structures” as evidence of the field’s evolution toward disciplinarity (17).
Concluding that “Such a turn . . . can organize the field and can set the agenda for
forward progress,” she asks, “What kind of discipline would we like to be” (31)?
In the same volume, Malenczyk and colleagues take up Yancey’s question by
posing a different one: “What kind of discipline are we?” (Malenczyk et al. 70). “For us,”
they explain, “the very basis of Writing Studies as a knowledge producing discipline rests
upon the idea of students as knowledge makers, not merely knowledge consumers” (70).
Drawing on their collective experience researching and working in writing classrooms,
centers, and programs, “sites in which students teaching and learning from other students
is woven into the fabric,” the authors remind us that “such practices are fundamental acts
of knowledge making, of the social construction of knowledge to which our field has
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long allied” (70). For them, it is more important than ever that we “plac[e] and [keep]
student knowledge making front and center” as we (re-)compose our discipline (70).
For my part, I am less interested in taking sides in this debate than in
reemphasizing the generative potential, as Malenczyk and colleagues convincingly argue,
of renewing our commitment to the social construction of knowledge: to students as
“knowledge makers, not merely knowledge consumers” (70). Yet it strikes me that this
discussion betrays a hidden tension in our discipline: students play a crucial role in our
pedagogies and in our theories of writing; but there are limits to, and contradictions
within, what we do with the knowledge our students generate. This dissertation argues
that exploring these limitations through the lens of disability studies (DS) reminds us how
rarely we utilize the knowledge of students, especially students with disabilities, to guide
the designs our programs, curricula, and classrooms, and how much we’d benefit from
the insights and perspectives they have to offer.
In this chapter, I want to describe a conflict that I recognize within my own
practice and within the practice of others who profess, but unevenly apply, our
commitment to student knowledge. I highlight two attitudes that I associate with this
tension, though I acknowledge there are more. First, we regard students as integral comakers, not merely consumers, of knowledge about writing instruction. Recognizing
teaching, learning, and writing as collaborative and socially constructed, student
knowledge-making continues to shape our pedagogies and theories of writing. Less often,
I think, do we recognize students as integral co-makers of knowledge about the academy
(including our own classrooms), including who it is designed (and redesigned) for.
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In Mad At School, Margaret Price identifies “certain commonplace beliefs, or
topoi” in academe, arguing that they collide with mental disability (5). I have found two
such topoi, presence and participation, especially useful in my own thinking about access
and teaching writing, and for questioning the very common writing classroom policies
and practices that I examine in this study. For instance, how does it feel to contend with
mandatory attendance while grieving the loss of a family member? How do students with
chronic insomnia navigate that same policy? What does it mean to address late work
through anxiety, depression, suicidal ideation—experiences that can be difficult to plan
for? How does it feel to adapt to a strict punctuality requirement while wearing an
orthopedic boot?
This kind of questioning takes on a unique meaning when considered in the
context of our global pandemic, which has exposed both barriers to access (old and new)
and disabled students’ ability to resourcefully navigate their multimodal virtual
classrooms. For example, what effect does the isolation many students feel in quarantine
have on the “social” processes of writing? How does it feel to write collaboratively from
one’s bedroom, not “in spite of,” but “with and through” trauma (10)? What do students
do when their disability accommodation doesn’t apply to online learning?
In other words, how do our students interpret our policies? How do they feel
about them? What does it take for them to adapt to, comply with, or resist them?
The problem I have just outlined is that students with mental and other disabilities
are too often prevented from fully and equally accessing the spaces and activities of their
writing classrooms in part because we don’t always know (or ask) how our designs
(social, virtual, policy, or otherwise) work to ignore and exclude them. To begin to
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address this problem, I developed a qualitative study that, following Jay Dolmage,
“consciously and systematically ask[s] for and utilize[s] feedback from students,
especially students with disabilities,” on the policies and practices of their multimodal
writing classrooms (3). I adopted a qualitative approach for the study because I wanted to
make sure that any pedagogical framework I might advance for designing more
accessible writing classrooms is grounded in the experiences and perspectives of students
themselves.
In this chapter, I start by reviewing the literature from which the research
constructs for this study were developed. I will then describe my approach to critical
discourse analysis and its potential for DS research, drawing on key scholarship in both
DS and writing studies. I also discuss the importance of self-identification (that is,
identifying oneself in relation to disability) and representation in DS research. Following
this, I will explain the context of the study, the process of recruiting participants, and my
methods for collecting and analyzing the data. Finally, the chapter concludes with a
discussion of ethical considerations and the limitations of the study.

Research Constructs and Supporting Literature
As I noted in Chapter 1, the research constructs that serve as the basis for this
study are informed by theoretical perspectives from writing studies and disability studies.
These constructs include: Multimodality and Access, Kairotic Space, Retrofitting, and
Crip Time. In this section, I offer an account of the literature from which these constructs
derive as well as explain how the constructs are conceptualized in this study.
Multimodality and Access
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While multimodality is widely posited as a boon to accessible pedagogy, recent
disability studies scholarship (Yergeau; Brewer; Kerschbaum; Price; Oswal; Walters) has
foregrounded the normative assumptions underlying multimodality as it is commonly
theorized and applied vis-a-vis composition, classrooms, and digital spaces. For example,
M. Remi Yergeau et al. note that “multimodality as it is commonly used implies an
ableist understanding of the human composer” (“Multimodality In Motion”). Shannon
Walters interrogates similar normative assumptions behind multimodal collaboration in
the writing classroom (“A Different Kind of Wholeness”). This growing body of
scholarship underscores a tendency in composition studies to assume “multimodality is a
‘normal’ state of human communication”—and that, under “normal” conditions, it should
benefit all composers and users—without considering the complex and oftentimes fraught
relationship between multimodality and disability (Walters).
Digital technologies and systems, insofar as they transfer normative assumptions
about communication to digital spaces (as exemplified, for instance, by websites
inaccessible to individuals who use screenreading software), do not constitute enhanced
modes of access. This study will investigate the circumstances under which digital spaces
create barriers and/or generate possibilities for students with disabilities in the context of
COVID-era writing classrooms. In this research, I will consider the role of multimodality
in developing more inclusive writing program designs. In order to do this, I draw on the
work of disability studies scholars who examine the intersection of multimodality and
disability to cultivate nonnormative approaches to multimodal writing pedagogy and
policy-making.
Kairotic Space
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This study traces the key features of Price’s work on kairotic space, highlights
some weaknesses in existing research, and uses it as an important lens to consider today’s
academic spaces. For Price, kairotic spaces are “the less formal, often unnoticed, areas of
academe where knowledge is produced and power is exchanged” (Mad 60). Price’s term
comes from the classical rhetorical concept of “kairos,” which is typically translated as
“the opportune or appropriate time” (60). However, such translations do not capture the
full scope of kairos (60). Drawing on Cynthia Miecznikowski Sheard, Price points out
that kairos involves not just time but the interrelated elements of time, physical space,
and attitudes, noting that “kairos carries ethical and contextual as well as temporal
implications” (60). She goes on to suggest that kairotic space is marked by all or most of
the following:
1) Real-time unfolding of events
2) Impromptu communication required or encouraged
3) Participants are tele/present
4) Strong social element
5) High stakes (“Space”)
As these criteria suggest, what makes a space kairotic is both dynamic and subjective.
For a student in a first-year writing course, kairotic spaces might include classroom
discussions, small-group workshops, instructor-student conferences, or assignments that
require collaboration with one’s peers (61). However, a casual conversation with a friend
enrolled in the same course might not be kairotic (61). For Price, the key feature of
kairotic space is the “pairing of spontaneity with high levels of professional/academic
impact” (61).
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Despite their significant implications for academic access, little research has been
conducted on kairotic spaces (63). Price offers two reasons for this. First, given their
impromptu nature, it isn’t easy to collect data in them (63). Second, and more
importantly, “their impact tends to be underestimated by those who move through them
with relative ease” (63). This echoes Yergeau et al.’s suggestion that “[t]raversing public
and private spaces inevitably means finding a way to access those spaces,” a reality that
is more apparent to “those who experience barriers to access, and often unnoticed by
those whose bodies, minds, abilities, and resources allow them to occupy the role of
default user (“Multimodality in Motion”). In other words, those who struggle to access
kairotic spaces, such as a person who “can hear only scraps of a conversation held among
a group sitting at a table,” or a student who “needs more than a few seconds to process a
question asked of her in a classroom discussion,” will more readily understand their
importance than those who do not (63).
While studies of classrooms examine the impact of gender, race, class, and
physical and sensory impairments on kairotic exchanges, they typically ignore issues
specific to students and instructors with mental disabilities (64). Moreover, studies of
kairotic exchanges in classrooms rarely incorporate the voices of students. As I noted
previously, my approach in this study aligns with a conception of Universal Design for
Learning (UDL) that “consciously and systematically ask[s] for and utilize[s] feedback
from students, especially students with disabilities” (Dolmage 3). To me, it seems selfevident that students should not be excluded from conversations about their needs. To
this end, this study solicits feedback from undergraduate students to determine how those
students are experiencing and navigating the kairotic spaces of their writing classrooms
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and what role multimodality might play in rendering those spaces more accessible.
Crucially, it does so in the context of both in-person and online settings—each of which
holds unique opportunities for understanding kairotic space (“Space”). The online setting,
in particular, offers an opportunity to incorporate the concept of telepresence, which will
be discussed next.
Telepresence
The notion of kairotic space is further developed in Price’s “Space/Presence,”
which argues that normative assumptions about presence can prevent disabled individuals
from equitable participation in kairotic spaces. Reconsidering one of her original criteria
for kairotic space (i.e., “in-person contact”), Price draws attention to the concept of
telepresence, arguing that it “calls into question the very meaning of presence and
absence, and in particular calls into question which bodies are marked (or forced to be)
present and absent in given contexts” (“Space”). When infrastructures are designed to
work for only “normate bodyminds,” she argues, they all but render nonnormative
bodyminds absent (“Space”). A town hall that presumes that all attendees will listen the
speakers’ communications orally/aurally, for example, makes those who have limited or
no access to oral/aural modes effectively absent, irrespective of their physical presence at
the meeting (“Space”).
This study builds on Price’s critique of normative notions of presence to explore
the accessibility of writing classrooms and the kairotic spaces they occasion. If an inperson class assumes all students will absorb the instructor’s lecture aurally, does that
infrastructure effectively mark D/deaf and hearing-impaired students absent, even if they
attend class? If a digital classroom is not compatible with assistive technology, what does
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that infrastructure make of the “presence” of a student who uses a screen-reader? In
exploring these and other questions of classroom access, this study takes up Price’s call
for “a more complex notion of telepresence” to examine how common writing classroom
policies and practices imagine and enforce student presence (in both in-person and online
contexts) and what affect this might have on disabled students’ participation in kairotic
classroom spaces (“Space”).
(Moving Beyond) Retrofitting
The retrofit is an important concept in DS discussions of access, one that holds
significant implications for the kairotic spaces and academic environments examined in
this study. Jay Dolmage has described retrofitting as follows: "to retrofit is to add a
component or accessory to something that has already been manufactured or built. This
retrofit does not necessarily make the product function, does not necessarily fix a faulty
product, but it acts as a sort of correction" (20). In the context of product design, an
example of retrofitting might be adding an elevator to a subway platform to facilitate
access for wheelchair users. Or it might mean making changes to a website to make it
compatible with assistive technologies such as screen reader software. As these examples
illustrate, products in need of a retrofit share a common characteristic: they were
originally designed with only some, not all, users in mind. In DS terms, the “some”
people referred to here might be designated as “able-bodied,” “normative,”
“neurotypical,” or, following Rosemarie Garland-Thomson, “normate.”12 When these
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In Extraordinary Bodies, Garland-Thomson defines normate as: “the veiled subject position of cultural
self, the figure outlined by the array of deviant others whose marked bodies shore up the normate’s
boundaries. The term normate usefully designates the social figure through which people can represent
themselves as definitive human beings. Normate, then, is the constructed identity of those who, by way of
the bodily configurations and cultural capital they assume, can step into a position of authority and wield
the power it grants them (8).
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sorts of products need to be “corrected” in order to provide access for other kinds of
users, this means that those users’ access needs end up being dealt with as an
afterthought. Thus, most DS scholars are critical of retrofitting as a necessary approach to
providing access for individuals with disabilities, arguing instead for an approach to
design that accounts for the needs of a much wider range of users, where accessibility is a
fundamental part of the initial design process.
Many DS scholars have applied this critical perspective to critique the
inaccessibility of a wide range of academic infrastructures and practices. Margaret Price
describes this push away from the retrofit model and toward more accessible
infrastructures this way:
[T]he changes we’re calling for are not a simple retrofit of academic
beliefs and practices which can be added on to our current systems of
interaction, production, and assessment. Retrofit is an important concept to
grasp when talking about disability studies and digital rhetoric, because
quite often discussions of disability in academic culture assume the
necessity of retrofitting. (“Space/Presence”)
This assumption that retrofitting is a necessary way to address access is closely linked
with another common assumption in both scholarly and everyday discourses about
academic access: that the “problem” of access is something “created by or solely
applicable to ‘those people over there’,” where “those people” may refer to individuals
belonging to or marked by particular social categories such as disability, class, race,
gender, and sexuality (“Space/Presence”).
As several DS researchers have pointed out, this approach to access—where the
burden of access is placed unfairly on individuals with disabilities—is readily apparent in
the framework of accommodation that prevails in many colleges and universities. M.
Remi Yergeau writes about this problem in “Reason.” Echoing Price’s call for more
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accessible infrastructures, Yergeau argues that discussions of disability and access that
take place in and center on the academy too often “[take] shape, linguistically speaking,
as accommodation.” This reliance on accommodations as a mode of providing access
means that it is often up to disabled students to procure the support they need to
successfully access the spaces and activities of their classes (e.g., registering with
disability services, which often requires the submission of medical documentation that
supports one’s request; disclosing one’s disability to instructors). This suggests that only
disabled students, not the stakeholders who design inaccessible institutional
environments, have (or are) the problem. As Yergeau so vividly puts it, such institutional
approaches to accommodation are based on “problemed bodies and spaces” instead of
“problemed infrastructures and practices.” Of course, to situate any body as “problemed”
is to assume a bodily deficit, suggesting that such a body represents a deviation from a
norm.
This perspective on the accommodation model reminds us that infrastructures and
practices in academic culture are frequently designed to work for “normal” bodies and
minds. In this view—a critique, Yergeau points out, which draws on disability scholars
Rob Imrie, Tobin Siebers, Kimber Barber-Fendley, Chris Hamel, and Paul Collins,
among others—accommodations help uphold a system that systematically excludes
disabled bodies from its primary modes of access. Pointing out that this assumption of
normalcy underpins both accommodations and retrofitting, Yergeau argues that these
approaches to access are really one and the same. They write, “To accommodate is to
retrofit; it is to assume normative bodies as default and to build spaces and infrastructures
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around those normative default bodies; it is to deal with deviant bodily and spatial
conditions as they bubble out at the seams.”
From a DS standpoint, the ableist assumptions underlying this add-on approach to
access are readily apparent in the design of many multimodal digital environments.
Similar to analog products designed with only normative users in mind, the problem this
poses might be characterized this way: when digital spaces and technologies (both
academic and nonacademic) are designed by and for normative users, they prevent many
nonnormative and disabled users from equitable access to those spaces. From web
browsers to smartphones, the fact that so many everyday digital technologies must be
modified to accommodate disabled users is indicative of this troubling—and
widespread—approach to digital access. Sushil Oswal discusses the problem with this
approach in “Ableism.” Explaining how the ableist assumptions underlying the design of
many digital environments negatively impact individuals with disabilities, he writes, “the
adaptive approach, or the retrofits or fixes to these new media technologies for the
disabled raise new barriers against inclusion and integration.” To illustrate this point,
Oswal describes the assumptions that exist in digital accessibility standards (e.g., Web
Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0 [WCAG 1.0]; Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines 2.0 [WCAG 2.0]; Web Accessibility Initiative [WAI] Guidelines) and their
impact on users with disabilities. In trying to adhere to such standards, he suggests,
product designers are forced to imagine and design for generic categories of users
(visually impaired; physically impaired; etc.), and this results in the development of
products that generalize users’ needs, thereby ignoring the actual needs of many disabled
users.
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Oswal goes on to highlight the ways in which blind and visually impaired users
are often excluded from multimodal digital spaces, including social, economic, and
academic ones. To illustrate how this exclusion of disabled people occurs both “Despite
and in spite of” legislation such as Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the
Americans with Disabilities Act, Oswal highlights common barriers to access faced by
sight-impaired users (e.g., many websites are not compatible with screen readers; certain
software can cause the screen reader to “[freeze] the PC, requiring a hard reboot”), and
points out that screen readers are of no use to users who are “stone cold blind.” While
screen readers (as a kind of retrofit tool) may be useful to some users and while websites
can made more accessible through other modifications, the problem with retrofits, Oswal
explains, is that they are “often partial solutions, they always lag a year or two behind
current technology, and they require that the blind user work three times harder to get the
same results that a typical sighted user might.” What is perhaps most problematic, he
argues, is that retrofits are “based on certain assumptions about disabled people drawn
from the popular deficit model of disability,” which “assumes the deficit of blindness,
deafness, or attention without ever considering the possibility of a deficit in the
technology design.”
As Oswal makes clear, this lack of consideration among nondisabled individuals
about the ways in which their digital designs affect the accessibility experiences of
people with disabilities holds significant implications for disabled individuals’ social and
professional lives. To illustrate this point, Oswal provides an example in which a
colleague suggests to a blind faculty member that their department adopt an online
writing text that is not compatible with screen reading software. Extending Price’s
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discussion of karotic spaces, Oswal cites this moment as an example of a kairotic
interchange, one that has significance consequences for visually impaired individuals’
ability to access digital academic environments in real time. While the colleague in this
scenario emphasizes that a new, screen reader compatible version of the online text will
be available soon, Oswal points out that the blind faculty member (who, put on the spot,
begrudgingly acquiesces to her colleague’s request) is put at a disadvantage socially and
professionally because she will have to wait to have the same level of access to the text as
her sighted colleagues.
Oswal concludes by providing an important articulation of what accessibility
should mean for disabled users engaged in digital environments. He writes,
Accessibility can be defined as the ability to use, enjoy, perform, work on,
avail of, and participate in a resource, technology, activity, opportunity, or
product at an equal or comparable level with others. Separate is not equal
and before or after the fact is also not equal. In the context of technology
and systems, accessibility at the interface level, not as a retrofit or add-on,
is true accessibility; all other options are fixes and are intrinsically inferior
to the primary access available to the able-bodied because such an access
sets the disabled apart in a separate category. It says to the world that it’s
okay for the disabled to wait a bit longer. It says that it’s all right if they
get a little less.
Combined with Price and Oswal’s attention to the intricacies of navigating multimodal
kairotic spaces for many individuals with disabilities, this passage—particularly its
piercing declaration that “Separate is not equal and before or after the fact is also not
equal”—helps bring the stakes of this study’s examination of digital learning
environments into sharp relief. From participating in online discussion boards to
communicating with their instructors via email, most of the students who participated in
this study were frequently expected to engage with digital technologies in order to
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participate in their college classes and access important course materials, even before the
pandemic pushed the majority of their courses online. When such digital environments
are designed to work for only some bodies and minds—when they operate according to
the generic needs of generic categories of people, ignoring users’ individual needs—
many students are prevented from full and equal access to the spaces and activities of
their classes. Also disturbing is that the burden of finding a way to access inaccessible
digital environments, and the kairotic moments they present, very often falls on students
themselves. One of the goals of this study, then, is to examine the barriers to access
facing students with mental disabilities as they engage the kairotic spaces of their
multimodal online writing classrooms, to consider how to best transfer the responsibility
of access from students to the designers of social, digital, and academic infrastructures,
and to determine how these environments might be made more accessible for all.
It is important to note that the work I have highlighted here does not exhaust the
rich contributions of recent DS scholarship on academic access, nor does it represent the
final aims of this study. For instance, while DS researchers have emphasized the problem
with placing the burden of access on those who face barriers to access, many of these
same scholars have also called for a more participatory approach wherein people with
disabilities have a say in all designs that affect them. Oswal and Meloncon have argued
for WPA work that involves “direct participation from our disabled students and faculty
in our theory, in our research, in our curricular planning, and in our pedagogical
conceptualizations” (74). Similarly, new work by Allison Hitt calls for active
collaboration among not only instructors and students but also administrators and
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consultants as a way to design multimodal writing classrooms that meet the needs of both
disabled and nondisabled students (Rhetorics).
What is clear from this discussion is that we need an approach to designing
academic infrastructures that moves beyond retrofitting technologies and elides an
overreliance on accommodations; one that centers disability and disabled perspectives,
not at the exclusion of other social categories such as race, class, gender, and sexuality,
but with a recognition of the ways in which various forms of discrimination are
interconnected. To put it directly: we need to design infrastructures that account for the
diverse bodies and minds who will use them; and in order to do this, we need an approach
that is informed by the perspectives of those whom our designs have long excluded. We
need an approach that interrogates “problemed infrastructures and practices” rather than
“problemed bodies and spaces” (Yergeau).
But critical questions remain. How do we strike a balance between not asking too
much of our students and inviting them to help us envision and design academic culture?
How do we learn where this balance could or should lie within our own institutional
settings? This study takes as its central assumption that “listening” to students with
disabilities is a good place to start.
Crip Time
Crip time is a term from the disability community that “refers to a flexible
approach to normative time frames” (Price, Mad 62). Pointing to the pedagogical
possibilities of crip time, DS scholars such as Price, Wood, Kafer, and Walters have
noted that classrooms inherently rely on such normative time frames. As Price explains,
“Students are expected to arrive on time, absorb information at a particular speed, and
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perform spontaneously in restricted time frames” (63). Teaching with crip time, then,
requires an awareness that the time frames of a classroom may conflict with the
experiences and processes of disabled students (Wood 261). As this scholarship makes
clear, crip time goes beyond offering students “extra” time on assignments or recognizing
disability accommodations (Price 62). Rather, it requires a “reorientation to time” (Kafer
26-27). Kafer explains:
Crip time is flex time not just expanded but exploded; it requires
reimagining our notions of what can and should happen in time, or
recognizing how expectations of “how long things take” are based on very
particular minds and bodies . . . Rather than bend disabled bodies and
minds to meet the clock, crip time bends the clock to meet disabled bodies
and minds. (27)
In other words, crip time is nonnormative time. In a classroom, its clock-bending
potential lies not just in offering students more time but in accounting for the diverse
ways disabled bodyminds approach, experience, and “redefine time” (Walters 233).
Recently, scholars of disability and rhetoric have begun to challenge the time
frames of writing classrooms. Two such challenges come from Tara Wood (“Cripping
Time”) and Melissa Nicolas (“Ma(r)king A Difference”). I understand these two texts as
relevant to a key research construct in this study (i.e., “crip time”) because both advance
core principles of crip time, such as flexibility and negotiation, to actively address
students’ access needs. But most importantly for my project, each takes on normativity
from a distinct yet complementary standpoint. Wood explores crip time as a pedagogical
tool in writing classrooms, while Nicolas examines normative presence from a Writing
Program Administration (WPA) perspective, calling for “alternative pathways for rethinking normate-centric” program policies (16). By bringing together Wood’s focus on
writing instruction and Nicolas’ emphasis on policy-making, I hope to map out a broader
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perspective on crip time. Through them, I will also explore an approach to cripping
presence, one that recognizes writing classrooms and writing programs as interdependent
co-creators of normative time.
In “Cripping Time,” Wood posits crip time as a pedagogical approach to
rethinking time in writing classrooms. She points out that writing classrooms adhere to
normative time frames, warning that “we must pay attention to how we construct time;
otherwise, we may enforce normative time frames upon students whose experiences and
processes exist in contradiction to such compulsory measures of time” (260-261). With
this contradiction in mind, Wood encourages writing instructors to “relax their hold on
the boundaries of time that define writing inside and outside the classroom” (280-281).
Extending Stephanie Kershbaum’s work on negotiating with disability (“Anecdotal
Relations”), Wood emphasizes the importance of negotiation in crip time. She writes,
“Such pedagogical designs should be negotiated with disabled students, not simply for
disabled students. Allowing agentive control reduces the risk of imposing normative or
compulsory modes of composing onto students in writing classrooms” (278). I admire
Wood’s call for imaginative classroom negotiations vis-a-vis time; her work has heavily
informed my own teaching and this study. Yet given the institutional contexts in which
writing classrooms are often situated, it may not always be possible to negotiate in the
way Wood describes. With this in mind, and based on my own experiences with
instructor-student negotiations, I wonder: what happens when writing program rules
make it difficult for teachers and students to negotiate time?
Wood’s essay focuses on two strictures of time that create barriers to access in
writing classrooms: timed writing during class and writing assignments. Drawing on
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narrative accounts from students with disabilities, Wood offers insight as to how the
“pressures of time inherent during timed in-class writing” as well as “the duration of
assignments themselves” conflict with the ways some disabled students experience and
navigate time. In doing so, Wood powerfully challenges core practices of writing
pedagogy, urging instructors to rethink deeply held assumptions about normalcy and
ability. Yet the objects of Wood’s analysis—writing inside and outside of the
classroom—are time-related tasks that, at least in my own experience, writing instructors
tend to have some control over. For instance, while the writing program where I teach
stipulates how many essays students must write in order to pass their writing classes,
individual instructors are authorized to negotiate with students on the timing and pacing
of those essays. In classes like mine, students may be permitted an extension, for
example, or granted alternative pacing according to their needs. But what happens when a
writing instructor doesn’t feel empowered (as may happen for a wide variety of reasons,
including, for instance, fear of reprimand for not following program policy or pressures
related to one’s contingent employment status) to make pedagogical decisions that
involve student-instructor negotiation? Or: what happens when program rules restrict
instructors’ and students’ ability to negotiate time?
In this study, I identify and provide examples of a common manifestation of time
in writing (and other) classrooms, one that top-down policies can frustrate efforts to
“crip”: presence. As I noted previously, academic notions of presence tend to rely on
rationalist expectations for participation, as well as assumptions about how bodies and
minds experience, process, and perform in time. I’m going to argue that crip time can and
should be applied to presence in writing classrooms. Yet because writing programs are
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more likely to set hard-and-fast rules about attendance and punctuality than, say, timed
writing or assignment pacing, efforts to crip presence can easily collide with program
mandates about what can and should happen in time. A key goal of this study, then, is to
investigate possibilities for a nonnormative approach to presence. In order to do this, I
examine how students with mental disabilities experience and navigate common writing
classroom policies, such as mandatory attendance, that assume—and require—students’
physical (or virtual) presence in class. Relatedly, I also explore how such policies impact
these students’ wellbeing. In so doing, I hope to illuminate how writing programs inhibit,
and how they might facilitate, efforts to make presence more accessible in writing
classrooms.
What about research that does consider the impact of program policies on
classroom negotiation? Some articles do investigate tensions that arise when standard
policies conflict with the pedagogical goals of the instructors who enact them. A large
body of literature exists in WPA-oriented journals such as WPA: Writing Program
Administration, and a significant portion of this literature focuses on program policies
through the lens of equity, inclusion, and access. One of the most thoughtful takes on the
complexities that arise at the intersection of policy, disability, and negotiation is
Nicolas’s “Ma(r)king A Difference.” Nicolas urges WPAs to pay attention to the ways
normative policies “rhetorically construct[] disabling situations for our students and our
instructors” (15). Using the example of her own program’s mandatory attendance policy,
Nicolas explains that such policies create “the very conditions under which we need to
make multiple exemptions” (15). For Nicolas, even when instructors make exceptions to
program rules, they do little to address the “ableist assumptions of a ‘normal’ student
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body” that lie at the heart of such policies (11). To address this problem, Nicolas
proposes a nonnormative approach to reimagining program policies, one grounded in a
recognition of the complex lives and bodies of students. Her argument is heavily
informed by Kerschbaum’s concept of marking (rather than fixing) difference, a
pedagogical process that involves recognizing difference as fluid, emergent, and
relational (Toward 6). Ultimately, Nicolas calls for the incorporation of marking
difference and principles of Universal Design for Learning (UDL) into policy-making, a
method by which WPAs can “create policy for a variety of students, not a normate
student” (19). By empowering instructors to freely negotiate all matters of time with their
students, she concludes, we can all but remove the need to make exceptions to our
policies (19).
I applaud Nicolas’ attention to the rhetorical dimensions of ableist policies, and I
think weaving UDL into policies themselves may be a way to orient entire programs
toward access. However, I want to call attention to the fact that empowering instructors,
as crucial as this goal may be, does not automatically translate to the empowerment of
students. This is true, I contend, of any pedagogical strategy that relies on studentinstructor negotiation without accounting for the different levels of power and access at
play in kairotic spaces (of which classroom negotiation, as a “less formal, often
unnoticed, area[] of academe where knowledge is produced and power is exchanged,” is
a prime example) (Price 60). Just as there are myriad reasons that an instructor may not
feel empowered to bend program rules, students do not always feel empowered to enter
into, much less initiate, meaningful negotiations with their instructors. As Price points
out, “attempts to access kairotic spaces are often fraught” for persons with disabilities,
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and “[t]his fraughtness has much to do with time and how it is perceived by different
persons” (62). This is precisely why I believe crip time, as a way to both account for
these relations of power and productively orient time and negotiation to disability, needs
to be equally folded into the policy-making equation.
Nicolas discusses Catherine Prendergast’s exhortation that instructors, as the
subtitle of her conference paper proclaims, "Throw Away Your Attendance Policy: For
the Love of God Do it Now." Prendergast writes, "To 'crip' our attendance policy, we
must recognize that there will be no conformity to a norm, whether a norm of disability
or a norm of ability. We stop enabling a systemic erasure of [students'] disabilities" (9).
Responding to Prendergast, Nicolas confesses that she, too, has experimented with
“throwing away” her attendance policy, and that in her experience, like that of
Prendergast, “the absence of a mandatory attendance policy does not negatively impact
attendance” (18). Yet while Nicolas grants that this might be a good way for individual
instructors to increase access in their own classrooms, she hesitates to endorse the
“cripping of attendance policies by throwing them out” at the program level (18). I don’t
disagree that throwing out program policies may be unfeasible in programs which, like
Nicolas, understand them as “serv[ing] the important function of ensuring that students
are held to similar expectations and receive similar experiences across multiple sections
of the same course” (18). However, I would point out that “throwing out” does not
exhaust the pedagogical potential of crip time. Just as crip time is not limited to providing
students with “extra” time but in fact requires a “reorientation to time,” cripping
attendance is not limited to discarding program policies; rather, it involves a reorientation
to students’ presence.
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Like Nicolas, I believe that mandatory attendance policies are based on ableist
assumptions about students’ bodies and minds, assumptions which “actually undermine
writing programs’ attempts to promote equity, diversity, and social justice by reifying
normate behaviors” (11). Yet where Nicolas hesitates to apply (at least one manifestation
of) crip time to policy-making, I would argue that crip time is necessary for efforts to
ensure equitable treatment for all students. This study builds on Nicolas’ insights, but it
offers this distinct contribution: embedding crip time in program policies would place an
added emphasis on negotiation and begin to account for the inherent power imbalance
between students and their instructors. There are many good reasons why students may
choose not to initiate a classroom negotiation or, as is often a prerequisite for additional
support in accommodation systems, disclose their disabilities to their schools or their
instructors. Embedding crip time, as I envision it, would consistently weave opportunities
for negotiation into a class, making these opportunities explicit, flexible, and most
importantly, not contingent on disclosure.
Drawing on this and other DS research, this study seeks to explore the
pedagogical possibilities of crip time for writing classrooms. Building upon the premise
that normative policy “rhetorically constructs disabling situations for our students and our
instructors,” this study aims to examine how students with mental disabilities experience
and navigate common writing program policies such as mandatory attendance (15). To
this end, it solicits students’ perspectives on how policies that assume and require their
presence (both in person and online) impact their well-being, as well as what they do to
comply with, adapt to, or resist these policies. In so doing, this study aims to contribute to
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existing literature on the role of crip time in developing nonnormative writing pedagogies
and inclusive program policies.

Purpose
Using an interdisciplinary approach, this study applies methods drawn from
Disability Studies and Critical Discourse Analysis to explore the ways in which students
with mental disabilities experience course policies and practices in multimodal
composition classrooms. It explores 1) barriers to access facing students with mental
disabilities in online writing classrooms during the COVID-19 pandemic, 2) the
affordances disabled students bring to multimodal writing classroom spaces, and 3) the
impact of writing classroom policies and practices on students’ well-being. The purpose
is to identify ways that multimodal writing classrooms might be reformed to become
more accessible for all.

Research Questions
Interviews were designed to gain information about the attitudes Metro’s First
Year Writing students have toward the classroom practices of their instructors. They also
aimed to gauge how students with mental disabilities experience multimodal classroom
policies and activities. In this study, I analyzed the transcripts from each of the six
interviews. I began my analysis by asking the following research questions:
•

What are the barriers to access facing students with mental and other disabilities
in online writing classrooms during the COVID-19 pandemic?
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•

What affordances do disabled students bring to bear on the multimodal spaces of
their in-person and online writing classrooms?

•

How does writing classroom practice and policy affect the well-being of students
from a range of behavioral profiles?

I address these questions by examining the interview transcripts and participants’ written
responses to a supplemental demographic questionnaire using Critical Discourse Analysis
(CDA). In the next section, I will explain why CDA and disability studies (DS) are
especially compatible and describe my application of CDA in this study.

Critical Discourse Analysis
Critical discourse analysis (CDA) is an interdisciplinary approach to studying
language in social context. According to Wodak and Busch, it has roots in “classical
rhetoric, text linguistics, and social sociolinguistics, as well as in applied linguistics and
pragmatics. The notions of ideology, power, hierarchy, and gender, together with
sociological variables, were all seen as relevant for an interpretation or explanation of
text” (2004, p. 108). Margaret Price explains that while CDA practitioners may have
different focuses (e.g., history, race, cognition, visual rhetorics), they tend to share a
“concern with the ways that language operates in social context to affect relationships of
power” (“Access Imagined”). Gee suggests that CDA practitioners want to not only
“describe how language works,” but to “speak to and, perhaps, intervene in, social or
political issues, problems and controversies in the world” (Gee 9). Given these
investments, CDA has particular resonance for Disability Studies (DS) research.
Price argues that CDA “is a theory/method particularly well suited to DS for
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several reasons” which she identifies as “shared investments” (“Access Imagined”).
These include a mutual investment in “recognizing social relations in terms of power and
difference”; “intertwin[ing] theory with activism”; “attention to relationships between the
micro level of language and the macro level of power relations”; and “multi-modality”
(“Access Imagined”). I find Price’s argument for applying CDA to DS persuasive, and it
has heavily informed my own research. Indeed, each of these shared investments speaks
forcefully to a fundamental goal, concern, or commitment of this study.
First, this study is concerned with human difference because it is grounded in a
DS perspective on disability. Price provides an important explanation of this way of
understanding disability:
[…] disability is popularly imagined as a medical ‘problem’ that inheres in
an individual, one that needs to be fixed (‘cured’) and is cause for sorrow
and pity. DS . . . countermands this dominant belief by arguing that
disability is a mode of human difference, one that becomes a problem only
when the environment or context treats it as such. (Mad 4)
One way of considering disability from a DS perspective, then, is to consider the ways in
which environments or contexts shape (and are shaped by) disability experience. In this
study, I explore the ways in which undergraduate students experience the power-laden
contexts of writing classrooms. In so doing, I pay particular attention to the ways disabled
students navigate kairotic spaces. From in-class discussions to a virtual conference with
one’s professor, writing classrooms are full of kairotic spaces. As noted previously, Price
defines such spaces as “the less formal, often unnoticed, areas of academe where
knowledge is produced and power is exchanged” (32). As this definition implies, there is
much at stake in kairotic space, and this can be especially true in contexts of disability.
Kairotic spaces are often inhospitable to individuals with disabilities, especially when
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those who design such spaces make assumptions about who will access them and what
kinds of activities they will engage in (“Access Imagined”). Writing programs, curricula,
and classes are too often designed, as Yergeau et al. remind us, “to work for only some
bodies, not for all bodies” (“Multimodality in Motion”). This means that some students
will move through the spaces of a classroom with relative ease while others will
experience barriers to access. So in addition to being spaces “where knowledge is
produced and power is exchanged,” kairotic spaces are also spaces whose access tends to
be unevenly distributed along lines of human difference (32). Given the inequities of
power at play within many kairotic spaces, attention to social relations of power and
difference is paramount to this study.
Second, this study brings together disability theory and activism. As Price
explains, “Activism is not just part of the DS agenda; it is inseparable from the DS
agenda” (Access Imagined”). I designed this study in hopes of identifying the barriers to
access that exist in my own institutional setting, but also (more importantly) to expose
and work against the academic ableism that actively and relentlessly excludes disability
and disabled students. As Jay Dolmage writes, “academia powerfully mandates ablebodiedness and able-mindedness, as well as other forms of social and communicative
hyperability, and this demand can best be defined as ableism. In fact, few cultural
institutions do a better or more comprehensive job of promoting ableism” (Academic
Ableism 7). Following a rich DS tradition of exposing and resisting deeply rooted
structures that “keep out certain bodies and exclude certain disabilities,” my method was
to attend to disability as both a critical theoretical lens and a lived experience (9). I
believe this kind of work can provide us with a method of reshaping academic culture—
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not “in spite of,” but “with and through” disability (Price 10). 13
Third, this study pays particular “attention to relationships between the micro
level of language and the macro level of power relations” (“Access Imagined”). I attend
to not only how students with disabilities use language to “speak to” their experiences
with ableism and access in writing classrooms, but the power behind the language of the
policies, classroom prompts, and assignments that shape these students’ experiences.
Finally, this study shares CDA and DS investments in multimodality. As Price
points out, “DS is one of the disciplines responsible for introducing the term ‘multimodal’ into academic discourses, and the field continues to explore the implications of
multi-modality in areas ranging from teaching to research to public policy” (“Access
Imagined”). As previously noted, a growing corpus of scholarship in DS and writing
studies has shown the extent to which widely accepted writing pedagogies fail to account
for the fraught intersection of mental disability and academic commonplaces such as
multimodal texts, spaces, and assignments. This study extends this scholarship by
investigating the ways in which students with mental disabilities experience and navigate
the multimodal domains that have come to define (much of) college writing in the
COVID-19 era: virtual classrooms. What do students with disabilities make of the
accessibility of their suddenly online multimodal classrooms—many of which were
designed in a hurry? What happens when thousands of students realize their disability
accommodations don’t apply to remote learning? With this unprecedented dynamic in
mind, I apply CDA to examine how multimodal discourses embedded in students’ online
writing classrooms support or transform existing power relations between disabled
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students and their instructors, as well as how students’ own articulations allow them to
“talk back” to power and create access coalitions inside and outside of the classroom.
My Application of CDA
In Methods, Wodak and Meyer explain, “CDA [is] fundamentally interested in
analyzing opaque as well as transparent structural relationships of dominance,
discrimination, power and control when these are manifested in language. In other words,
CDA aims to investigate critically social inequality as it is expressed, constituted, and
legitimized by language use” (53). Drawing on Wodak and Meyer, I apply CDA with the
goal of investigating the ways in which social inequality for students with disabilities
may be “expressed, constituted, and legitimized by language” in writing classrooms. For
example, in the context of this study, a writing course policy whose language frames
disability accommodations as a prerequisite for “extended absences” might legitimize
social inequality for disabled students who do not receive such accommodations (a
process that typically requires disability disclosure). Indeed, I started this project with the
assumption that course policies can wield a great deal of power and control in a
classroom (and my findings support this assumption). As such, I had originally planned
to incorporate the writing course policies that I used in the interviews as a crucial “text”
in my analysis.14 Following Price’s application of CDA to academic conference policy
documents, my aim was to identify the ways in which a key audience for writing course
policies (i.e., students in writing classrooms) is “imagined, addressed, and invoked”
(“Access”) in the standard policies of participants’ writing courses. But as I began to
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For Fairclough, texts are manifestations of “discursive practice” involving both spoken and written
language (Fairclough, 1992: 71). In this analysis, I examined as “texts” the transcriptions of the oral
interviews alongside participants’ written (i.e., typed and highlighted) answers in the demographic survey.
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collect and reflect on the rich stories that the participants shared with me, I realized that
examining the context-specific language of these policies was less important for this
study than foregrounding students’ perceptions of them. Thus, I ultimately elected not to
(directly) include the language of the polices in my analysis, choosing instead to focus on
the reflections that participants shared in our interviews and through the demographic
questionnaire.
However, given that I asked participants to read and respond to these policies in
our interviews, I want to suggest that the policies themselves were very much “present”
in this analysis. Fairclough explains this idea in his discussion of intertextuality. For
Fairclough, intertextuality “points to how texts can transform prior texts and restructure
existing conventions (genres, discourses) to generate new ones” (1992, p. 270). This
analysis examines how the text of the participants’ articulations (i.e., their oral and
written responses in this study) were produced in relation to (and, I argue, transform) the
existing text of the policies with which the participants engaged. It also draws on the
related CDA concept of interdiscursivity—which Fairclough describes as "the particular
mix of genres, of discourses, and of styles upon which [a text] draws, and of how
different genres, discourse or styles are articulated (or 'worked') together in a text"—to
examine how the different discourses these texts draw upon (e.g., discourses of learning,
teaching, disability, and institutional access) are connected to and informed by one
another (218).
While omitting course policies from this analysis may have implications for my
ability to examine “social inequality as it is expressed, constituted, and legitimized” by
the institutionally sanctioned language of the policies, I believe that applying CDA to
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students’ own articulations can cast an important lens upon the “structural relationships
of dominance, discrimination, power and control” that Wodak and Meyer describe (53).
This view would seem to align with Van Dijk’s description of CDA:
Critical discourse analysis (CDA) is a type of discourse analytical research
that primarily studies the way social power abuse, dominance, and
inequality are enacted, reproduced, and resisted by text and talk in the
social and political context. With such dissident research, critical
discourse analysts take explicit position, and thus want to understand,
expose, and ultimately resist social inequality. (352)
As this “dissident” definition implies, one way of studying social power abuse,
dominance, and inequality is to examine how these phenomena are discursively resisted.
Indeed, many of the stories shared from the participants in this study are stories of subtle
and explicit resistance—to normative course policies; to exclusive classroom practices; to
“structural relationships of dominance, discrimination, power and control when these are
manifested in language” (Wodak and Meyer 53). Following Dijk, I use CDA to examine
how normative constructions of disability and accessibility in writing classrooms, and the
social inequalities they foster, are resisted in student discourses that envision more
equitable classroom designs. In so doing, I hope to reveal the social, political, and
institutional assumptions underlying writing classroom discourses and texts. Put
differently, I view the texts the participants’ generated for this study as “sites of struggle”
which “show traces of differing discourses and ideologies,” including but not limited to
those of the participants and their instructors, “contending and struggling for dominance”
(Wodak 2011, p. 35).
This aligns with scholars such as Luke (2004), Rogers (2018), and Wodak and
Meyer (2016) who have argued that a “reconstructive” approach to CDA can enable
researchers to not only understand but intervene in conditions of inequality. Following
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them, my aim in analyzing these texts was to 1) understand participants’ perceptions of
their writing course policies and the practices of their instructors, 2) identify the barriers
to access they face, and 3) consider what changes might be made to make their courses
(and others like them) more accessible.
This analysis involves three key dimensions of CDA proposed by Fairclough
(2003), namely, genre, discourse, and style. In discussing these dimensions, Rogers
describes genre as “coordination of activity”; discourse as “how texts are represented
through production, consumption, and distribution of texts, as well as what perspective(s)
they represent"; and style as "how text informs the identification of people involved in [a]
practice" (221). Following Price, I took a recursive approach to analyzing these
dimensions. Rather than analyzing each dimension in isolation, I examined the texts
“with attention to how each dimension shaped the others” (“Access”).
In addition, this study drew on a “rich feature” mode of discourse analysis, which
Barton describes as “discovering rich features—linguistic features that point to the
relation between a text and its contexts. Rich features have both linguistic integrity (i.e.,
they can be defined, categorized, coded, and counted) and contextual value (i.e., they can
be connected to matters of meaning and significance)” (“Inductive” 23). Price offers a
useful explanation of what each of these criteria entail: linguistic integrity refers to when
elements identified in an analysis exhibit “frequency and/or emphasis of use,” and
contextual value refers to when these elements exhibit a “significant role in the text’s
overall meaning” (“Access”). Following Price, I operationalized Barton’s criteria for rich
feature analysis so that all textual elements identified in my analysis exhibit both
linguistic integrity and contextual value. I matched this “rich feature” mode with CDA’s
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focus on the link between language, discourse, and power. Huckin offers a useful
description of this focus, explaining that CDA attends to the ways in which discourse
reflects "underlying factors of ideology, power, and resistance" (156). In this way, my
application of CDA echoes that of Price, who relies on the method “not often in the
microlinguistic style applied by Fairclough and others, but in a broader way that draws
upon Ellen Barton’s theory of discourse analysis” (Mad 29).
To obtain a more holistic view of the participants’ perceptions, I used coding to
carefully inspect the data for conceptual and literal commonalities. Instead of using a
coding software program, I chose to code the data manually using Microsoft Word.
Creswell discusses the benefits and drawbacks of using a computer program for
qualitative data analysis. While automated analysis can help a researcher organize the
data and expedite the coding process, many computer programs require training (230). In
addition, the researcher may need to spend extensive time learning the intricacies of a
program before being able to effectively analyze the data (230). Creswell also suggests
that such programs can cause distance between a researcher and the data (231). My
decision to code the data manually was informed by both the time constraints of the study
(which I conducted during my doctoral studies) and my desire to minimize the distance
between me and the personal reflections the participants shared with me.
Following Mayring’s “evolutionary” approach to coding, I began the coding
process by developing starting categories, which I derived from DS and writing studies
literature on disability and writing pedagogy (120). These included key concepts such as
“mental disability,” “physical disability,” “illness,” “mental health,” “wellbeing,”
“barriers,” “relationship with instructor,” “relationship with classmates,” “ableism,”
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“access,” “accommodations,” “disclosure,” “time,” “awareness,” “instructor attitudes,”
‘inclusive instruction,” “course design,” and “flexibility.” I then jotted down topics that I
thought might be related to these concepts (e.g., “autonomy,” “pain,” “self-advocacy,”
“pride,” “stigma,” “frustration,” “visibility,” “community”). Next, I reviewed the texts to
determine if individual units (i.e., words, phrases, sentences, and paragraphs) contained
these concepts, flagging those that were not included (e.g., “retention”; “dropout”).
During this initial review of the texts, I found that some categories were too broad (e.g.,
“mental disability,” “wellbeing”), so I broke them down into sub-categories (e.g.,
“Depression,” “Anxiety,” “Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder,” “Insomnia
[chronic and non-chronic],” “Borderline Personality Disorder,” “emotional wellbeing”;
“physical wellbeing”). In addition, I took note of unexpected categories contained in the
texts, such as “welcoming,” “understanding,” “humanness,” “family,” “friendship,”
“liminality,” “situational depression,” and “isolation.” After this initial review, I revised
my categories to reflect my findings. I then repeated this process until I had my final
coding scheme which maintained many of the initial categories derived from the
literature but included additional categories based on my recursive review of the texts.
In order to make my findings as accessible as possible, I have arranged them not
by individual units of analysis, but by the three broad themes that emerged: conflicts of
access; access creation; and personalization. Each of these themes offers a unique
perspective for addressing my research questions:
•

What are the barriers to access facing students with mental disabilities in online
writing classrooms during the COVID-19 pandemic?
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•

How does writing classroom practice and policy affect the well-being of students
from a range of behavioral profiles?

•

What affordances do disabled students bring to bear on the multimodal spaces of
their writing classrooms?

In the next chapter, I will provide an explanation of these themes. I will then discuss the
themes in detail in Chapter 4.

Identification
In “Disability Studies Methodology: Explaining Ourselves to Ourselves,” Price
writes that “disability studies (DS) lacks a unified methodology” (159); yet as Eileen
Schell points out in the same collection, 15 DS methodologies often echo research methods
and approaches that emerged during composition and rhetoric’s feminist turn (92). Most
important for my study is their shared emphasis on the importance of critical selfreflection. DS researchers are acutely aware of the danger of “speaking for” disabled
people. Given this, accounting for one’s positionality is crucially important, especially
when, as in this study, a nondisabled researcher conducts research on disabled
participants (Price 173).
Several DS researchers (Stone and Priestley; Kirsch; Linton) have stressed the
importance of self-identification in addressing “the accountability of nondisabled
researchers to disabled people” (173). Price suggests that identifying oneself in relation to
disability can help challenge assumptions about the so-called “‘neutral,’ or at least
unmarked, position” of the researcher and may also subvert essentialist interpretations of
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Katrina M. Powell and Pamela Takayosh’s Practicing Research in Writing Studies
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DS scholars and scholarship (173). Pointing to the lack of such critical self-positioning in
DS research, she urges the discipline to “make more space for explicit identification by
researchers—not in a rote, ‘here’s my diagnosis’ way, but in ways that are characterized
by creativity, contradiction, and revision over time” (169). Such an approach is
particularly useful in the context of DS research, and indeed this study, since it undercuts
the dominant belief that disability is a fixed category inherent in certain bodies and
minds; as Lennard J. Davis explains, “Disability studies demands a shift from the
ideology of normalcy, from the rule and hegemony of normates, to a vision of the body as
changeable, unperfectable, unruly, and untidy” (505). It also echoes what Stephanie
Kerschbaum explains in her discussion of difference: “difference, rather than being
presentable through categories and remaining relatively inert across time and space, is
dynamic, relational, emergent” (“Avoiding the Difference Fixation” 623). Like bodies,
people’s identifications can change over time and across contexts.
Indeed, my own identifications have changed over the course of this study. An
article from this research was published in a journal for disability services practitioners. 16
I co-wrote the article with Aaron Spector, former director of Metro’s Disability
Resources and Services.17 In it, we identify ourselves as simply “two non-disabled White
men who work at a large university” (91). We kept our identification brief to observe the
journal’s disciplinary and stylistic conventions. Yet as I read it now, it strikes me as just

16

“Addressing Mental Disability in the Postsecondary Classroom via Faculty Development Partnership.”
Written with Aaron Spector. Journal of Postsecondary Education and Disability 34 (Spring 2011): 91-99.
17

As Graduate Assistant to Metro’s First Year Writing Program from 2018 to 2019, I worked to strengthen
the relationship between the program and DRS. The article details our partnership, which culminated in a
faculty development program designed to address mental disability in the first-year writing classroom.
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the kind of rote description of one’s identities and alliances that Price and other DS
scholars (Kirsch; Linton) have argued against.
In reality, my identifications are marked by change and contradiction. For
instance, while I have identified as nondisabled, my experiences with anxiety and
depression fit within the broad definition of mental disability I use in this study.
Similarly, I have sometimes pointed to the social model of disability, which posits that a
person is disabled by barriers in society, not by a person’s impairment or difference, to
describe my own experiences navigating academic conferences with chronic pain. 18 In
talking to my students, I have referred to myself as Temporarily Able-Bodied (TAB).
TAB is a term in disability culture that emphasizes that most people will experience
disability at some point in their lives. In using it, I hoped to center disability as a critical
lens and as a “mode of human difference, one that becomes a problem only when the
environment of context treats it as such” (Price 4). Then, for a short period, I stopped
using this designation out of a concern that the term may be misleading (in that not all
people will experience disability) and, as some disability activists have argued, 19 perhaps
more threatening than useful.
However, as I conducted this research, paying close attention to the vital role of
language in the experiences of power and powerlessness in students’ social and academic
lives—and as I reflected on students’ accounts of being ignored, medicalized, or
otherwise excluded from equitable access to higher education—I was forced yet again to

18

19

This pain is due to a herniated disc in my lumbar spine.

A blog post by crippledscholar puts this argument as follows: “I genuinely see the term TAB as more of
a threat (at least in how it is perceived, regardless of the intent of the user) than anything useful. It is
saying, you will be like us someday and how will you get around the world then?”
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reevaluate the way I think and talk about myself in relation to disability. I have not yet
found words that do a better job of both centering disability and conveying a view of
bodies and minds as “changeable, unperfectable, unruly, and untidy” than TAB (Davis
505). Using TAB, I think, can go far toward curbing ableist notions advanced under the
popular deficit model of disability, including the idea that disability is fixed category, a
problem that exists in certain individuals, “one that needs to be fixed” (4). As
Brueggemann et al. write, “If we all live long enough, we’ll all be disabled. We are all
TABs” (Brueggemann, White, Dunn Heifferon, and Chou, 2001, p. 369).

Representation
In addition to making one’s identifications explicit, Price and other DS scholars
(Brueggemann; Walters; Wood) have emphasized the importance of representation for
addressing one’s positionality in DS research. Several such scholars point to the disability
rights movement mantra “Nothing About Us Without Us” to argue that conversations
about pedagogical approaches to access and inclusion should include the perspectives of
disabled students themselves. I strongly agree. I decided, therefore, to adopt a qualitative
approach for this study because I wanted to ground any argument I hoped to make about
access in writing classrooms in the perspectives of students, especially students with
disabilities. I tried to foreground participants’ voices through their responses, relaying
their experiences in their own language. Thus, in my writing, I use participants’ own
voices as often as possible and try to keep their words, phrases, and sentences intact. In
addition, I drew on input from disabled and colleagues in the design and write-up of this
study.
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I regard these commitments to representation and inclusion as essential to ethical
DS research, but there is another important reason for highlighting student voices in this
study. As a nondisabled researcher and teacher, my body and resources allow me
considerable access to the spaces through which I research, teach, and move. Thus, I
rarely experience, and often fail to notice, the very barriers to access that I aim to study.
As Yergeau and colleagues explain in their discussion of multimodal composition,
Traversing public and private spaces inevitably means finding a way to
access those spaces. This simple fact is thrown into relief for those who
experience barriers to access, and often unnoticed by those whose bodies,
minds, abilities, and resources allow them to occupy the role of default
user. (“Multimodality in Motion”)
The truth is that I could not have conducted this research without relying on the
perspectives of the students featured in this study. Eva, Jasmine, Jim, Madison, Sabrina,
and Becca continue to shape my own thinking and offer creative insights about how to
render composition classrooms more accessible for all students. In so doing, they have
caused me to rethink my approach to collaborative research as well as what it means to be
in “control” of the research process.
Indeed, while I came to our interviews with a series of pre-set questions (about
classroom policies, online learning, accommodations, and so on), the conversations I had
with these students showed me how much amplifying student voices demands a loss of
control—not just over what questions I might ask but of my pre-set focus. This process
resembles what Jessica Restaino talks about in her discussion of “surrender” (Feminist
Rhetoric 47). Extending work by Jessica Benjamin, Restaino suggests a methodological
approach in which researchers “understand the concept along the lines of relational
exchange, shared motion, a phenomenon of contact and mutual impact after we are
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changed in some way” (47). Surrender, she suggests, means being “charged with the task
of writing and doing research into the unknown, amid contradiction and toward failure,
toward our own loss” (53). In this study, my own method involved releasing my
expectations—of what a researcher is supposed to ask a participant; of how a participant
might “respond” (or that they need to respond at all); of how the two might “be” in
relation to one another. This process of “letting go” came about through a series of
“failures” through which I realized the information I was after was not always what the
students I interviewed deemed important or wanted to talk about; and through which I
slowly started to practice what I preach: students know their access needs better than I do
(54). As Restaino writes, “It is in failing, letting go, being essentially disciplinarily
disobedient in our work that we might ultimately find spaces for the new, for invention,
and also for subversion” (54). I owe Eva, Jasmine, Jim, Madison, Sabrina, and Becca
much gratitude for sharing their stories with me; for letting me fail and forcing me to let
go.

Context of the Study
The study took place at Metro University, which is a large, public university in
Philadelphia with a diverse student population (approximately 7.1% Hispanic/Latino,
12.1% African American, 0.1% Alaskan Native, 12% Asian, 0.1% Pacific Islander, 4.2%
Unknown/Other, 3.4% Two or more races, 53.4% White, non-Hispanic, and 7.6%
International).20 The research site in this study will be Metro’s First Year Writing

20

Data from the first academic year of this study, 2019-2020.
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Program (FYWP) since it aims to examine issues of accessibility in first-year writing
classrooms.
The FYWP is situated within the university’s College of Liberal Arts. Within the
first semester of this study, Spring 2020, it served approximately 2,592 students,
approximately 8.7% of the university’s total undergraduate population. The program is
designed to introduce students to college-level reading, writing and thinking. Courses aim
to encourage students to “ask difficult questions, explore ideas from multiple
perspectives, and reflect upon your development as a writer and a scholar” (First Year
Writing Program).
FYWP administers two 4-credit courses, Introduction to Academic Discourse
(English 0101) and Analytical Writing and Reading (English 0201). It also administers
alternative versions of these courses (English 0111 and English 0211, respectively) for
“students who have learned English as a Second Language (ESL)” (First Year Writing
Program). These courses constitute a two-semester sequence in writing. Approximately
one fourth of all students take English 0101 (or 0111) while all others take English 0201
(or 0211). Student course placement is determined by the university’s Office of
Institutional Research and Assessment and is based on the student’s AP English score,
SAT/ACT score, and/or a placement assessment consisting of one written essay (Bulletin
2021-2022). Incoming students are “either placed into the [0101-0201] sequence, placed
into [0201] only, or exempted from these courses entirely” (Bulletin 2021-2022).
Multilingual students who test into either English 0101 or English 0201 may self-select
these courses or their ESL equivalents.
English 0111 and English 0112 are equivalent in credit to their counterparts and
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“designed to meet the needs of the ESL learner” (Bulletin 2021-2022). While these
courses follow the guidelines English 0201 and English 0201, respectively, they are
designed to address the “cross-cultural implications both of what it means to do academic
work and also what it means to share historical and cultural knowledge” (Bulletin 20212022). Similarly, oral participation is emphasized “as a way of developing fluency and
enhancing comfort with participation in American academic settings” (Bulletin 20212022). These classes are smaller than their counterparts and instructors “spend extended
time in tutorial conferences with students” (Bulletin 2021-2022).
Analytical Writing and Reading
The specific setting of this study is Analytical Writing and Reading (English 201),
a general education first-year writing course required of nearly all students. The FYWP
summarizes the central learning goals of the course as “applying your critical reading and
thinking skills in college-level writing assignments, creating and defending original
arguments that participate fully and thoughtfully in academic discourse, and reflecting
upon the writing process as a whole (including revising, practicing peer review, and
evaluating one’s own work and progress)” (First Year Writing Program). In addition to
offering two research lessons taught by university librarians, the course requires a
minimum of two individual student-instructor conferences “to provide support and
encouragement for maximum learning” (First Year Writing Program). English 201 is
structured around three major writing assignments that culminate in an end-of-semester
final portfolio. The portfolio consists of revised drafts of the writing assignments and a
reflective essay that asks students to reflect upon their development as a writer. Portfolio
grades are determined in part through a Teaching Circle process in which FYWP
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instructors share and review student portfolios. Final portfolio and course grades are at
the discretion of the instructor.
In a typical semester, the FYWP administers approximately 100 sections of the
course. In the first semester of this study, Spring 2020, the program administered 104
sections of the course. Of these, 19 were taught by Graduate Teaching Assistants, 39
were taught by adjunct instructors, and 46 were taught by full-time, non-tenure track
instructional faculty. The vast majority of faculty who teach the course are non-tenure
track while a small minority are tenure-track. Each section of the course is taught by a
single instructor and has between 14 and 23 students. English 201 also has an honors
section.
Disability Resources and Services
The university’s disability services department (DRS) will serve as an important
sub-site in this study since the study focuses on the ways in which students with
disabilities (those who are registered with disability services and those who are not)
experience writing classroom practices. DRS is positioned within the Division of Student
Affairs; within the 2018-2019 academic year, it served approximately 4,000 SWDs,
approximately 10% of the university’s total student population. Predominant primary
diagnoses reported by the students were mental health conditions (38%), attention deficit
disorders (17%), health conditions (14%), specific learning disabilities (10%), brain
injuries and neurological conditions (3%), autism spectrum disorders (3%), physical
disabilities (2%), blind/low vision (1%), and D/deaf or hard of hearing (1%).

Sample Selection
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To address the focus of my study (the experiences of students with mental
disabilities in writing classrooms), I prioritized recruitment of first-year writing students
with mental disabilities. Ideal candidates for the study would be split into two groups:
those who are registered with the university’s Disability Resources and Services (DRS)
and those who are not. Participants were recruited using a purposive sampling method.
Merriam writes that purposive sampling is “based on the assumption that the investigator
wants to discover, understand, and gain insight and therefore just select a sample from
which the most can be learned” (77). I chose this sampling method because I wanted to
compare the experiences of students with and without accommodations.
I recruited participants from the spring and fall 2020 sections of the first-year
writing course (hereafter the writing course), a general education course required of
(nearly) all students at Metro. I solicited participants for three consecutive semesters
(including the summer 2020 semester), partnering with instructors I knew from working
as a Graduate Assistant to the First Year Writing Program as well as my personal
contacts at disability services (DRS).21 While I selected 1 Graduate Teaching Assistant
who I knew personally, I prioritized collaboration with full-time faculty because I wanted
to recruit participants who were being taught by the program’s most experienced
instructors.22 The 9 writing instructors (i.e., 8 full-time, non-tenure track instructors and 1
Graduate Teaching Assistant) forwarded invitation emails to all students enrolled in their
assigned sections of the course (for a total of 13 sections). Invitation emails explained the

21

I first reached out to Aaron Spector, then director of DRS, with whom I collaborated on the faculty
development workshop described in this dissertation.
22

I also chose these instructors based on their availability and willingness to participate.
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study, noted the recruitment incentive of a five-dollar gift card for student volunteers
selected to participate, included a sample general consent form, and asked interested
students to contact me directly with days and times that may be convenient for them
(access Appendix C). To protect the anonymity of potential participants with disabilities,
2 consecutive directors of DRS sent study participation invitation emails to students who
were both registered with DRS and enrolled in the writing course. 23 My goal was to
recruit participants from each group—those who were registered with DRS and those
who were not—in order to compare their responses about their experiences with course
policies and activities in the writing classroom. Of the 6 first-year writing students
included in this study, most self-reported as female (5), with 1 self-reporting as male.
Participants’ self-reported race and/or ethnicities were White (3), Black/African (1),
Asian (1), and Jewish-Sephardic (1). All participants reported having mental disabilities
(6). Of these, 2 reported having physical or sensory disabilities or impairments. Mental
disabilities represented in this study include: Mental Disability (unspecified), Depression,
Anxiety, Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Insomnia (chronic and nonchronic), Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD). Physical disabilities include: Motor and
Vocal Tic Disorders, Migraines caused by Sensory Disruption, Amputation. More than
half of the participants (4) were registered to receive accommodations through Disability
Resources and Services (DRS), while the rest (2) were not.
I initially aimed to recruit up to 20 participants, a sample size I hoped would be
big enough to begin to reflect the increasingly diverse racial, ethnic, and disability
demographics of the student body at Metro University, especially since most Metro
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For purposes of anonymity, I was not made aware of how many students were invited to participate via
DRS.
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students enroll in the writing course (or its ELL and honors equivalents), usually in their
freshman year. My desire to recruit disabled students of color in this study is also
informed by scholarship in disability studies (DS) that has argued that the field has
historically focused—primarily, tacitly, problematically—on the experiences,
perspectives, and activism of White people, sidelining disabled people of color and other
marginalized people with disabilities. Chris Bell gave notable voice to this concern in his
seminal “Introducing White Disability Studies,” in which Bell argues that DS fails “to
engage issues of race and ethnicity in a substantive capacity, thereby entrenching
whiteness as its constitutive underpinning” (275). 24 Bell argues that DS as then
configured “is White Disability Studies,” a field characterized, among other hallmarks,
by its treatment of the disabled community as a (White) monolith; a lack of awareness
among white DS scholars of the relative cultural privilege afforded to white disabled
people (and to themselves) owing to their race; the positioning of “whiteness as a norm”;
the exclusion of queer and disabled people of color from academic spaces; the frequency
with which White DS scholars cite one another (at the expense of non-White scholars); a
paucity of DS scholarship written by and about disabled people of color; and limited
efforts to address “intersections between disability, race, and ethnicity” (276-278, 281).

24

I am not suggesting that Bell was the first to critique the whiteness of DS. Rather, I’m pointing out
that “Introduction to White Studies” helped make this concern much more visible within DS, influencing
future conversations within the field. Therí A. Pickens makes a similar point in the introduction
to Blackness and Disability: The Remix, where, discussing Bell’s posthumously published Blackness and
Disability: Critical Examinations and Cultural Interventions, she notes, “I refuse to say that Bell began
these conversations in his volume because the origins of the field are, as with most fields, non-linear”
(4n4). I call attention to this distinction because positioning Bell’s criticism as the origin of Black
Disability Studies is, as Anna Hinton has recently argued, problematic in that it posits the subfield as
indebted to whiteness “by situating it as a reaction and response to exclusion from ‘white disability
studies,’ reducing its contributions to paradigm revisions predicated on Black disabled people’s exclusion”
(11). As Hinton reminds us, “Black folks have been writing about disability even before the emergence of
Disability Studies as a field” (11-12).
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More recently, scholars across DS webs have echoed and creatively expanded upon this
critique, calling for coalition-making across a range of theoretical perspectives (DS,
Black Studies, Black Feminist, crip, queer-of-color, to name a few) and critical disability
frameworks that recognize ableism, racism, and other dangerous -isms as inextricably
intertwined (access Minich; Kim; Dunhamn et al.; Bailey and Mobley; Hinton).
As this still-growing nexus of scholarship makes abundantly clear, disabled
students’ intersectional identities can make a difference in how they experience in/access,
including in college classrooms. 25 Following arguments made by Julie Avril Minich, Jina
B. Kim, Jane Dunhamn and colleagues, Moya Bailey and Izetta Autumn Mobley, and
Anna Hinton, I wanted to make sure that Black disabled and other multiply marginalized
disabled students were represented as equitably as possible in the study to account for the
ways in which ableism intersects with racism, sexism, homophobia, and other systemic
forms of discrimination in the academy.
My goal of having as diverse a pool of participants as possible would provide me
with a wide range of perspectives and allow me to examine the ways in which students’
intersectional experiences impact their accessibility in the writing course. However, I was
forced to alter this plan slightly based on the number and diversity of participants who
agreed to participate in the study. Only 10 students responded to the study participation
invitation email, 8 of whom replied to my follow-up request to schedule an interview.
While I interviewed all 8 participants, I ultimately chose to report on 6 of the interviews
for purposes of consistency with respect to the multimodal learning environment. Given
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The notion of intersectional identities (or “intersectionality”) that I use draws upon Kimberle Crenshaw
(“Demarginalizing”).
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this study’s unexpected yet key focus on students’ experiences of online learning during
the pandemic, I omitted data from 2 White participants who conducted their interviews
prior to the university’s transition to online and remote learning due to the pandemic.
While unrelated to my desire for a racially and ethnically diverse participant sample, this
omission worked to strike a better balance between White participants and participants of
color. I ended up recruiting Becca, who started the course in person but transferred online
due to the pandemic in Spring 2020, and Eva, Jasmine, Jim, Sabrina, and Madison, who
took the course entirely online in Fall 2020.26
In the pages that follow, I begin by presenting brief demographic information
about the participants. I then detail my method for collecting the data. The chapter
concludes with a discussion of ethical considerations and the limitations of the study. In
the next chapter, I will provide an expanded introduction to the participants, relating their
personal reflections on their accessibility experiences in their multimodal (online and inperson) writing classrooms.

Demographic Summary
*complete participant profiles are included in Appendix G

26

•

6 Participants total (all undergraduate students)

•

5 identified as female / 1 as male

•

1 identified as Jewish-Sephardic / 1 as Black/African / 1 as Asian / 3 as White

Names of participants have been anonymized.
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•

Disabilities represented in this study27
o Mental Disabilities: Mental Disability (unspecified), Depression, Anxiety,
Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Insomnia (chronic and
non-chronic), Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD)
o Physical Disabilities: Motor and Vocal Tic Disorders, Migraines caused
by Sensory Disruption, Amputation

Figure 1 Race/Ethnic Demographics 28

27

Disabilities are listed according to participants’ self-identifications.

28

Percentages are based on the six participants included in this study.
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Figure 2 Registration Status

Data Collection
Interview questions, which can be read in full in Appendix A, were designed to
collect data on students’ experiences of course policies (e.g., participation; grading) and
practices (e.g., online peer review; multimodal composing) in the first-year writing
classroom. More specifically, they were aimed at 1) gaining a better understanding of
barriers to access facing students with mental disabilities and 2) collecting information
useful to the development of programmatic universal design reforms. To differentiate
between these distinct yet overlapping goals, I defined “environmental barriers” as
“inaccessible elements of a course” that can “limit students’ ability to fully participate in
classroom activities or assignments,” and “environmental solutions” as anything that has
or would help students “work around or eliminate an environmental barrier” in the
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course.
At the beginning of each interview, I provided participants with an oral
explanation of the study’s focus on barriers to access and/or participation (e.g., “The
barriers I'm thinking of don’t have anything to do with the so-called ‘limitations’ of an
individual student, like whether or not someone is a ‘strong’ reader or writer. Instead, the
barriers I'm thinking of are products of the inaccessible learning environment of a given
course”). Despite this clarification, test interview participants seemed to occasionally take
“barriers” to mean “limitations” or “challenges” inhering within individual students.
Consequently, I adopted the term “environmental barriers” to further emphasize the
study’s focus on potential social, physical, attitudinal, and policy impediments that may
prevent students from full and equal access to participation in the course. While questions
about potential barriers and solutions were woven into all parts of the protocol, interviews
were divided into three main sections: “Environmental Barriers,” “Course Policies and
Practices,” and “Environmental Solutions”. The Environmental Barriers section included
several open-ended questions about participants’ experiences in the course (e.g., “Have
you experienced environmental barriers to your participation in this course? If so, what
were they? What did you do?”). For Course Policies and Practices, students were asked to
read and respond to questions about specific policies from the standard English 201
syllabus (e.g., “If this policy [on late work] were given to you, what would you do to
comply with, address, or adapt to it?”) and common first-year writing classroom prompts
(e.g., “If this prompt [on small group work] were given to you, would it help or hinder
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your participation in this course?”).29 The Environmental Solutions section centered on
students' experiences and feelings vis-a-vis navigating possible barriers to access in the
course (e.g, “Has your instructor provided something that helped you work around or
eliminate an environmental barrier?”; “What aspects of English 201 would you change to
facilitate your well-being?”). As previously noted, all interviews were conducted after the
university’s shift to online learning and included questions about how students were
navigating their transition online (e.g., “Is there anything that your instructor has done, or
could do, to make your transition go more smoothly?”). I will provide further detail on
specific questions in the results section.
While interviews focused on participants’ experiences in English 201, most
policies used in this study are comparable to those used in many, if not most, writing
classrooms. (Notable exceptions to this assertion may include the English 201 policies of
not assigning official letter grades on paper drafts and mandatory student-instructor
conferences.) Indeed, a random review of five writing course syllabi from five public
research universities of comparable size illustrates this point. 30 For instance, each
syllabus reviewed details policies on attendance, punctuality, and late work that include
penalties for noncompliance. Given the program size, participant demographics, and
commonplace policies surveyed in my study, I believe that the results of this study are
generalizable to other writing courses and institutions.
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To account for differences in the way instructors enact course policies in their classrooms, I employed
conditional language in many of the interview questions (e.g., “If this policy were given to you, how would
you feel about it?”).
30

I reviewed publicly available writing syllabi online from University of California, Los
Angeles; Michigan State University; University of Texas at Austin; University of Wisconsin-Madison; and
Rutgers University
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All interviews were conducted via Zoom, the now ubiquitous electronic video
conferencing tool. Interviews were conducted for 45-60 minutes. I took written notes and,
with participants’ permission, audio- and video-recorded the interviews. I transcribed the
interviews, removing all identifying data and using pseudonyms to protect participants’
anonymity.
All students who gave consent participated in a voluntary demographic survey.
The survey questions were designed to collect data on participants’ identifications vis-avis gender, race and/or ethnicity, and disability. For the purpose of the survey, I defined
mental disability as “a term that can encompass a range of cognitive and intellectual
disabilities and abilities, to include anxiety, depression, and other (sometimes unnamed)
experiences linked to mental health.” In addition to inviting students to elaborate their
responses, the survey included follow-up questions about participants’ experiences with
mental disability at Metro, including how stressful they found the idea of disclosing their
mental disability to their instructor and whether they had ever missed class due to an
issue related to mental disability or mental health.

Ethical Considerations
This study was determined by the university’s Institutional Review Board (IRB)
not to be human subjects research and was therefore not subject to IRB approval or a
determination of exempt status (access Appendix H). I was listed as the Student
Investigator under the Principal Investigator, Dr. Eli Goldblatt, who oversaw the integrity
of the methods and analysis. Serving in a similar capacity was Dr. Armando Estrada,
another experienced researcher from the Department of Education, who provided ethical
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guidance in the development of the interview protocol and recruitment methods used in
this study. In line with IRB’s informed consent guidance, I went over the information in
the consent documents either over Zoom or in person using language understandable to
the study participants (access Appendices D, E, and F). At that time, I made clear to
participants that they were under no obligation to be interviewed, and that they may
stop at any time during the interview if they feel uncomfortable or unsettled in any
way. To ensure that participants did not feel coerced or overly influenced to participate, I
also invited and answered questions about their participation in the study. After
reviewing the consent documents, I reiterated that I would use a pseudonym for
participants and for anyone they mention in the interview. Indeed, all names in this
dissertation and any other documents that pull from this study have been anonymized
to protect participants’ confidentiality. Additionally, I stressed to participants that I
would not share anything they say with their writing instructor or their classmates and
that neither their participation in the study nor any views they express in the
interview would have any impact on their performance or grade in their writing course.
Finally, I took several measures to safeguard against ethical problems that emerge
when disability disclosure is coerced. While I invited all participants to complete a
demographic questionnaire that included questions about their experiences with disability
and disclosure, I emphasized that completion of the questionnaire was optional. The
questionnaire itself also contained a prominently placed reminder that participants are not
required to answer the enclosed questions. In addition, each question included an option
not to disclose the requested information. In the end, all participants elected to complete
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the questionnaire prior to their interviews. Some elected to expand on their answers in
writing while others chose not to elaborate.

Limitations of the Study
Limitations of this study might include the small sample size and institutionspecific context. The study was conducted in the context of a single college writing
course at a large, metropolitan university. However, the study does not aspire to make
predictable or generalizable findings across contexts. Rather, it advances perspectives
from students with mental disabilities to enhance existing writing and disability studies
scholarship on multimodality and access in writing classrooms. Nevertheless, I argue that
because findings deal with commonplace policies and practices within writing classrooms
across the country (e.g., participation; grading; peer review), the context-specific insights
shared by students are relatable to general concerns of writing instructors and researchers.
Moreover, the findings that emerged from the study offer insights into the complexities of
access that face students with mental disabilities in writing classrooms.
Additional limitations come to mind when reflecting on the study design. For
example, due to the limitations of the recruitment process, only 3 of the 6 core
participants identified as non-White, with 5 identifying as female and 1 identifying as
male. Thus, the sample does not represent the make-up of many urban writing
classrooms, nor does it represent the diversity of disabled people in society. Similarly, the
study set out to collect data on the impact of not only disability but also gender, race,
class, and physical and sensory impairments on students’ experiences of first-year writing
classrooms. However, due to limitations in the design of the semi-structured interviews,
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the study occasionally fails to emphasize how participants’ experiences with disability
intersect with other such aspects of their identities. My interview questions were designed
to gather data to answer my research questions about how students with mental
disabilities experience the policies and practices of their multimodal writing classrooms.
While I expected that information about participants’ intersecting identities would
emerge through open-ended questions about their experiences in their writing courses,
this strategy yielded mixed results. For instance, when asked how her experience as a
reader informs the way she learns in her writing course, Sabrina, who identified as having
a mental disability and as Asian, offered accounts of her experiences confronting racism
in her high school and college English courses. While highly revealing, Sabrina’s
accounts did not, for example, explicitly address whether systemic ableism may have
played a factor in her experiences with systemic racism. Future studies should ask
disabled students directly about their intersectional experiences in multimodal writing
classrooms. Additional research into the cumulative effect of ableism, racism, sexism,
and other forms of marginalization on students with a range of disabilities is of
paramount importance.
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CHAPTER 3
PARTICIPANTS AND THEMES

As I noted previously, this study examines the accessibility experiences of six
students with mental disabilities enrolled in a large urban university, which I call Metro
University. The participants were enrolled in a first-year writing course that aims to help
students develop critical reading and writing skills, shape meaning and communication,
explore academic writing practices, and generate meaningful self-reflection regarding
writing. After soliciting participants from the spring, summer, and fall 2020 sections of
the course, I ended up recruiting Becca, who started the course in person but transferred
online due to the pandemic in Spring 2020, and Eva, Jasmine, Jim, Sabrina, and Madison,
who took the course entirely online in Fall 2020.31
This chapter offers an introduction to the participants, relating their personal
reflections on their accessibility experiences in their multimodal (online and in-person)
writing classrooms. In so doing, I will draw heavily upon my semi-structured interviews
and the demographic questionnaire, paying special attention to how these students
identify in relation to disability, the impact of their disability accommodations (or lack
thereof), the key barriers to access they face, and their own perspectives on access. The
chapter will conclude by offering a preview of the themes that emerged from my analysis
of the participants’ stories.

Jim

31 Names of participants have been anonymized.
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Toward the beginning of our interviews, I asked participants about their
experiences with online learning during the COVID-19 pandemic. While several
discussed their challenges navigating online environments, Jim, a white male freshman
who plans to major in Media Studies Production, was among the most candid about the
ways in which online-only learning had impacted his well-being.
Jim conducted our interview from his parents’ basement in the Philadelphia
suburbs, where he had spent the first months of quarantine taking online classes and
playing online video games like Call of Duty and Halo with friends from high school.
When I asked whether he’d made any adjustments to “make the transition to online
learning work,” Jim told me he’d recently purchased a new webcam “out of necessity . . .
so my professors would know that I was paying attention”; otherwise, the multiplayer
gaming accessories he’d already owned, such as the desktop microphone, noisecancelling headset, and ergonomic swivel chair he used during our interview, also
happened to work as “a good set up at home for me to be able to do [schoolwork].”
Despite the deeply social ways in which Jim engages online activities in his free
time, he told me about the mixed impact online learning during the pandemic had on his
social life. For Jim, schooling from home meant more time for gaming and messaging
with old friends (“It's been nice because we’re able to text each other every day basically
all the time because we’re all home or in the dorm”), but it also came at the expense of
making new ones: “I really wish I was there in person on the campus to be able to meet
with people because at the moment I barely know people at [Metro] and I probably won’t
until this whole thing is over, and that’s kind of the problem.”
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Beyond the challenge of forming relationships with fellow college students, Jim
reported that the lack of in-person interaction he associates with online learning poses
practical challenges to the ways he learns. For instance, when asked to identify barriers to
access in his writing course, Jim pointed to the course’s synchronous class meetings over
Zoom, saying:
It’s been kind of harder for me, and I think other people, to participate
because . . . we’re not all sitting in a row with our backs to each other
where we can just ask questions . . . If I ask a question, my face is on the
screen, and everybody is seeing my face as I ask it, you know? And it’s
not like we can ask notes and, you know, that kind of stuff.
When I asked Jim to elaborate, he explained that these synchronous meetings do not
afford the same benefits as in-person ones, such as the ability to discreetly ask classmates
for clarification about course content in real time: “There have been times I’ve been
writing notes . . . and I’m like, what did they—what did you just say? And I would
normally turn to [a classmate] and say, hey, what did he just say?” Later in our interview,
I asked Jim how often he discusses paper drafts with his writing instructor, and he
stressed that the class meets only once a week, “which hasn’t helped me or anyone . . . be
able to really learn in the class as much as we could’ve if we were in person.” For Jim,
the problem with receiving feedback virtually (and online learning, more generally) is the
lack of “human interaction, just knowing that there’s someone on the other side.”
Jim reported that this lack of “human interaction” not only hinders his learning,
but also contributes to feelings of isolation, a topic that emerged several times in our
interview. For instance, when elaborating further on the barriers to access he faces in his
writing course, he said:
And I think another thing that also kind of leads on to that is kind of the
individualism . . . When I go to these classes, I don’t feel like I’m in a
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class. I feel like it’s me versus the professor and all my classmates, not
that me and all my classmates are together. Now some classes, going a
little bit outside of English, like one of my classes, they made a little study
group and I went to it today because we have a midterm on Monday, and
that made me feel like I was part of, you know, some kind of group. With
this class, it’s like, okay, I’m writing all this and I’m sending it all
electronically. It’s very isolating.
Jim’s characterization of his online learning experience as “very isolating” becomes more
significant in the context of his experiences with depression. For instance, I asked Jim
whether his mental disability (“including any experiences that you’ve had with anxiety,
depression, or mental health”) intersects with his experience of the course, and he had the
following to say:
I have had a history of depression for a long time. Kind of starting in
middle school, I was very much alone. And was very much put alone and
pushed down. Um, and I kind of made myself alone. And then in high
school, um, I did try to, uh, commit suicide twice in eleventh grade. And I
was in, uh, a mental hospital for six days. And that experience, I guess you
could say, has kind of led me to go and write, and what I want to write
about is more feeling, I guess, feeling-based writing and be able to give
thoughts on things, which I know is very hard to do without evidence to
back you up, and without research to back you up now, but if I could say
anything about what I would want to write about, and what I would want
this course—and more writing, I guess this is in general—to be able to
write about these things, where it’s not, um, here’s your assigned piece
about something you may or may not be interested in, and you have to
pretend to be interested in, and write something about it, which I
understand going forward in life there will be things that you’re not
interested in at all . . . and you have to get through that, so I guess that
provides training for that, um, but if I had to choose and I had a magic
wand, it would definitely be more feeling-based, maybe even more
fictional-based, to be able to write like that, and learn to write like that.
When I asked if there are “any ways that depression impacts the way you’re learning
from home,” he replied:
I guess it’s worked more towards the bad side. Um, as much as I love
computers and I love doing stuff online, and I love it to death . . . there
have been times where I’ve lay down in my bed going to sleep, or there
have been times where I’ve been working on something where it’s like, I
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almost question why I’m doing all this cuz I click buttons and what I do
sends away and then I get something back, and then there’s no, like, I feel
like I’m just doing it over and over again and there’s no real, I guess,
reward, I wanna say, reward. I know grades are, you know, the reward for
doing good work, um, but I guess that felt much more real when it was
something in class. Or say when I was, um, in high school, you know, you
would type up something and you would print it out, hand it in to the
teacher, and then the teacher would give it back with a grade on it, and
maybe some revisions or something like that and a rubric where they’ve
hand written responses or even they typed it up and it was just given to me
physically, I feel like has resonated better than what this class has given.
And even in general, just any of the classes at [Metro]. And I know I
haven’t done, completely finished my first essay yet. I do gotta finish that,
it’s due Monday. But . . . I think it definitely has a more, at least for me
personally, has led me to question why I’m doing my work more often
than I ever have in in-person classes. That being said, online classes, I
don’t have to run all the way, it’s an hour commute from my home to
[Metro]. I don’t have to do that. I can wake up, and as soon as I wake up I
can jump on here and get to class, which has been really nice. But at the
same time, to giving feedback for work, for even participating too, um, it
hasn’t helped as much as it’s been in class, where I could, you know, raise
my hand and talk to them directly. I could read their faces more and they
could read mine, and they could read the class’s faces more. And even
going further, I could be able to at the end of class be able to go over and
talk to them face to face. I feel like I can’t—even though my professors
say I can—I feel like I really can’t. And I feel like that also drives to that
inhuman—that kind of depression that has not helped with, uh, online and
hasn’t helped with being online. It’s made it very, it’s taken the human
part out of learning. A bit more—it’s been noticeable, I’ll say. Like it’s
still human, but it’s been noticeable how much has been taken out of it.
Given Jim’s account of the fraught relationship between isolation, depression, and online
learning in this course, it’s perhaps unsurprising that he, like several other participants,
cited (virtual) one-on-one conferences with his instructor when asked what aspect of the
course had contributed most to his well-being. He explained, “The only thing I could
think of that could help with the well-being was that quick conference, at least to know
that I can ask some questions about my paper, for a small, tiny amount of time,” adding,
“What does not help with my well-being is the lack of contact.” When I asked what he
thought might help “address that lack of contact,” Jim replied, “I guess for that
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conference to be extended . . . to at least thirty minutes,” adding that the class could
“maybe meet once more a week.”

Eva
Eva is a Jewish-Sephardic, female freshman in the university’s School of Art and
Architecture who identifies as having a mental disability and sensory disabilities. As with
other participants, I first began to learn about how Eva views herself vis-à-vis disability
when I reviewed the demographic questionnaire that she submitted prior to our interview.
In it, Eva listed “ADHD [attention deficit hyperactivity disorder], anxiety, insomnia, and
depression” when elaborating on her experience with mental disability, and “Motor and
Vocal Tic Disorders and migraines caused by a number of things, including sensory
disruption” when describing her experience with physical or sensory disabilities or
impairments. She also noted that she is registered with the university’s disability
resources department (DRS) (she indicated having a “504” accommodation plan through
which she receives “extra time on projects, tests, quizzes, homework”) and that she has
disclosed her mental disability (specifically, “ADHD and migraines”) to her writing
instructor. At the end of the questionnaire, when asked whether she has ever missed class
due to an issue related to mental disability or mental health, Eva circled “YES,” adding,
“Migraines + vertigo caused by stress, environmental changes, sleep disruption, certain
lights. Lack of sleep as well.”
When discussing her accessibility experiences during our interview, however, Eva
made no reference to “mental disability,” nor did she mention “sensory disabilities” or
“impairments,” terms I had introduced in the questionnaire. Instead, she emphasized the
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ways in which her writing course can be anxiety-inducing and described her experience
with migraines triggered by school-related stress. In fact, apart from my own spoken
preamble (e.g., “The goal of this study is to hear about how we can make the program
more accessible, especially for students with mental disabilities”), disability came up in
our interview not so much as an explicit topic of discussion but in Eva’s accounts of the
barriers to access she faces, the accommodations she uses, her interactions with DRS, and
in her imaginings of what a more accessible writing course might be.
This way of talking about her learning experiences was apparent early on in our
interview, when I asked Eva to tell me a bit about who she is as a learner. For instance,
Eva told me that she has difficulty “pay[ing] attention” in her classes, but she did not say
whether this difficulty has anything to do with (for example) her experience with ADHD.
(I do not presume to know whether, for Eva, these experiences are related.) Instead, Eva
matter-of-factly cataloged her learning preferences: she prefers course content delivered
in the form of videos, she doesn’t like “reading long assigned articles,” and she prefers
“learning with hands-on experience,” adding, “There’s nothing really hands-on when it
comes to, you know, like, English.” Given this last statement, I half-expected Eva to tell
me that her writing course comes nowhere close to supporting her learning process.
However, when prompted, she told me that the class does accommodate her preferred
modes of learning—"For the most part.” She explained, “Obviously, not everything can
come in video form. But [the instructor has] given us . . . I’d say more videos than
articles, so that’s good.”
Yet Eva’s responses to how well her writing course supports her learning became
more nuanced when discussing her experiences with online learning during the pandemic.
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Eva conducted our interview toward the end of her writing class in Fall 2022—her first
semester taking courses fully online. When I asked how the transition to online learning
has been for her, she told me:
Well, I’ll start off by saying, it’s definitely been a little easier but also a lot
harder. Sometimes just, like, going [to class in person] and just, like,
sitting there for an hour and a half can get, like, really straining, and I just,
I find it hard to pay attention in that sense, but also the online has just
made it a little more difficult to even start focusing from the beginning. So
while I can go into a classroom and sit there for, like, the first hour and be,
like, focused on the course, I find myself kinda clicking the Zoom meeting
link mute and doing, you know, doing whatever. It’s just a lot harder to
pay attention when it’s, you’re just sitting there for hours and hours on
end.
Eva echoed this sentiment when I asked directly about her experience in her online
writing course. Responding to whether there’s anything she would change to the course
to better accommodate how she learns from home, she said:
[I]t’s hard to say because the class, it’s the same [as an in-person class],
you know. It’s like an hour and a half. [The instructor] just kind of sits
there [on Zoom] and explains assignments and everything that’s going on.
I think it would work better if he had . . . interactive things, like if he put
us in breakout rooms and gave us like a short task or just, like, questions
for everybody, stuff like that.
I asked Eva if her writing instructor has done anything to make the transition online
easier, and she replied, “Not really. Not necessarily. I like my professor, sort of. He’s
very nice to me, but he hasn’t made it easier.”
For Eva, the most important institutional resource that helped make online
learning easier during the pandemic was DRS. When I asked how well her
accommodations have translated to online learning, she replied:
DRS so far has, like, been really, really good. I’ve been able to work with
them, like, on everything and, like, talk to them if I ever needed anything.
And I didn’t, you know, they didn’t have a question about it. They just
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talked to me more about it and say, “okay, you can have this and that.” So
they’re very good in that sense.
As this account suggests, the support Eva receives through DRS is a vital way in which
she facilitates access in college. To this point, accommodations came up frequently in our
interview, both in response to direct questions about DRS and when I asked Eva semistructured questions about the policies of her writing course. For example, when I asked
how she feels about the course’s standard attendance policy, Eva said the following:
It’s still super, super harsh. I mean, you know, anything can happen to
anybody. Like there was a semester where I was sick for, like, a week and
then it happened again and, you know . . . I think I have an
accommodation for maybe like one extra excused absence but for
everybody else, like, I understand how hard it is to get, like, DRS
accommodations, so if somebody else is going through something that
they don’t really even know what’s going on or don’t have
accommodations for they could easily end up failing the class.
I should note that Eva was not assigned this standard policy as she took the course fully
online from the beginning of the semester. 32 However, I present her response here
because it demonstrated to me the high value Eva places on her accommodation, along
with her instinct to rely on it—if possible—when confronted with a potential barrier to
her access.
Yet as much as Eva prizes her accommodation, she informed me that she isn’t
always able to use it in her writing course. For example, when I asked if she has
experienced barriers to her participation in the course, she replied, “Oh yeah. Definitely.”
While her accommodation is meant to provide her with extended time on exams and
assignments, she explained, it doesn’t apply to all aspects of the course. In her words:

32

As noted previously, writing instructors at Metro adopted modified policies in response to the transition
to online learning during the pandemic. The university and FYWP offered guidance regarding these
modified course policies, but individual instructors were given latitude regarding the particulars and
execution of their own policies.
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I have a 504, so I get . . . extra time on pretty much all things, you know,
tests, quizzes, homework, essays, stuff like that, and [this course has]
made it incredibly hard for me to use that when I need it, and I most of the
time do. We have those . . . peer review [assignments], which I
understand. I’m not saying I don’t want peer review, because I actually—I
want to give my peers . . . a good amount [of feedback] and I don’t wanna
just . . . [Our instructor] gives us from that Monday. He has us do
individual meetings and the next week he has us basically start the essay.
And on that Monday he says, “Okay, you have until Wednesday morning
to . . . exchange drafts with your selected peers” . . . And it makes it really
hard for me to get extra time on that because those are—the peer reviews
are due Friday morning, and then the actual essay itself is due the
following Monday.
For Eva, then, the course’s structure and pacing make it “really difficult” for her to access
the “extra time” afforded by her accommodation, and this inhibits her ability provide her
classmates with sufficient feedback on their paper drafts. When I asked if her instructor
has been flexible regarding assignment deadlines, she said, “I asked him if . . . somehow
we could work out an extension with the peer reviews, and he said basically, ‘Oh, all you
have to do is just, like, hand in something.’ And . . . I wanna give my peers something
more than just, like, a short paragraph.” Later in our interview, I asked Eva if she’d ever
felt anxious in the course, and she elaborated on how this lack of flexibility around peer
review deadlines impacted her experience of the course.
I would say the first essay that I handed in. I did the peer review. I gave,
like, one paragraph to my peers and that was enough. But for the
following [essay], since it was a shorter essay, [our instructor] gave us a
little bit less time to finish everything. So . . . I put it off to the point where
it was like, if I don’t do this it’s just going to go away. Obviously, that’s
not going to happen. But yeah, it gave me a lot of anxiety to sit there and
do it and be extremely specific.
For Eva, this lack of flexibility vis-a-vis peer review contributed to “a lot of anxiety.” I
asked what might have helped alleviate said anxiety, and she said, “I think I asked [my
instructor] for an extension for the actual deadline, but I think he only gave me one or
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two days which didn’t help that much. So I would have liked him to be a little more
understanding about it.” When I asked how she would change the course to “better
accommodate” her disability accommodation, she suggested “extending . . . peer review
for the week instead of just . . . a couple of days.” I asked, “So for everybody, not just for
you?” and she replied, “Yeah.”
As this exchange illustrates, one of the key challenges that Eva identified in her
writing course was a lack of flexibility. To this point, when I asked how she would rate
her writing instructor’s flexibility compared to other instructors, Eva told me, “I guess it
would have to be a 3 [out of 10], anywhere between a 3 or a 5.” When asked her to
elaborate, she said:
I don’t know if it’s just how I’m used to things like this, um, you know,
I’m in [the School of Art and Architecture], and the professors there,
they’re like overly accepting of, like, everything and understanding of
everything, so they give, like, the most amount of flexibility they can even
give. And compared to my current [writing] professor, it’s just a lot harder
and he’s like, “No” this and that, you know. “You need this here at this
time,” you know.
For Eva, then, she experiences a high level of flexibility in her home discipline, and this
may inform her desire for more flexibility from her writing instructor.
Notably, the notion of flexibility (especially regarding time) also featured
prominently in our conversation about how Eva counters barriers to access in her writing
course. For example, when I asked Eva to tell me about the “most effective thing” that
helped her “work around or eliminate an environmental barrier in this course,” we had
the following exchange:
EVA: This is the only thing I can really think of, but when we hand in
peer reviews it’s like the same people every time. So there’s four people I
give my essay to. And I think I speak for all of us when I say that we all—
none of us handed in, like, by 10 a.m. on Wednesday morning to each
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other. Um, we kind of, we give each other enough time, you know what I
mean? And they’re okay with it and so am I.
ME: That’s really interesting. So you’re getting a little bit more flexibility
from your classmates than your professor?
EVA: Yeah.
ME: Is that something that you all talked about or something that just
naturally happened?
EVA: It just kinda happened.
As this exchange suggests, Eva sometimes finds (and gives) the flexibility she’s looking
for, not from her instructor, but with and through her peers.
Given Eva’s emphasis on flexibility, it is perhaps unsurprising that she also
foregrounded this quality when asked to imagine what a more accessible writing
classroom might look like. When I asked what her instructor could do to make the class
more accessible, she said:
I would make it a little more, like . . . It’s kind of hard to, I guess, tell cuz I
don’t know if the other professors, how they choose to give out their work
and their deadlines and stuff like that, but speaking of my class I would . .
. make it a little more open ended, you know, less strict because it puts
stress on everybody. I would just give a lot more of that wiggle room for
everybody, because I think we all need that, and just, like, understanding
to outside circumstances for the students.
Considering Eva’s repeated focus on the timing of her coursework, I interpret her call for
“a lot more . . . wiggle room” and “understanding” as illustrative of her desire for
increased flexibility writ large, but especially with respect to “deadlines and stuff like
that.” But as Eva’s reference to “outside circumstances” seems to suggest, it is also
difficult to separate her vision for a more accessible writing class (i.e., one with a “lot
more . . . wiggle room”) from her experience of schooling during the pandemic. Toward
the end of our interview, I asked Eva whether this course has been accommodating to her
experiences with mental health while learning from home. She replied:
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Definitely not as accessible as it could be. I think all these, like, strict,
harsh policies . . . Normally, I feel like people would kind of take to, and
be like, “okay, I gotta watch out a bit,” but during this time I think, like,
we’re all feeling the stress from the outside world and every bad thing
that’s been happening. And I think at this time they not only need to be
accommodating to the people that need it, but for everybody else. But I
think they need to pay special attention to the students they have because,
you know, you’re a professor and you do have all these rules and stuff, but
you’re also a person. And you need to, like, you know, take that part of
your humanness and kind of understand everybody’s situation.
When I asked Eva what this more “human” approach to teaching would look like in an
ideal classroom (“Does that translate into more flexible deadlines? Talking openly about
issues of mental health?”), she said:
Well, I guess you could say all of that. Talking to the students more
openly, just having open-ended discussions instead of, like, “you have to
stay on this topic and don’t stray off from it.” [My instructor’s] very, like,
you know—I don’t know how to put this, but—he’s very, I can’t say
monotone, but very standoffish, just, like, asks a few questions, and you
know, I think he needs to, like, make it so it’s a little more open and less
stressful for everybody and be, like, way more flexible with the deadlines
and the assignments.
For Eva, flexibility and “humanness” are central to her vision of access; they are required
to meet both her needs and the needs of others.

Sabrina
Sabrina is an Asian female freshman who immigrated to the United States at an
early age. As with other participants, I first began to learn about how Sabrina identifies
vis-à-vis disability when I reviewed the demographic questionnaire that she submitted
prior to our interview. In it, she elected not to elaborate on her experience with mental
disability, noting only that she has not disclosed her mental disability to her writing
instructor, the idea of which she finds “extremely stressful.” She also circled “CHOOSE
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NOT DISCLOSE” when asked whether she has ever missed a class due to an issue
related to mental disability or mental health. Similarly, when invited to elaborate on her
experience with disability accommodations, she wrote, “I do have accommodations with
DRS but prefer not explain further.”
Sabrina’s apparent preference not to discuss her experience with disability
extended to our interview. While she made one reference to mental health (“I’m not a
huge mental health person”), Sabrina, like Eva, made no direct reference to mental
disability or to her disability accommodation. Instead, Sabrina had the most to say about
her experiences with online learning and how her past experiences with racism inform
her current attitudes toward reading and writing.
Early in our interview, I asked Sabrina to tell me a story about a specific moment
or event that impacts who she is as a reader, and she had the following to say:
So I wasn't born here. I was born in a different country, and I came over.
And English was my first language, but it also wasn’t because I, like,
came from India, so it’s not really, like—it was a mix. So I loved reading,
but I had a lot of teachers who didn’t believe in me when I read, because I
read very fast, and I can understand what’s happening. So I remember in
fourth grade I was reading, and I guess my comprehension skills weren’t
up to the standard, and my teacher ended up sending me to a special needs
class, and I’m like, as much as I understood that maybe he had a good
intention of it, it was annoying because I, like, knew what I was doing.
And there would be moments where he wouldn’t believe I read that much.
And I would be like “no, I knew what happened.” So when, like, I had
moments like that, I hated reading after that. But I would often read in
secret, like I wouldn’t tell anyone, I would just read by myself and not tell
people, because I had so many people who didn’t believe in me and it was
really annoying.
When I asked Sabrina whether this experience informs the way she learns in her college
writing course, she said:
I think it gives me a lack of motivation. Because I’ve had so much doubt.
And there’s definitely racism in that because of systemic racism. So it’s so
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frustrating. And I just stopped reading after that because I didn't . . . So,
like, when my [writing] professor assigned me readings, I’d be like “No, I
don’t even want to do this anymore.”
And when I asked if her experience as a writer similarly shapes how she learns in the
course, she replied:
Oh, gosh yeah. I, like, hate writing. Writing’s like a punishment to me.
Especially cuz, like, teachers would just tell me I’m bad at writing. And,
like, would recommend me for lower classes when other people would be,
like, [Sabrina], this is really good. And I would be like, “Wait, then why is
everyone telling me I’m really bad?” So when my [writing] professor
would tell me to write three essays for the portfolio, I looked at her and
was like, “Are you kidding me? Like, absolutely not.”
As Sabrina’s accounts make clear, the negative (and racist) experiences she had in school
weigh heavily on her current attitude toward reading and writing.
Sabrina went on to emphasize the importance of recognizing the racism that many
students of color endure in school English classes, once again reiterating that such racism
has negatively impacted her (and her friends’) motivation to write in college. Toward the
end of our interview, I asked Sabrina if we’d missed anything important, and she said,
I think it’s just remembering that, unfortunately, as much as I don’t like
race having to play a fact in it, like, I’ve always experienced pretty racist .
. . teachers . . . so I think it’s important to remember that people of color
have always kinda had, like–in my opinion, not in every person’s
opinion—but . . . I know my best friend, who’s a person of color, a woman
of color, like, we’ve both experienced serious racism within our [high
school] English departments. And that often hinders, like, our motivation
in writing and English classes, and so I was not looking forward to my
English class this year cuz it was, like—it was a lot of trauma, I guess, just
looking back at it.
I asked Sabrina if she would feel comfortable sharing one of those experiences with me,
and she replied:
Yeah, oh my gosh, I have so many. Um, so I was in AP English, like, in
junior year [of high school] or whatever, and I think it was . . . my
freshman year. I remember my English teacher telling everyone that no
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one deserves an A because we’re all freshman or whatever. And she gave
freshmens, all these white people, but wouldn’t give a—or like she would
give an A to everyone, but . . . me and my best friend would never get an
A. Or we would be consistently told that . . . our writing wasn’t good, or
that we shouldn’t move up to, like, higher levels of writing when both of
us have gotten As in the class
before. Um. So I’ve had an English
teacher tell me, “Oh, you don’t belong here because you don’t speak
English.” Um, and my mom’s friend—yeah, so she learned the British
English way, so like U’s and everything, and I remember a professor—or
a teacher—taking off points for that. But someone else who’s British in
my grade never got points taken off for it. So it’s little microaggressions
like that that just get really annoying. Or being told that I need to go to a
reading comprehension thing, and it’s like, “I really don’t, but…”
Yet while Sabrina reported that such racially charged experiences shape her
aversion to producing writing for her college writing course, she also described being
pleased to discover that her writing instructor is not racist. When elaborating on her
experience with “racist teachers,” Sabrina said that “it was nice for my professor to, like,
not be racist this year. It was a quick change of pace.”
However, while she reported that she did not face racism from her writing
instructor, Sabrina told me that the “whiteness” she experiences in her writing course,
and in her university more generally, similarly decreases her motivation to produce
writing for the course. When I alluded to the recent rise of anti-racist scholarship in the
field of writing studies, Sabrina said the following:
[Metro is] still, like, a PWI, and I think people forget that. We still are a
predominantly white institution. So I think that's something really
important to remember cuz I could feel, like, the whiteness in my class.
And I know, like, I was talking to other students of color because we’re all
in group chat and, like, we were just, like, “yeah, like, this is so white,”
and, like, we didn’t know what to do, like, we can’t really say . . . “oh
yeah, it’s really white” cuz then we’d get in trouble or something. So
that’s the only thing I would add to be conscious of because it definitely
hindered my ability and my motivation to write in English.
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As this account demonstrates, for Sabrina, the whiteness that she can “feel” in her writing
course, like the racism she experienced in past English classes, hinders her “motivation to
write in English.” In response, Sabrina and her peers of color turn to each other in a
group chat, where they continue to share in the recognition that their class “is so white.”
This theme of providing and receiving support from other students emerged
several times during my conversation with Sabrina. At the very beginning of our
interview, for instance, I asked Sabrina about her experience of online learning during the
pandemic, and she replied:
It’s not bad. Like it doesn’t make me want to slam my head through a wall
too much. But it’s definitely something that I think people forget that
doesn’t work for everyone. Like, I’m lucky and I got to come on campus
and, like, have a roommate who I’m really close with and she, like, has the
same workload as me so we were able to motivate each other, but I know
not everyone has access to that and not everyone has the privilege to that,
and I know I would not survive if I, like, didn’t have that. Like, I mean the
anxiety of having to do my schoolwork would motivate me to do my
work, but I’m so lucky to have other people around me who are doing the
same thing as me. So I think like it’s been easier for me than it has for
other people.
According to Sabrina, having a roommate on campus who “has the same work as me”
allowed them to “motivate each other” to do their coursework during the pandemic.
Similarly, she pointed to having “other people around me who are doing the same thing
as me” as something that contributes to her motivation “to do my work,” making online
learning “easier for me than it has for other people.”
In both virtual and in-person contexts, Sabrina frequently pointed to her peers,
rather than her writing instructor, as something that contributes to her motivation to do
her coursework and provides her with the support she needs.
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Madison
Like several other participants, Madison, a white female freshman majoring in
music, took her writing course fully online from the beginning of the Fall 2020 semester
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
To understand the ways in which Madison accesses the course, it helps to
understand how her experiences with multiple disabilities impact her as a student. At the
beginning of our interview, I asked Madison if she could tell me about a person, place, or
moment that made an impact on who she is as a reader, and she shared the following:
Um, I have, like, some learning disabilities. I also have ADHD. And so
those affect, like, how I learn as well. So, the transition to college initially,
like, fall semester was challenging with some of my bigger classes, like
lecture-based classes. But eventually I worked it out pretty well . . . I never
needed any special assistance when it came to reading . . . But I never was
really a big book person. I read the news and articles and I go on social
media, but I never . . . picked up a book. It’s very hard for me to finish
books because, I’m just, like, yeah.
I asked if her experience as a reader impacts how she learns in her writing course, and she
replied:
I did not have a problem with reading the articles or the essays . . . I guess
sometimes you had to go back and reread some stuff cuz sometimes . . . on
the first read you don’t really understand what they mean, or you miss a
couple components cuz you skim—which [with] my ADHD I tend to, like,
miss things. So I would have to go back and read it again. But the reading,
actual reading, wasn't a challenge for me, I guess.
When I asked if her experience with ADHD informs how she learns in the course,
Madison explained that “there are certain things I have to do” to address the impact of
ADHD on her learning. For example:
For this class, I went through and wrote down all my deadlines in my
agenda when the syllabus first came out. I like to do that with all my
classes because it helps me stay on track, especially cuz sometimes I can
procrastinate a little bit and fall off track or forget things very easily . . .
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And I made sure I reached out to [the instructor] about deadlines and stuff
cuz . . . I know when some people write essays they don’t have to make
outlines. I always have to make an outline because I can get lost in, like,
my own words cuz I forget what I write because of ADHD . . . I
sometimes get very fixated on one part, or, like, want to incorporate all the
things. And I have to learn to generalize, like, make sure I focus on only
certain aspects, because you can’t incorporate everything into one five
page essay.
Morgan explained that her experience with disabilities also impacts how she learns from
home during the pandemic. When I asked if there’s anything she would change to the
course to better accommodate how she learns, we had the following exchange:
MADISON: Um, no, I mean, the online aspect, obviously I prefer inperson courses, but that wasn’t gonna be an option for me or for anyone
now because of COVID. But for online courses, I think that having the
meeting times, especially for me with, like, learning disabilities, really
helps so that you can . . . connect and . . . get on the same page with the
teacher, and she can give you feedback, and so I really appreciated that.
And that helped me because with some of my other classes where I didn’t
meet with the teacher when they transitioned to online, where it was just
the—I forget what they call it, the A—. . .
ME: Asynchronous.
MADISON: Yeah, the learning thing. It was kind of, like, I got lost, and
then, like, it would be, like, the week before the final exam, and I’m like,
“Wait, I missed the past week” because it’s online and so . . . And I wasn’t
meeting with the teacher. I didn’t have, like, these meetings with the
teacher or anything. And so, I think, especially for when you’re writing a
paper in, like, an English class, it’s, like, definitely, for feedback-wise, it’s
way better to, like, talk one-on-one with the professor, like, than to have
them just type because you could, like, misread a comment or, like, if
you’re confused about something you could ask them and be like, “Oh,
what do you mean by this, when you said this comment?”
ME: Yeah, that makes sense to me. Did you meet two times with [your
writing instructor] or more?
MADISON: I met three times. I decided to meet three times. It was very
helpful for me.
Later in our interview, I asked Madison if she had experienced any “environmental
barriers” in her writing course, and she elaborated on the challenges she experiences
while learning from home during the pandemic:
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I guess a barrier would just be . . . being at home . . . because—especially
since you’re stuck in the house all day because of quarantine and
everything is shut down—you . . . lose motivation or you get . . .
situational depression, which I have a lot of experience with in other
situations. So that . . . could affect it too. I guess that lack of motivation
coming from the fact that you’re stuck inside and you’re home and you
don’t wanna be.
Yet despite (or perhaps because of) these challenges, Madison emphasized that she
benefitted from the fact that her instructors were “understanding” as courses shifted
online. When I asked if her writing instructor has done anything to make her transition
online smoother, she replied:
I think all my instructors did a good job. They did their best pretty much to
adjust everything online and they were very understanding if something
got messed up a little bit. Like, I had a lot of problems submitting
homework for one class. It kept deleting all my progress. And she was
understanding. She was like, “You can just get it to me, like, later or the
next day.” So that really helped, you know . . . And then [my writing
instructor] was also very good about meeting times and putting everything
on Canvas. Canvas was like a big thing. That was where I got all my
information from. So, yeah, overall, I would say it was a pretty good
experience, like with the instructors.
Madison reiterated the benefit of having “understanding” instructors when elaborating on
how her experience with ADHD impacts how she learns in her writing course. She said:
I felt like, yeah, [my instructor] was very accommodating, and she was
also very nice and relaxed and . . . she wouldn’t take points off for, like,
little things like other teachers. So she was very nice and that always
helps. You know, understanding. She was an understanding person. And
sometimes when I get less understanding teachers, it’s my learning
disability that makes it harder for me to, like, fully, you know, get
everything I can out of the class, so that helped.
Yet Madison’s response to how well her writing course supports her learning
changed dramatically when asked to comment on the course’s standard, pre-pandemic
policies. I should reiterate that, like other participants, Madison was not assigned these
policies as she took the course fully online from the start of the semester. However, I’ve
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sampled several excerpts from our conversation below because I think they offer a
nuanced account of how multiple disabilities impact Madison’s learning, the barriers to
access she faces, and how well common writing classroom policies and practices
accommodate (or don’t) her ways of learning. In order to foreground Madison’s
perspective, I have included extensive passages from her responses. I use her own voice
as often as possible and try to keep her words, phrases, and sentences intact. But I’ve also
italicized what I interpret as key phrases that speak persuasively to Madison’s conception
of access.
On Participation (“Successful participation includes . . . ensuring that laptops,
phones, and other electronic devices must never interrupt class”):
MADISON: I guess it doesn't seem logical in, like, the age that we live
now, to say that laptops never interrupt class because every single class
that I took, like, as far as lecture based and Gen Ed went, I used a laptop,
pretty much, to take notes because I can't write that fast and my
handwriting isn’t the neatest and I can’t, like, pay attention with my
ADHD, writing and looking, so I just—typing is faster, easier.
ME: What would you do to address this policy if it were given to you?
MADISON: I would—well, personally for me, I would whip out my
accommodations and I could use my laptop. With Disability Services
that’s one of my accommodations. Um, but, you know, I would question it
for other students. You know, even if you don’t have a learning disability
and are severely—have a learning disability—like, you know, laptops,
everyone . . . Most people—I would say, the majority of people I know
and that I’ve seen in class own a laptop of some sorts. So saying that they
can’t use that when they have it available to them and it helps, is kind of . .
. yeah . . . What’s the, yeah, like . . . disabilitate—no, that’s not a good
word to use. Yeah, you know what I mean.
ME: Yeah.
MADISON: Ugh, what is that word?
ME: Disabling?
MADISON: Disabling, I guess, in a sense.
On Attendance (“If you miss more than four classes [that is, if you miss a 5th class], you
will automatically fail the course.”):
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MADISON: When I was given this policy . . . for my eight a.m. [music
class last semester] . . . I didn’t feel like it was very fair, given the class
and what time it was at. I understood why it was there but . . . it definitely
hurt my peers. And I felt it too . . . but I know people who suffered a lot
more from it because they had . . . major stuff going on, like . . . mental
health that would affect their attendance . . . I know it’s there to make sure
you participate, but . . . most of the people in that class were already
participating and very invested in the class . . . But I know that even
despite that and their hard work that the attendance policy, this attendance
policy, pretty much hurt a lot of people and hurt their grades a lot . . . I
think I know a person who pretty much failed the class because of this.
ME: Did it hurt your participation in the class?
MADISON: I mean, yeah, it hurt me too. It hurt my grade . . . I felt bad,
and I was like, “why did I sleep through?” . . . I felt bad because we all
cared about the class and so I beat myself up for missing . . . It definitely
affected my grade, and then I would have to work harder on the
assignments to . . . make up for it. But it was, like, a losing battle, since
participation and attendance was, like, eighty percent of the grade . . .
There was no way you could come back from it. And I feel like there
should always be a way to come back from attendance and . . .
participation. Cuz attendance is . . . just being there, which I know is a big
part, but there were a lot of valid reasons why I couldn’t be there and why
especially other people couldn’t be there, and it really hurt them even
though they were trying their best . . . The teachers were very
understanding but because of the policy, you know, there was nothing they
could really do.
On Attendance (“I do not distinguish between “excused” and “unexcused” absences”):
MADISON: Obviously . . . there are a lot of personal, like, ideals about
other people’s lives and . . . assumptions that are being made in the
statement here . . . If you get very sick, you need more than four days to
recover . . . If you get mono, which is very common, especially at
universities, you’re out for, like, a week . . . That would be considered an
excused absence, but if you don’t distinguish between the two, then that
can hurt people for reasons they can’t control, like sickness, family
emergency . . . In high school I had a family emergency, and I didn’t go to
school for a week . . . Also, [the policy is] only assuming that you’re
absent because you’re sick, but there are a lot of things that happen in
people’s lives besides that. And so I feel like this is a bit harsh.
ME: Do you have an example of a time when you missed a class because
of something outside of your control?
MADISON: Yeah . . . I had a very, an immediate member of my family
pass away when I was in high school. And so that’s why I wasn’t able to
go . . . to school for a while. Also, [there are] a lot of other reasons why I
didn’t go to school that related to that . . . I’m Jewish. In the Jewish
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religion when people die . . . shiva’s, like, a whole weekend where people
come to your house and they give you food and you’re with your family . .
. Shiva can last up to, like, three days. It was a very big deal, and I had to
be there for my dad and my mom. So I took the week off of school . . .
And even when I came back to school it was very hard to get back into the
swing of things after something like that happens. And I can’t imagine
being at school and something like that happens and you’re away from
your family, especially if they don’t live near the school, like, if your
family’s not in Pennsylvania. I can see . . . that could be very hard and you
could feel very alone and lost . . . Just the anniversary of that, my
freshman year of college was, like, a nightmare hard. So I can imagine . . .
if it happens while you’re at college, that would be . . . crazy. You would
have to . . . fly home or drive home, and be home for, like, a week, and
then you can’t miss school. And then coming back to that, that would be
hard.
ME: I totally see that. What about the little caveat that says, “unless you
have DRS accommodations.” Does that make a difference in how you feel
about [the policy]?
MADISON: I’m not sure. None of my accommodations have anything to
do with attendance, unless it’s to go to another room to take my test with
DRS. But I don’t qualify for any accommodations that have to do with
absences or anything, so I don’t know about that. I feel like, yeah, but if
it’s here, then obviously there are some people who their DRS allows
them to have accommodations for missing class and everything. So, I like
that the teacher put that in there. At least she recognizes the
accommodations because there’s some teachers who don’t—won’t—like,
recognize accommodations. So at least there’s that. But, yeah, so I don’t
really know anything about DRS and, like, how good they are about
accommodations for absences.
ME: One more follow-up. Have you ever had to miss a class for any
reasons related to mental health, disability, your own well-being?
MADISON: Yeah, I have. Of course, yeah. Definitely. I was sick for a
while, so I missed a lot of classes. I had strep, so I had to go to sleep. What
else. Yeah, so I missed a couple classes for that. What was another one? I
missed class to fly home to my family for a family emergency to be with
my family for, like, that anniversary and everything . . . That was, like,
Thursday, so I missed a couple classes then. I missed classes for one of the
Jewish holidays, which I know the school is good about usually in my
experience with, like, Jewish holidays. Um, so I know a lot of other people
who did that as well, and most of their teachers were understanding. There
were some teachers who weren’t. All of my teachers were fine with that.
So, I’ve definitely missed class for, like, reasons.
ME: Yeah, things that probably don’t get accounted for through DRS
accommodation or in the excused/unexcused policy.
MADISON: Yeah.
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On Late Work (“Late work is unacceptable . . . and the penalty for submitting late work is
that my feedback on your draft will be less full than if it were submitted on time.”):
MADISON: “Late work is unacceptable.” That’s a blanket statement. So,
they say that they’ll accept the draft if you contact them—which most
teachers, good teachers, do, so I like that—to explain what’s going on,
which encourages the student to, like, reach out and such, and so that’s
good because things do happen. But then they go on to say that the penalty
for submitting late work is that she won’t give as good of quality or as
much feedback as another student, which I feel like, especially
considering, like, why your work is late, that could be unfair . . . If you’re
just . . . submitting it late just because you just forgot about it, then, like, I
don’t think then the teacher should take time out of their day to give you a
full in-depth review. But, like, who’s to decide that though? . . . But also,
if your work is late because, like, “Oh, I had a thing,” or, like, “My job
and I’ve been working late,” or “I’ve been taking care of my family” or “I
had a family emergency,” then you still deserve the same amount of
feedback because, you know, it was something that was out of your
control, and that doesn’t mean that you’re not as good of a student or that
you don’t care about the work in this class so that you don’t participate.
You could be—even, like, the best students in the class, you know, things
happen, like, their families . . . and they could have a family emergency.
And so it’s unfair . . . cuz then you’re making it hard even for someone
who is a hard-working student to be successful. And then [the policy] says
[the teacher will] let you know if it’s passing or failing in its current form,
which isn’t giving much. That’s not really feedback . . . That’s not telling
you how to improve it, which is what the teacher’s supposed to be doing,
is giving feedback and telling you how you can do this better, or, like, to
work on this, and so . . . This statement is just saying that she doesn't
care—that they’re not putting in the effort to help you succeed . . . Even if
it’s a late paper, that doesn’t mean it’s a bad paper. That just means that
maybe something happened to happen when the paper was due that, you
know, offset the process, but that doesn't mean that it's, like, a bad paper
just because it is late. So I feel like . . . again, every student deserves the
same amount of feedback, especially if it’s, like, a first-time offense for
late work. “And then I may give you a few quick suggestions for
revision.” I mean, she’s not really saying anything in stone. She’s like, “I
may do this or this.” So, it’s not really like a policy, it's just, like, her
saying, she might do this. “Late work negatively impacts your class
participation.” Yeah, that makes sense. “And the final portfolio grade.” I
mean, late work doesn’t always mean that you're not serious about your
work, again, because things happen in life. You could care a lot about the
class and just because something like a family emergency happens that
doesn’t mean that you don’t care about the essay. It’s just there’s more
important things going on at the moment. So that doesn’t mean you don’t
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care about getting work done on time. So that’s an unfair assumption.
“Serious about your work in this course.” . . . That’s just false because I’ve
turned in things late to classes that I care about because things have
happened and I’ve still gotten a good grade on it, despite the late points
taken off just cuz it was that good. That’s not me putting myself up like
I’m an amazing writer. That’s just saying that just cuz something’s late,
doesn’t mean it’s bad.
ME: I get it. Yeah. I agree.
MADISON: Especially if it’s late.
ME: So, the last question about late work. Have you ever submitted late
work because of an experience around mental health, disability, stress,
anxiety—any of those things—and could you tell me about that?
MADISON: Yeah, I have. Usually, again, first semester . . . I let my
teachers know that I was gonna be gone because of a family emergency,
and . . . I had things that were due when I was supposed to be with my
family. So I asked them, can I submit this to you later, and, like, get full
points . . . Or even if I get some late marks, if I was confident in the work,
then I’d be like, “you can take some of the points off” because I think that
I’ll still get a good grade on it. Um, but usually I try to push for, like, no
points off if it’s, like, a family emergency type of thing because that just
seems fair. And so all my teachers were very understanding, especially
when you put the word “family emergency” cuz they don’t wanna get
fired when you go to complain that, yo, I tried to, like, go comfort my
grieving family, but this teacher was, like, telling me I couldn't . . . So
usually I get, like, a good pass for that. Which yeah. Um. Sorry, what was
the question again?
ME: I’m wondering if any experience that you had with mental health,
mental well-being, stress, anxiety, if any of those things have impacted,
maybe made you submit late work.
MADISON: Yeah, like, my entire life. Yeah, a lot.
ME: Can you tell me about a specific experience, or are you talking, just,
generally speaking?
MADISON: Yeah, this year when I had to go away, um, for, like, my
family emergency. During this tough time. Um, I told my teachers, like, a
week before because this was already planned out . . . because we know,
like, the anniversary of when this person passed away . . . and so I planned
from the start of school to, like, be there. So it was easier for me since it
was, like, a predictable absence that I could, like, plan for it, and so I let
my teachers know in advance and, like, I asked them if I could get
extensions and full credit and most of them said yes to the full credit.
None of my teachers gave me a hard time about it. Um, I had some
teachers who were like, “yeah, you can go away and it’ll count as
unexcused and you won’t get participation points taken off but you still
need to submit these assignments,” and I was like, “Okay.” You know,
there’s nothing I can do about that. I don’t want to push it. And so, yeah,
that was my big experience, but there were other little times where I was
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like, you know, I’ve just been drowning in work, or, like, I had to go to the
doctor cuz I have strep. I have to rest. Can I submit this to you later? And
most of my teachers were, like, pretty okay with it. Um. I remember one
of my teachers was a little stricter, and so she wouldn't give me, like, full
points or it would be, like, late, and so I would get a lot of points taken off
if I did that, and there was one time where I did. It was for that family
emergency part. And so, yeah.
ME: What about—if you’ve experienced ADHD, has that ever made you
late with work, or is that just kind of, you make strategies and just take
some extra time to work on a paper, for example? Do you have to sort of
calculate getting stuff in on time because it might take longer to write, or
no?
MADISON: Yeah, it takes me longer to, like, focus on something
especially if, like, it's later in the day, cuz then my medication wears off. I
take it in the morning. It wears off at night. Um, when I came to school I
got boosters specifically for that reason so that I could continue to focus
late at night if I had, like, late work or a late night study I could still do
that effectively. But it still takes me longer, even with the meds, to do
things that come easier, and, like, just quicker to other people. It’s more
like a time thing that come quicker to other people, especially math,
because I am terrible at math to the point where I almost have, like, a math
deficiency, pretty much, although I didn’t qualify for that. Like, I’m
terrible at math. But, um, yeah. My ADHD definitely affects, like, when I
turn in work because sometimes it’ll be, like, later, closer to the deadline
because it takes me longer to finish just because my brain works slower a
little bit. It takes longer to figure out puzzles and, like, questions and, like,
write things. Not necessarily writing because I’ve always been, like, better
at that. So usually I can get that done quicker. But, like, for other classes I
could sit and do, like, math. For, like, math I could do—it could take me
hours to do just one piece of homework that would take someone else,
like, an hour maybe, thirty minutes tops.
ME: So is there anything that you think your instructors could do that
would be more accommodating to you for that reason?
MADISON: Um…
ME: Or do you like the deadlines? You know, sometimes it’s good to have
deadlines because they can help you say, okay, it’s due tomorrow, and I
know I have this many hours, and now I can start early. Or do you feel like
a more flexible policy would be helpful? What do you think?
MADISON: Deadlines are very important, especially because, like, you
know, the class has all types of students in it, and some students who don’t
need, you know, extensions because of disabilities. Um. But I think that . .
. a more flexible policy would definitely work better, like where the
deadline can be negotiated. Like, there should be deadlines but it should
be organized in a way where, like, you know, you could, like, submit it a
little bit later than you were initially supposed to and then it wouldn't mess
everything up because sometimes you might get, like, no work for any
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class one week and then the next week, like, it’s just all the classes decide
to give you work at the same time. So when that happens, you know, you
should be able to negotiate deadlines so that you can spread out the work
and therefore do a better job and produce a better quality work for each
class, so that you could focus more energy into each part and not have to
rush it out because you’re so busy.

Becca
The same university-wide shift that made participation less accessible for Jim and
Madison was experienced as highly beneficial for Becca, a white, female freshman who
plans to major in psychology—especially in the context of her writing course. To
understand why, it is important to understand the role that mental disability plays in
Becca’s experience with and feelings toward in-person learning.
As with other participants, I first began to learn about how Becca views herself in
relation to disability when I reviewed the demographic questionnaire that she submitted
prior to our interview. In it, Becca listed “depression, anxiety, and borderline personality
disorder, which has affected my schoolwork and sleep schedule” when describing her
experience with mental disability. She also noted that she is registered with the
university’s disability resources department (DRS), adding “I have chronic insomnia and
depression so I use DRS for an extended attendance policy.” At the end of the
questionnaire, when asked whether she has ever missed class due to an issue related to
mental disability or mental health, Becca shared, “I went homebound my senior year of
high school due to my mental health, and I’ve missed a couple classes in college.”
When discussing her accessibility experiences during our interview, Becca
described how experiences associated with her disability interrupt her sleep cycle,
inhibiting her ability to adhere to classroom expectations regarding in-person attendance.
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When I asked how these experiences impact how she learns in her writing course, Becca
turned a critical lens upon the course’s pre-COVID, in-person policies. Of all
participants, Becca was the most emphatic about her dislike of a single course policy: the
standard attendance policy. Becca talked candidly and often about what she views as the
unfairness of the policy, repeatedly framing the policy’s shortcomings in terms of its
failure to account for her experience with “really bad chronic insomnia” associated with
her disability.
For example, when I asked Becca how she feels about the policy, she replied:
[S]aying that no one should need to miss more than four classes unless
something serious is going on . . . Like, sometimes people just don’t get
help . . . I know my insomnia was not addressed for . . . two years, and I
was just constantly missing school. And [my high school teachers] were
like, “Well, it’s unexcused cuz you were this late.” I’m like “Well, I went
to bed an hour ago and got thirty minutes of sleep, so what do you want
me to do?” . . . I feel like it kind of . . . is . . . I can’t think of the word . . .
ableist.
I invited Becca to elaborate, and she said:
I just feel like telling kids . . . if you miss more than four classes . . . you
fail the course . . . that kind of . . . discredits everything that you did. Cuz I
feel like that kinda does discourage people . . . who would just miss for . . .
absolutely no reason, but . . . it just completely ignores people who are . . .
chronically ill, like people with insomnia, people with depression, who . . .
are trying, but . . . sometimes that’s just not an option, to miss less than
four classes.
When I asked Becca what she does to comply with the policy, she stated, “There’s
nothing I can do. It’s all out of my control.”
Despite this, Becca went on to report that the accommodations she’d secured from
disability services make it possible for her to adhere to the policy. For instance, when I
asked whether she had ever resisted or ignored a class policy, we had the following
exchange:
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Becca: I still think this attendance policy is stupid. But I also have . . . my
own extended one, so I can’t really do anything about it.
Micah: Even with the accommodation, is that enough?
Becca: I get . . . double [the number of allowed absences without penalty],
I’m pretty sure. So I think that's pretty good because I think I only missed
four classes this semester anyways. So . . . I have that extra room to . . .
fall back on . . . in case it does get really bad and I really can’t do anything
about it.
Micah: So does that mean you need to go to every single class that you
can . . . so that you have some absences to fall back on if you experience
insomnia later in the semester?
Becca: Pretty much cuz . . . some nights I go to bed at, like, two-thirty,
three, and . . . I can wake up—like, I won’t be happy about it, but I’ll wake
up—and I’ll be able to go to class. But once I start, like, staying up till . . .
probably . . . four-thirty and after . . . I know I can’t do it. And that . . .
kind of goes in phases so it’ll be for, like, two weeks that I can’t go to
sleep till really, really late, and that’s when I need [the accommodation]
most rather than . . . just normally.
As this excerpt suggests, Becca reported experiencing increased access due to her
accommodation; it provides her with “extra room . . . to fall back on” when insomnia
inhibits her ability to attend class. Similarly, when I asked what had most helped her
“work around” the policy, Becca replied, “I get disabilities for it, so I get my own
attendance policy because . . . I just can’t sleep, so that’s really been helpful.” Given
this, one may argue that Becca’s accommodation effectively works to resolve the
barrier to access that rigid attendance requirements create for her. But Becca repeatedly
stressed that her problem with in-person requirements extends beyond her in/ability to
make it to class.
For instance, Becca shared that her experience with insomnia creates a fraught
relationship between in-person learning and anxiety. When I asked how she feels about
her writing course’s policy on punctuality, Becca alluded to the impact of insomnia on
her ability to adhere to class start times:
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In my situation, if I’m tired, I’m not gonna be late. I’m just gonna sleep
in. So I could understand . . . me being late, but I know I wouldn’t do that,
cuz . . . I also have anxiety, like I can’t walk in somewhere late . . . I
would gladly skip a class just to avoid walking in five minutes late. So . . .
I feel like [the policy] just doesn't apply to me.
When I asked her to elaborate, she described the anxiety she feels when arriving late to
class: “Eyes are on you, and then I go into panic mode . . . It’s really stressful.” I asked
what she would do to address the policy, and she replied, “I just wouldn’t come into
class late. I’d rather just take the absence.” Later in our interview, Becca informed me
that insomnia creates a similarly troubled relationship between anxiety and in-person
conferencing: “I get anxiety cuz I also really don’t know [my writing instructor] and I
don’t think he likes me because I’m just never in class.” For Becca, the anxiety she
feels due to the in-person conferencing requirement is related to the notion that she’s
“never in class,” a tendency she directly attributes to insomnia associated with her
disability.
Given the role that insomnia plays in Becca’s experiences with in-person
learning, it is perhaps unsurprising that she reported experiencing increased access in
the wake of the university’s shift online. When prompted, Becca made it clear that her
writing course’s transition to primarily asynchronous online learning has “been good
for me,” allowing her to engage course content in her own time. She elaborated on this
point when I asked if there is anything that her instructor has done, or could to, to make
this transition go more smoothly. She said:
I’m happy with it cuz . . . I was nervous that—cuz we do the group thing
where in class we talk about something and then we have to writing
something—so I was scared that we would have to, like, break out into
groups on Zoom . . . which would just be kind of annoying. But we just
have to . . . do it on our own which is a lot easier. Like we don’t have to
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wake up and, like, go on Zoom and do it . . . We get to do it on our own
time, and I appreciate that.
For Becca, then, the benefit of asynchronous online learning is not just that it offers a
reprieve from the conflict that exists between insomnia and rigid expectations regarding
in-person attendance (as welcome as this is), but that she is able to engage her writing
class on her “own time.”

Preview of the Themes
Given that a central aim of this study is to identify the barriers to access facing
students with mental disabilities in multimodal writing classrooms, I was struck when I
began to bring these stories together by these students’ diverse and at times seemingly
conflicting accounts of the barriers to access they face both inside and outside of their
writing classes. That the same university-wide shift to online instruction that made
participation more accessible for Becca was experienced as limiting for Madison, for
instance, indicates the difficulties of understanding what might constitute a barrier to
access, when, to what degree, and for whom. However, as I continued reading, reflecting,
and coding the interview transcripts, I found that these students could be grouped under
three broad themes of access:
•

Conflicts of Access

•

Access creation

•

Personalization
The first theme supports what Margaret Price calls conflicts of access, wherein

conditions that enhance access for some students can decrease access for others
(“Access” n.p.). In analyzing students’ accounts of their diverse experiences in writing
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classrooms, I have consistently found that such conflicts occur within and across inperson and online learning environments. Drawing on work by Katherine Ireland, Jay
Dolmage has argued that these conflicts “should also be seen as a space in which
‘accesses engage’ with one another rather than just colliding” (“Universal Design”).
Extending this scholarship, I use the notion of conflicting accesses to understand, and to
interrogate, the design of the multimodal learning environments in which these conflicts
occur.
The second theme that arose from the data is access creation. Repurposing theory
by disability studies scholar Arseli Dokumaci, I use this term to describe how disabled
students “literally make up,” and simultaneously “make up for” the access that a learning
environment fails to readily provide (“A Theory” 493). By positing that students with
disabilities create access, I mean that students, through everyday spontaneous and
inventive acts, bring access for which there is no institutional counterpart into being. This
theme also calls attention to how disabled students bend, borrow, or re-route existing
channels of access to make a learning environment more accessible than it currently is.
Additionally, I use “access creation” as a way of understanding how students “enable the
emergence of, or directly become,” access for each other, especially in situations where
access that responds to disability experience is not immediately or conveniently available,
and when the access that their collaboration creates does not and could not otherwise
exist (“People as Affordances” S100).
The third theme, personalization, highlights the perceived failure of writing
classroom policies and practices to account for the embodied, material realities of
students’ lives. It also emphasizes students’ desire for increased flexibility from and
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ability to negotiate with their instructors. Highlighting how policies designed to fit “all”
students collide with disabled students’ individual needs, this theme has implications for
a more personalized approach to both writing instruction and policy-making.
In the chapter that follows, I will begin with a quick review of the process by
which these themes emerged within the interviews. I will then discuss each theme in
detail, showing how it fits with existing research in writing studies and disability studies.
In so doing, I will provide exemplars from students’ accounts and explore the
implications of these findings for multimodal writing classrooms. I will conclude by
offering recommendations for future research as well as suggestions for developing nonnormative writing pedagogies and inclusive program designs.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION OF THEMES

The purpose of this study was to explore the accessibility experiences of first-year
writing students with mental disabilities at a large, public university in the Northeast and
discover what the implications are for making multimodal writing classrooms more
accessible for all. The findings presented in this chapter are arranged according to the
main research questions which guided the study. Question one is, “What are the barriers
to access facing students with mental disabilities in online writing classrooms during the
COVID-19 pandemic?” Question two is, “What affordances do disabled students bring to
bear on the multimodal spaces of their writing classrooms?” Question three is, “How
does writing classroom practice and policy affect the well-being of students from a range
of behavioral profiles?”
This chapter comprises the discussion of the themes that emerged from analysis of
the study data. The data were audio and video recorded, fully transcribed, juxtaposed,
coded, and analyzed thematically to describe how this sample of undergraduate students
with mental and other disabilities experienced their multimodal writing classrooms before
and during the COVID-19 pandemic. I adopted a qualitative design for this study.
Following Price, I used methods pulled from disability studies and critical discourse
analysis (CDA), “not often in the microlinguistic style applied by Fairclough and others,
but in a broader way that draws upon Ellen Barton’s theory of discourse analysis” (29).
Emphasizing the utility of inductive reasoning, Barton describes discourse analysis in this
manner:
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Discourse analysis involves looking at texts, inductively identifying their
rich features and salient patterns, and then using these features and
patterns as examples in an argument in support of some generalization(s)
or claim(s) about the meaning relations between features, texts, and their
contexts.33 (23)
I matched this “rich feature” form of discourse analysis with CDA’s focus on the link
between language, discourse, and power as it relates to disability and classroom access.
As such, I conducted my analysis more at a rhetorical than a linguistic level; however,
what I draw on from CDA is an additional focus on the underlying social forces that
shape students’ learning environments.
This chapter presents the results that emerged from the analysis of the six
interviews and six demographic questionnaires. Exemplars from the data were selected to
illustrate each theme as well as to foreground the voices of the participants I interviewed.
As previously noted, I used participants’ own voices as often as possible and tried to keep
their words, phrases, and sentences intact.
Three major themes emerged from the data and correspond to the three research
questions. They are:
1. Conflicts of Access
2. Access Creation
3. Personalization

Research Question 1: What are the barriers to access facing students with mental
and other disabilities in multimodal online writing classrooms during the COVID19 pandemic?

33

Barton defines “rich features” as “linguistic features that point to the relation between text and context”
(23).
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Relating to research question 1, the data were juxtaposed and understood in
relation to each other to identify the main themes of the interview and demographic
questionnaire responses. One major theme emerged from the data corresponding to
research question 1. The shared major theme is:
Theme 1: Conflicts of Access34 (Becca and Madison)
In a recent opinion piece published in Inside Higher Ed (“COVID-19 Has Taught
Us What Intelligence Really Is”), psychologist and psychometrician Robert J. Sternberg
says that “COVID-19 has taught us something important about intelligence,” which he
goes on to define as “the ability to adapt to the environment.”
I admire Sternberg’s call for a broader concept of intelligence than most methods
of assessment are designed to address. Yet if recent reporting is any indication, his
opinion may ignore a wide array of challenges facing college and university students in
the age of COVID-19.35
As key disability studies scholars have shown, learning environments within
higher education are often designed with only some, not all, bodies in mind (Yergeau et
al., “Multimodality in Motion”). As a result, many students with physical, mental, and
other disabilities confront barriers that prevent them from full and equal access to the
spaces and activities of their classes.
In other words, when we fail to center disability in our course designs, we actively
decrease access to equitable education for entire classes of people. At this critical

34

This section was published as a blog post (“What COVID-19 Has Taught Us About Access to Equitable
Education”) on the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) blog. I reprint it here, with some
modifications, with kind permission from Felice Kaufmann, the Publications Director of NCTE.
35

Anderson, Greta. “Accessibility Suffers During the Pandemic.” Inside Higher Ed.
https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2020/04/06/remote-learning-shift-leaves-students-disabilities-behind
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moment in the fight for both disability rights and academic equity, it is time to radically
rethink not only what higher education can look like but who gets to design it.
For instance, what if instead of focusing on rigid notions of ability, we started
paying closer attention to the environments we expect our students to adapt to? What if,
as Jay Dolmage has suggested, we “more consciously and systematically ask for and
utilize feedback from students, especially students with disabilities?” (“Disability Studies
Pedagogy”). It’s not enough to retrofit inaccessible learning environments for students
who experience barriers to access; addressing students’ diverse access needs means
taking a much more proactive and inclusive approach to course design.
In my research at Metro University on how undergraduate students experience
course policies and practices in the first-year writing classroom, COVID-19 has taught
me something important about access. I have consistently found what disability scholar
Margaret Price calls “conflicts of access,” wherein conditions that enhance access for
some students can decrease access for others (“Access” n.p.).
For example, several of the students with whom I spoke reported significant
benefits to their participation as a result of the university’s shift to online instruction.
Take Becca, who highlighted the conflicting relationship between her “really bad chronic
insomnia” and her writing course’s pre-COVID, in-person attendance policy. Despite
receiving disability service accommodations authorizing her to miss double the number
of allowed absences without penalty, Becca reported that in-person attendance was “a
struggle” that “really stressed me out,” adding that she “can’t wake up at eleven twenty”
when “I’m up till six, seven in the morning.” Later in our interview, Becca reported that
the course’s transition to primarily asynchronous online learning has “been good for me,”
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allowing her to engage course content in her own time.
But the same university-wide shift that made participation more accessible for
Becca was experienced as limiting for Madison, at least in her non-English courses.
Linking her disability and ADHD to “how I learn,” Madison described a clash between
her preferred modes of communication and her asynchronous online courses. When I
asked Madison to elaborate, she explained,
It was kind of like I got lost [in those courses], and then . . . it would be
the week before the final exam, and I’m like, “Wait, I missed the past
week” because it’s online . . . And I wasn’t meeting with the teacher.”
Conversely, Madison reported that the synchronous component of her online writing
course (meeting with her instructor over Zoom to discuss paper drafts), “especially for
me, with learning disabilities, really helps so that you can . . . connect and . . . get on the
same page with the teacher.”
The varying levels of access these students reported suggests that one person’s
virtual access needs may exist in tension with the needs of others. Yet while such
conflicts may appear irreconcilable, they also point to the need for a more flexible model
for delivering education. Students’ access needs may vary, but addressing the needs of
one student need not come at the expense of others. If we design with multiple accesses
in mind, we can work to build learning environments flexible enough to address a wide
range of access needs at once (Dolmage, “Universal Design”).
Sternberg says intelligence is really “your ability to adapt to the environment.”
Rather than construing the challenges of virtual learning as questions of adaptive
intelligence, why not center students and faculty with disabilities by inviting them (and
paying them) to help envision and design flexible courses that will survive the pandemics
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and unforeseen challenges to come? Then we can measure how adaptive and flexible a
learning environment is, rather than how “intelligent” students are when they succeed, or
fail, to adapt to a new normal as rigid as what it replaced.

Research Question 2: What affordances do disabled students bring to bear on the
multimodal spaces of their writing classrooms?
Relating to research question 2, the data were juxtaposed and understood in
relation to each other to identify the main themes of the interview and demographic
questionnaire responses. One major theme emerged from the data corresponding to
research question 2. The shared major theme is:
Theme 2: Access Creation
In her introduction to “People as Affordances,” Arseli Dokumaci relays a
conversation that she had with Ahmet, a participant in her visual ethnography and
Turkish public library employee who lives with chronic pain.36 In it, Ahmet recalls his
experience of primary school, when pain associated with rheumatoid arthritis made it
difficult to walk without “holding onto things, like walls” (S97). When Dokumaci asked
if Ahmet was able to attend his classes, he shared the following:
Of course. But my dad helped me. He carried me in his arms. Because it
was a village road, and the school was a bit far, about one and a half
country bus stops (durak) away. They call it a footpath (patika), but it was
a rough country road. Because it was rough, my dad would carry me to
school in his arms and then go back. At the end of the day, he would come
back to pick me up. (S97-98)

36

The name of this participant was anonymized by Dokumaci.
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Dokumaci asked, “Every single day, your dad carried you?” and Ahmet replied, “Sure, he
did—almost until middle school” (S98).
As illustrated in this exchange, Dokumaci’s article centers upon the notion of
“people as affordances,” which Dokumaci describes as when people “enable the
emergence of”—or, as with Ahmet and his father—“directly become, affordances for one
another,” especially when the environments disabled people inhabit fail to provide
affordances that respond to their embodied experiences and needs (S100). In theorizing
“people as affordances,” Dokumaci reconceptualizes—or “crip[s]”—the notion of
affordances through the lens of disabled experiences. Troubling ecological psychologist
James Gibson’s original theory of affordances, which Dokumaci summarizes as “what an
organism can do with its environment,” Dokumaci calls attention to the “sociality”
involved in affordance creation, arguing that affordances emerge “not [only] because of
the momentary encounter between a single organism and its environment,” as Gibson
suggests, “but [also] because of the temporality of ‘choreographies’ emerging between
more than one body and their shared environment” (S99; S100; S102). In short, her
notion is grounded in the idea that people create affordances in their environments, not
just by themselves, but also with and through the attention, support, and concern of
others. By becoming affordances for each other, Dokumaci concludes, people “create
access by their own means” (S101). This is a form of access fundamentally grounded in
care.
The notion of affordances as something that people can “become” builds upon
Dokumaci’s theory of “microactivist affordances,” which she describes in “Microactivist
Affordances” as “disabled people’s micro, ongoing, and (often) ephemeral acts of world-
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building, with which they make the world offer affordances that are otherwise
unimaginable” (493). Bringing together ideas from performance studies and disability
studies (DS), Dokumaci argues that disability can be defined as a “shrinking of the
environment and its affordances” (499). In other words, disability is experienced as a
reduction of both the environment and what one can do with it. Yet she also argues that
this shrinking opens a creative space for impromptu performances through which
disabled people “literally make up, and at the same time make up for the affordances that
the built social and material world fails to readily provide” (493).
To illustrate, Dokumaki pulls from fieldwork with people with chronic pain and
mobility-related disabilities, calling attention to the everyday improvisations that disabled
people invent (such as opening a Coke bottle with one’s teeth or using a rubber glove to
enlarge the cap, for example) when they encounter environments that are hostile or
otherwise inhospitable to embodied disability experiences. Such affordances are microactivist, she explains, because they are invented when the environment becomes “most
devoid of readily available affordances, most ignorant of one’s bodily attributes, most
unresponsive to one’s bodily pains and vulnerabilities” (513).
In analyzing the data from my own conversations with disabled students, I have
found that these theories map usefully onto the environment of a classroom. I use
“environment” here broadly to refer to the social, material, and pedagogical infrastructure
of an in-person or online classroom, as well as the networks of policies, technologies,
activities, and assignments that support it. I also consider as part of this environment a
wide array of intra- and extra-institutional resources and conditions, such as the
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availability (and useability) of disability accommodations, or the unpredictable nature of
learning amid a global pandemic, that may impact a student’s experience of a course.
Throughout my interviews, I asked participants about the affordances they bring
to bear on the spaces and activities of their writing classrooms, and several informed me
that they create access where it doesn’t otherwise exist. In line with Dokumaci’s theory, I
interpret these acts of access creation as microactivist affordances. In the pages that
follow, I highlight the stories of Eva, Jasmine, and Sabrina, who, either by themselves or
together with others, “make up” and “make up for” the affordances that at times, the
environment of their multimodal writing classrooms fails to provide. In my analysis, I
draw attention to and theorize on improvisations of disabled students whose micro- and
everyday inventions facilitate affordances for themselves and for others.
Eva
Throughout our interviews, I asked participants about the affordances they bring
to bear on the spaces and activities of their writing classrooms, and several suggested that
they create access where it doesn’t exist. Eva was among the most candid about the ways
in which she and her classmates create access together when confronting inaccessible
elements of their writing course.
To understand Eva’s involvement in access creation, it is important to consider
how the obstacles to access she faces in her writing course intersect with the
accommodation she secured through disability services. For instance, when I asked Eva if
she has experienced barriers to her participation in the course, she replied, “Oh yeah.
Definitely.” While her accommodation is meant to provide her with extended time on
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exams and assignments, she explained, it doesn’t apply to all aspects of her writing
course. As she put it:
I have a 504, so I get . . . extra time on pretty much all things, you know,
tests, quizzes, homework, essays, stuff like that, and [this course has]
made it incredibly hard for me to use that when I need it, and I most of the
time do. We have those . . . peer review [assignments], which I
understand. I’m not saying I don’t want peer review, because I actually—I
want to give my peers . . . a good amount [of feedback] and I don’t wanna
just . . . [Our instructor] gives us from that Monday. He has us do
individual meetings and the next week he has us basically start the essay.
And on that Monday he says, “Okay, you have until Wednesday morning
to . . . exchange drafts with your selected peers” . . . And it makes it really
hard for me to get extra time on that because those are—the peer reviews
are due Friday morning, and then the actual essay itself is due the
following Monday.
In other words, the course’s structure and pacing make it “really difficult” for Eva to
access the “extra time” afforded by her accommodation, and this inhibits her ability
provide her classmates with sufficient feedback on their paper drafts. When I asked if her
instructor has been flexible regarding assignment deadlines, she replied, “I asked him if .
. . somehow we could work out an extension with the peer reviews, and he said basically,
‘Oh, all you have to do is just, like, hand in something.’ And I’m just—I wanna give my
peers something more than just, like, a short paragraph.” Later in our interview, I asked
Eva if she’d ever felt anxious in the course, and she elaborated on how this lack of
flexibility vis-à-vis peer review deadlines impacted her experience of the course.
I would say the first essay that I handed in. I did the peer review. I gave,
like, one paragraph to my peers and that was enough. But for the
following [essay], since it was a shorter essay, [our instructor] gave us a
little bit less time to finish everything. So . . . I put it off to the point where
it was like, if I don’t do this it’s just going to go away. Obviously, that’s
not going to happen. But yeah, it gave me a lot of anxiety to sit there and
do it and be extremely specific.
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For Eva, this lack of flexibility contributed to “a lot of anxiety.” I asked Eva what might
have helped alleviate the anxiety she felt, and she said, “I think I asked [my instructor]
for an extension for the actual deadline, but I think he only gave me one or two days
which didn’t help that much. So I would have liked him to be a little more understanding
about it.” When I asked how she would change the course to “better accommodate” her
disability accommodation, she suggested “extending . . . peer review for the week instead
of just . . . a couple of days,” emphasizing that such a change could benefit all students in
the course.
Given that for Eva, the flexibility and “understanding” she desires failed to
materialize through conventional institutional channels, such as course design,
instruction, or disability accommodations, it is perhaps understandable that she cited her
classmates when asked what had most helped her “eliminate or work around” a barrier to
access in the course. Specifically, Eva told me that she and the other members of her peer
review group routinely offer each other extended time on peer review assignments. She
explained:
[W]hen we hand in peer reviews it’s like the same people every time. So
there’s four people I give my essay to. And I think I speak for all of us
when I say that we all—none of us handed in, like, by 10 a.m. on
Wednesday morning to each other . . . We kind of—we give each other
enough time, you know what I mean? And they’re okay with it and so am
I.
When I asked Eva whether the group’s practice of privately extending its submission
deadlines meant that she’d received more flexibility from her classmates than her
instructor, she replied, “Yeah. It just kinda happened.”
That fact that Eva’s classmates accommodated her desire for extended time
precisely where her instructor did not resonates, in my view, with Dokumaci’s notion of
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“people as affordances” (“People” S98). Just as Ahmet’s father carried Ahmet to school
to make up for the lack of accessible public transportation, in “giv[ing] each other enough
time,” Eva’s classmates perform the affordance that would, in a more accessible
classroom, be a more flexible submission deadline or the ability to negotiate time with
the instructor. As Dokumaci argues, “people may enable, facilitate, or interfere with and
disable the emergences of affordances for one another” (S98). If we apply this lens to
Eva’s account, it is apparent that in denying Eva’s request for more time, Eva’s instructor
works to interfere with—or “disable”—the emergence of the same affordance that Eva’s
classmates end up facilitating for her.
Strikingly, the fact that Eva received additional time from her classmates without
having to ask for it talks directly to another important aspect of affordance creation: the
notion of care. Building upon access scholarship by Mia Mingus, Dokumaki proposes the
idea of “care intimacy” to explain “how the need for care can be articulated, responded
to, and engaged with through intimate and unspoken means as people provide or become
affordances in and of themselves” (S103). To further emphasize this point, Eva asked her
instructor for more flexibility with time, but she ultimately received it from her
classmates. In understanding and accounting for Eva’s access needs without requiring her
to make them explicit, I argue, Eva’s classmates assist in the creation of, and even
become, affordances for her.
In order to explore how Eva and her classmates become affordances for one
another, it is important to consider the socio-institutional conditions that both shape their
relationship and make such access creation necessary. Dokumaci writes, “When people
become affordances for one another, and create access by their own means, we cannot
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understand this in isolation either from the structural conditions that necessitate their
making . . . or from the love, devotion, and care [between them]” (S1010). As illustrated
through standard policies (e.g., “...no student should need to miss more than four classes
unless something serious is going on and/or you have a DRS accommodation for
absences”), the writing program of which Eva’s writing course is a part, like the
university system in which they both operate, relies on an accommodation model in
which students with disabilities may interview for and secure accommodations to receive
additional support in their classes. Indeed, Eva managed to secure an accommodation
through this institutional channel. However, from her perspective, the structure and
pacing of her writing course made it “really difficult” for her to access the “extra time”
this accommodation was meant to provide. In addition, when she tried to negotiate
extended time through the next available channel (i.e., the instructor), her instructor
effectively refused her request (“I asked him if . . . somehow we could work out an
extension with the peer reviews, and he said basically, ‘Oh, all you have to do is just,
like, hand in something’”). From the perspective of microactivist affordances, we begin
to view the social system in which an affordance is co-created: a disabled student, her
classmates, her writing instructor, a disability services unit, a writing program, an
inflexible policy, and an accommodation model in which accessible infrastructures and
resources for that student fail to materialize. We cannot understand how peer review
becomes accessible for Eva apart from the relationship between her and her classmates,
nor apart from their shared learning environment. In this same light, I argue, we cannot
understand how Eva and her classmates create access for each other apart from the lack
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of negotiation built into the design of their writing classroom, or from the unspoken,
improvised care between them.
The concept of negotiation highlights another crucial dimension of the social
environment Eva and her classmates inhabit: the relative (or perceived) autonomy of their
instructor over classroom policies and practices. It is important to reiterate that while I
prioritized collaboration with full-time instructors for this study, it is unclear given the
recruitment methods used whether participants’ courses were taught by full- or part-time
faculty. Still, it’s worth noting that approximately half of Metro’s first-year writing
courses are taught by adjunct instructors and Graduate Teaching Assistants (TAs). To be
clear, I am not suggesting that full-time faculty are immune from pressures to adhere to
and enforce program rules. Rather, I am pointing out that graduate TAs and adjuncts who
teach writing are often especially vulnerable to a wide array of insecurities and pressures
(including the pressure to please the program administrators they work for) that
accompany part-time status. Indeed, composition and rhetoric scholars such as Jessica
Restaino and Dylan Dryer have shown that graduate student instructors must navigate
their own network of expectations and prohibitions that can make it difficult for them to
make pedagogical decisions on their own. What I am suggesting is that in considering the
multilayered system inside of which Eva desires more flexibility from her writing
instructor, one significant factor might be how much her instructor is—or feels—
empowered to give said flexibility, a decision which may involve bending, modifying, or
throwing out program rules.
When I asked Eva how she negotiates this complex system during the pandemic,
she began to describe her experiences with in/access in a way that is very reminiscent of
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Dokumaci’s ecological understanding of disability. Dokumaci writes, “Disability can be
defined ecologically as a shrinking of the environment and its available affordances. But
this shrinkage can also incite invention and improvisation that make the same
environment afford otherwise” (S99). Indeed, in my reading of Eva’s story, Eva
experiences “shrinkage” and inflexibility in what she identifies as “strict and harsh”
writing course policies, which in turn motivates creativity and invention as she
deliberately seeks and finds humanness (in-person classes/connections), understanding
(DRS), and improvised accommodations (“mental break days”) outside of her writing
course. For example, when I asked how she would rate her instructor’s flexibility
compared to other instructors, she replied, “I guess it would have to be a 3 [out of 10],
anywhere between a 3 or a 5.” I asked her to elaborate, and she replied:
Well, I don’t know if it’s just how I’m used to things like this. I’m in [the
university’s School of Art] and the professors there, they’re, like, overly
accepting of everything and understanding of everything, so they give,
like, the most amount of flexibility they can even give. And compared to
my current [writing] professor, it’s just a lot harder, and he’s like, “No this
and that,” you know. “You need this here at this time.”
When I asked if there is anything that her writing instructor could do to make the class
more accessible, Eva again reiterated her desire for increased flexibility and
understanding, especially in light of “outside circumstances” related to the pandemic. She
said:
[S]peaking of my class I would, you know, make it a little more open
ended, you know, less strict because it puts stress on everybody. I would
just give, like, a lot more of that wiggle room for everybody, because I
think we all need that, and just, like, understanding to outside
circumstances for the students.
What Eva is describing in this passage, as I understand it, is a “shrinking” of her
immediate environment and the access it has to offer. Whereas the environment of Eva’s
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art classes suggests a space replete with “readily available” affordances that respond to
her needs (e.g., acceptance; flexibility; understanding), to me, she experiences her writing
course as rigid, stressful, and bereft of such affordances; it lacks “wiggle room” (513).
In fact, nearly all of the affordances Eva highlighted seem to exist in
environments outside of her writing class. For instance, when I asked if working from
home has impacted her mental health, she praised the responsiveness (affordance) and
flexibility (affordance) of the university’s disability services department:
[Disability services] so far has been really, really good. I’ve been able to
work with them, like, on everything and, like, talk to them if I ever needed
anything. And I didn’t, you know, they didn’t have a question about it.
They just talked to me more about it and say, “okay, you can have this and
that.” So they’re very good in that sense.
And when prompted, Eva cited being able to attend her major classes in person
(affordance) as something that contributes to her well-being during the pandemic:
I guess I would say I feel like I got a little luckier than some other students
cuz, I don’t know how the other departments are handling this, but I do
still have in-person classes. I’m a glass major so I still get to go in the
studio every day and, you know, see my friends and stuff like that. So I
guess my mental wellbeing has been better than I could say for some
others, in that sense. So I’m getting to go in and see my professors
sometimes and connect with them, and it's easier to get in touch and
connect with them.
Yet Eva made clear that these affordance-rich environments contrast with that of
her writing course. When I asked Eva if her writing course has been accommodating to
her needs regarding mental health or well-being during the pandemic, she replied:
Definitely not as accessible as it could be. I think all these, like, strict,
harsh policies—normally, I feel like people would kind of be like, “okay, I
gotta watch out a bit,” but during this time I think we’re all feeling the
stress from the outside world and every bad thing that’s been happening.
And I think at this time they not only need to be accommodating to the
people that need it, but for everybody else. But I think they need to pay
special attention to the students they have because, you know, you’re a
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professor and you do have all these rules and stuff, but you’re also a
person. And you need to, like, you know, take that part of your humanness
and kind of understand everybody’s situation.
And when I asked what it would look like for her writing instructor to foreground
humanness in the classroom, she said:
Talking to the students more openly, just having open-ended discussions
instead of, like, “You have to stay on this topic and don’t stray off from
it.” [My writing instructor’s] very . . . I don’t know how to put this, but
he’s very—I can’t say monotone, but very standoffish. He just asks a few
questions, and I think he needs to make it so it’s a little more open and less
stressful for everybody and be way more flexible with the deadlines and
the assignments.
As Eva made clear, she experiences stress due to rigid assignment deadlines and
assignments in her writing course (again, in my view, a “shrinking”) (S99).
Eva touched on the notion of stress again when describing how she takes care of
her mental health. When I asked if she has ever missed a class in her writing course for
reasons related to mental health, she replied:
Oh, yeah, definitely. I’ve definitely taken, like, a couple, you know,
mental break days. My professors at [the School of Art], they allow it.
They’re very—they basically said, you know, “F the absences” and stuff.
You just take as many days as you—not as many days as you want, but if
you need a day, you just take it. Um, I get migraines very, very frequently.
Especially, you know, school is very stressful and that’s one of the
triggers, so I’ve definitely taken a few, one or two days off for that. And
then just taken, like, a break day.
Like Eva’s account of working with disability services, Eva’s description of her art
classes, as I interpret it, echoes Gibson’s original theory of affordances, which Gibson
describes as a “complementarity” between an organism and its environment and
Dokumaci summarizes as “what an organism can do with its environment” (Ecological
133; “People” S99). From this perspective, we might interpret Eva’s environment (i.e.,
her classes in the School of Art) as providing an affordance (i.e., allowing all students to
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take “mental health days”) that accounts for Eva’s experience with migraines brought on
by school-related stress.37 And by the same light, we might understand the relationship
between Eva and the environment of her writing course as lacking “complementarity”
(Ecological 133).
But the access creation involved in Eva’s account, as I interpret it, is made more
visible through the lens of microactivist affordances. In this view, it is apparent that in
allowing Eva to take days off, Eva’s art instructors provide her with an affordance that
responds to her embodied experiences with school-related stress. Given that Eva’s
writing instructor does not offer said affordance, Eva “make[s] up” for its absence by
extending the strategy of taking “mental break days” to her writing course (493). This is
what Dokumaci describes when she talks about microactivist affordances as “ways of
twisting, bending, and queering an existing world of things toward new possibilities of
action” (515). In “twisting, bending, and queering” an existing affordance from her art
classes for unauthorized use in her writing class, I contend, Eva brings access into being
where it does not otherwise exist.
Jasmine
As with Eva, to understand the ways in which Jasmine imagines access in her
writing course, it is important to understand how she experiences the timing and pacing
of her coursework. For instance, when I asked whether the course accommodates her
preferred modes of learning, she replied, “No. A lot of the work is constantly rushed.”
She continued:

37

Eva also informed me she experiences migraines caused by “sensory disruption” related to her sensory
disability.
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One week in class we’ll be told that we have a seven-page essay that’s due
by next class, and then we also have to do a peer review of two people in
our class that are also due that same day. And then the next week we have
the final draft that’s due . . . I feel like it's just . . . constantly work being
piled on. And sometimes it’s too much.
Like other participants, Jasmine lamented not only the number of assignments she is
asked to complete but also that she is often expected to work on multiple assignments at
once. The challenge of navigating the time it takes to do this work is compounded, she
told me, by the work she has in other classes. When I asked whether she has faced
barriers to access in her writing course, she explained, “There will be times when an
assignment for my major will take up a whole lot of my time. But then I will have
something for [my writing class] that also takes up a good amount of my time. So then it
becomes overwhelming to the point where I just won’t do either.” Like many students,
Jasmine is often required to negotiate competing demands on her time. But when such
demands become “overwhelming,” inhibiting her ability to complete her assignments,
Jasmine understands them as a barrier to access.
A related reason Jasmine gave for why her writing course fails to accommodate
her preferred ways of learning is that its pacing conflicts with her writing process. When I
asked Jasmine what learning strategies tend to work best for her, she said:
I guess the best way for me is having time to, like, really research and
understand an assignment that I have to do. Like for instance, not that long
ago we had an essay to write, and we had to find all our own sources. And
usually that’s okay with me if I have a lot of time to do it and really
deeply, like, find a source and really analyze it and be like, “Okay, I
wanna use this for my writing.” So usually that is one way that works best
for me.
The speed at which Jasmine is expected to do and submit writing assignments, she told
me, is often at odds with her desire for “a lot of time” to understand and complete them.
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Jasmine’s difficulty navigating the time frames that govern her coursework takes
on a new dimension when considered in relation to her experiences with depression. For
example, when I asked how her writing class might be made more accessible, she said the
following:
With depression there’s been times where I’ll just wake up in the morning
and think “I don’t want to deal with this class today,” so I’ll just take the
absence and the zero for whatever assignments because I don’t feel like
doing it . . . So if professors were more open to talking and helping the
students that might be struggling with not coming to class and stuff . . . it
might be something as simple as, like, emailing back and forth or
something about what can be done to get a certain assignment in without
penalizing the student for turning it in so late.
This suggests that depression plays an important role in Jasmine’s approach to time; at
times, it curbs her desire to come to class, interfering with her ability to keep up with her
coursework. Given this, Jasmine places a high value on instructors’ willingness to
negotiate with students, including those who “might be struggling” to get their work in on
time.
Indeed, negotiation is key to how Jasmine navigates difficult assignment
deadlines in her non-writing courses. For instance, when she anticipates that she will
need more time to complete an assignment in her film course, she explained, “I’m able to
work with my professor to figure out extensions to how to get work in.” When I asked
Jasmine to elaborate, she provided insight as to how such negotiations typically play out:
“Usually I just email them or . . . show them work I’ve completed so far and then they’ll
tell me if I need more time, they’ll be willing to extend it a little bit.” For Jasmine, then,
negotiation typically involves initiating a dialogue with her instructor, sharing the work
she’s already completed, and receiving additional time to submit.
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Despite her successes negotiating extended time in her major classes, however,
Jasmine reported experiencing resistance to such negotiation in her writing course. For
instance, when I asked if her writing instructor has helped her “work around” a barrier to
access in the course, Jasmine recounted her attempts to negotiate assignment deadlines
with her writing instructor:
It’s like, “Well, you didn’t turn this in on time, so it’s automatic zero. You
don’t get any points for it.” Or I’ll explain that I had another assignment
for a class that was at the time more important that I couldn’t get the
[writing course’s] project in but I’ll get it in a day late. And the professor
would acknowledge that I got it in but still would tell me that it’s still not a
grade, that it’ll just become a zero in the grade book.
Jasmine reported that this inability to negotiate time with her writing instructor impacts
not only her grade in the course but also her motivation to complete assignments and
attend class: “So then there’s times where it’s kind of whatever, so I won’t go to class at
all . . . because I don’t see the point and I need the time to get a different assignment in.”
Later in our interview, I asked Jasmine if knowing she would receive a zero for late work
would discourage her from submitting at all, and she replied, “Yeah, probably.”
Given the importance of negotiation in Jasmine’s approach to her coursework, it’s
perhaps unsurprising that negotiation played a central role in her vision for creating
access in her writing course. When I asked what she would do to “adapt to, comply with,
or resist” the course’s pre-COVID late work policy, Jasmine remarked, “I’d really hate
this policy if it was given to me,” but conceded that she would “try to negotiate with
other professors” in hopes of “extending time on [assignments in those courses] to be
able to get this one in on time.” While the policy was not active at the time of our
interview due to the pandemic, its core assertion that “Late work is unacceptable” clearly
resonated with Jasmine’s experience of the course. From her perspective, the policy, like
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the course, unfairly penalizes students for late work and limits the potential for
productive negotiation regarding assignment deadlines. Considering this, Jasmine’s
statement that she would “try to negotiate with other professors” is striking in that it
suggests her willingness to tap into alternative modes of access if the access she desires
fails to materialize when and where she needs it.
Several factors likely motivated Jasmine’s ability to imagine another way of
enacting access in her writing course where, from her perspective, insufficient channels
exist. One is the resistance she met when attempting to negotiate deadlines with her
writing instructor. Given this, asking her other instructors to provide her with extended
time on assignments is easier to imagine, she suggested, than “having to explain to my
English professor that I just have work in another class that’s more important than
whatever they assigned to me.” Additionally, Jasmine made clear that she does not want
to incur penalties for submitting late work, particularly when unpredictable experiences
such as depression constrain her ability to submit her assignments on time.
Although Jasmine articulated a clear strategy for creating access in her writing
course, she, unlike Eva, did not indicate that she was able to enact it within the writing
course. Jasmine’s story, as I interpret it, offers several reasons for this. One is the
different ways in which her non-writing instructors and writing instructor negotiate the
power differentials that exist between Jasmine and themselves. In Jasmine’s accounts of
her attempts to negotiate assignment deadlines, it is clear that the power to bend or retain
existing time structures resides primarily with her instructors. 38 In her non-writing
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It is important to note that this discussion is grounded in Jasmine’s account. As such, it does not account
for what I view as a consequential aspect of the power dynamics at play in Jasmine’s learning environment,
namely, the extent to which Jasmine’s instructors are themselves empowered (or perceive they have power)
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courses, Jasmine’s process of negotiation usually involves initiating a dialogue with the
instructor, sharing the work she’s completed, and receiving additional time to submit. In
this way, Jasmine is empowered in and through her instructors’ willingness (and ability)
to allow her to negotiate matters of time. Yet this same process yields little results in the
context of her writing classroom. As demonstrated in Jasmine’s characterization of her
writing instructor’s response to her attempt to negotiate assignment deadlines (“Well, you
didn’t turn this in on time, so it’s automatic zero”), Jasmine’s writing instructor typically
thwarts her attempts at such negotiation, retaining control over the timing and pacing of
Jasmine’s coursework. This power imbalance, I argue, is amplified in light of the role
that depression plays in Jasmine’s approach to time. As I discussed previously,
depression sometimes curbs Jasmine’s desire to come to class, and this can interfere with
her ability to keep up with her coursework. In denying Jasmine’s request for additional
time on her writing assignments, then, her writing instructor forestalls any agency that
Jasmine might otherwise have over how she navigates the temporality of her own writing
and submission processes.
Yet while one may argue that Jasmine’s inability to negotiate time in her writing
class constitutes an out-and-out failure of access, I would argue that such a perspective
misses the vital role of performance in access creation. This is what Dokumaci discusses
when she locates the “political work” of microactivist affordances “not where
imagination culminates (that is, in the artifact made), but where it always remains in the
making, that is, performance” (514). I find that this view helps illuminate the political

to bend or violate departmental policies and practices in order to empower students, especially where such
bending or violating involves the issue of time.
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dimension of access creation inherent in Jasmine’s story; it exists not in Jasmine’s ability
to freely negotiate with her writing instructor—that is, in the artifact (not) made—but in
her improvisatory approach to negotiating access (both inside and outside of the writing
classroom) as well as in her imagined negotiations. To put this differently, the political
work that Jasmine performs, I contend, is, like Dokumacis’ microactivist theory of
affordances, “concerned less with what is given durable form than with the dissolution of
that fixity toward new horizons of possibility” (515).
Sabrina
Like Eva and Jasmine, Sabrina, an Asian female freshman who immigrated to the
United States at an early age, described the ways in which she creates access in
collaboration with her peers. 39
To understand how and why Sabrina creates access with others, it is important to
understand just how much her past experiences with racism in school inform her current
attitude toward reading and writing for her college writing course. Early in our interview,
I asked Sabrina to tell me a story about a specific moment or event that impacts who she
is as a reader, and she had the following to say:
So I wasn't born here. I was born in a different country, and I came over.
And English was my first language, but it also wasn’t because I, like,
came from India, so it’s not really, like—it was a mix. So I loved reading,
but I had a lot of teachers who didn’t believe in me when I read, because I
read very fast, and I can understand what’s happening. So I remember in
fourth grade I was reading, and I guess my comprehension skills weren’t
up to the standard, and my teacher ended up sending me to a special needs
class, and I’m like, as much as I understood that maybe he had a good
intention of it, it was annoying because I, like, knew what I was doing.
And there would be moments where he wouldn’t believe I read that much.
And I would be like “no, I knew what happened.” So when, like, I had
moments like that, I hated reading after that. But I would often read in
39

I refer to Sabrina’s race/ethnicity as she described herself in the demographic survey.
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secret, like I wouldn’t tell anyone, I would just read by myself and not tell
people, because I had so many people who didn’t believe in me and it was
really annoying.
As this account makes clear, for Sabrina, her early experiences with reading in American
schools were characterized by teachers who “didn’t believe” in her experience and ability
as a reader. Notably, Sabrina begins this narrative by stressing she “wasn't born here” and
that “English was my first language, but it also wasn’t,” implying that she interprets her
“mix[ed]” language background as having played a key role in why these teachers
underestimated her reading comprehension ability. According to Sabrina, this lack of
belief among her teachers caused her to “[hate] reading,” at least reading for school.
Despite or perhaps because of her teachers’ negative assessment of her reading skills,
however, she continued to “read in secret.” Nevertheless, when I asked Sabrina whether
this experience informs the way she learns in her college writing course, she said:
I think it gives me a lack of motivation. Because I’ve had so much doubt.
And there’s definitely racism in that because of systemic racism. So it’s so
frustrating. And I just stopped reading after that because I didn't . . . So,
like, when my [writing] professor assigned me readings, I’d be like “No, I
don’t even want to do this anymore.”
In other words, Sabrina’s past experiences with racism related to reading in school
contribute to a lack of motivation regarding reading in her college writing course. When I
asked if her experience as a writer similarly shapes how she learns in the course, she
replied:
Oh, gosh yeah. I, like, hate writing. Writing’s like a punishment to me.
Especially cuz, like, teachers would just tell me I’m bad at writing. And,
like, would recommend me for lower classes when other people would be,
like, [Sabrina], this is really good. And I would be like, “Wait, then why is
everyone telling me I’m really bad?” So when my [writing] professor
would tell me to write three essays for the portfolio, I looked at her and
was like, “Are you kidding me? Like, absolutely not.”
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Similar to Sabrina’s experience with reading, the negative feedback she received on her
writing in school heavily informs her current attitude toward writing, which she
experiences as a form of “punishment.” Given this, Sabrina’s account of her forceful
reaction to being asked to write three essays in her writing course (“Are you kidding me?
Like, absolutely not”) is perhaps unsurprising.
Sabrina went on to emphasize the importance of recognizing the racism that many
students of color endure in school English classes, once again reiterating that such racism
has negatively impacted her (and her friends’) motivation to write in college. Toward the
end of our interview, I asked Sabrina if we’d missed anything important, and she said,
I think it’s just remembering that, unfortunately, as much as I don’t like
race having to play a fact in it, like, I’ve always experienced pretty racist .
. . teachers . . . so I think it’s important to remember that people of color
have always kinda had, like–in my opinion, not in every person’s
opinion—but . . . I know my best friend, who’s a person of color, a woman
of color, like, we’ve both experienced serious racism within our [high
school] English departments. And that often hinders, like, our motivation
in writing and English classes, and so I was not looking forward to my
English class this year cuz it was, like—it was a lot of trauma, I guess, just
looking back at it.
I asked Sabrina if she would feel comfortable sharing one of those experiences with me,
and she replied:
Yeah, oh my gosh, I have so many. Um, so I was in AP English, like, in
junior year [of high school] or whatever, and I think it was . . . my
freshman year. I remember my English teacher telling everyone that no
one deserves an A because we’re all freshman or whatever. And she gave
freshmens, all these white people, but wouldn’t give a—or like she would
give an A to everyone, but . . . me and my best friend would never get an
A. Or we would be consistently told that . . . our writing wasn’t good, or
that we shouldn’t move up to, like, higher levels of writing when both of
us have gotten As in the class before. Um. So I’ve had an English teacher
tell me, “Oh, you don’t belong here because you don’t speak English.”
Um, and my mom’s friend—yeah, so she learned the British English way,
so like U’s and everything, and I remember a professor—or a teacher—
taking off points for that. But someone else who’s British in my grade
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never got points taken off for it. So it’s little microaggressions like that
that just get really annoying. Or being told that I need to go to a reading
comprehension thing, and it’s like, “I really don’t, but…”
This passage reinforces that for Sabrina, her teachers’ assessment of her linguistic and
literate abilities, as with her early experiences with reading in school, were heavily
informed by racist assumptions (“you don’t belong here because you don’t speak
English”) and practices (“she would give an A to everyone, but . . . me and my best friend
would never get an A”).
Yet while Sabrina reported that such racially charged experiences shape her
aversion to producing writing for her college writing course, she also described being
pleased to discover that her writing instructor is not racist. When elaborating on her
experience with “racist teachers,” Sabrina said that “it was nice for my professor to, like,
not be racist this year. It was a quick change of pace.” Notably, when asked how she felt
about conferencing with her writing instructor, Sabrina lamented that “one time she told
me I needed a tutor.” But she went on to stress that the conferences are “very helpful,”
adding that her instructor is “very attentive to your work and it’s really nice.”
However, while she reported that she did not face racism from her writing
instructor, Sabrina told me that the “whiteness” she experiences in her writing course,
and in her university more generally, similarly decreases her motivation to produce
writing for the course. When I alluded to the recent rise of anti-racist scholarship in the
field of writing studies, Sabrina said the following:
[Metro is] still, like, a PWI, and I think people forget that. We still are a
predominantly white institution. So I think that's something really
important to remember cuz I could feel, like, the whiteness in my class.
And I know, like, I was talking to other students of color because we’re all
in group chat and, like, we were just, like, “yeah, like, this is so white,”
and, like, we didn’t know what to do, like, we can’t really say . . . “oh
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yeah, it’s really white” cuz then we’d get in trouble or something. So
that’s the only thing I would add to be conscious of because it definitely
hindered my ability and my motivation to write in English.
As this account demonstrates, for Sabrina, the whiteness that she can “feel” in her writing
course, like the racism she experienced in past English classes, hinders her “motivation to
write in English.” Worried about a potential backlash for voicing their concern (“we can’t
really say. . . ‘oh yeah, it’s really white’ cuz then we’d get in trouble or something”), and
without a clear sense of how to respond (“we didn’t know what to do”), Sabrina and her
peers of color turn to each other in a group chat, where they continue to share in the
recognition that their class “is so white.”
Although Sabrina did not suggest that participating in the chat helped improve her
motivation to write, the mutual support she describes in this passage, as I interpret it, is
nonetheless a form of collaborative access creation, one that fits with and is illuminated
by Dokumaci’s theory of affordances. Just as Eva and her classmates “give each other
enough time” to make up for inflexible peer review deadlines, in creating a digital space
where they are able to share their feelings about the whiteness of their writing class, I
would argue that Sabrina and her peers become affordances for one another where there
are seemingly no readily available affordances or infrastructures to respond to the
experience of being a minority at a predominantly white institution (PWI).
As with Eva and Jasmine, we cannot make sense of how Sabrina creates (and
receives) access apart from the institutional context she shares with her peers of color.
Metro University is situated in a predominantly Black neighborhood in a majorityminority city in which Asians make up the largest share (thirty-nine percent) of
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immigrants.40 The school is home to several Asian and South-Asian fraternities and
sororities, an Asian student union, and a new affinity group designed to reinforce the
growing presence of the Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) community on
campus.41 Indeed, Metro has recently touted a rise in racial diversity, pointing to data
showing a five percent increase in AAPI and White Hispanic undergraduate enrollment
since 2002.42 However, Metro is, as Sabrina pointed out, a PWI, with an undergraduate
student population that is more than fifty-five percent white and less than thirteen percent
Asian.43 From the perspective of people as affordances, we begin to view not only a
complementary relationship emerging between people—an Asian student whose
motivation is diminished due to whiteness and students of color who offer her a space to
share her feelings; but a “complementarity emerging within a social system”—an Asian
student, her classmates of color, her white classmates, her (presumably) white instructor,
and the specter of racist school teachers within an institution where campus organizations
and resources designed to support Asian students exist but do not make up for a lack of
infrastructures and affordances that respond to the experience of being a minority student
in a predominantly white writing classroom (S101).
Yet as much as I find people as affordances helpful in elucidating the material
conditions that make it necessary for Sabrina and her peers to create access on their own
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According to U.S. Census numbers for 2000.
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The affinity group was created in response to the rise of hate crimes against Asian Americans during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
42

Based on public university data for Fall 2021. Alarmingly, this same data show that the number of Black
undergraduates has dropped forty percent over the same time.
43

Based on public university data for Fall 2021.
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terms, I would argue that Sabrina’s story reveals why Dokumaci’s theory needs to be
extended. Disabled people’s intersectional experiences are also relevant to the
affordances one might need or that an environment might provide. For example, Sabrina
highlighted whiteness, not ableism, when explaining her involvement in access creation.
Similarly, she emphasized her experiences with systemic racism, not systemic ableism,
when describing what informs her feelings toward writing in college. In fact, at no point
in our interview did Sabrina allude to whether ableism may have played a factor in her
experiences with systemic racism or access creation. Yet her account points to the
limitations of understanding environments and affordances in terms of disability without
considering how people’s multiple and intersecting identities shape their experiences in
those environments. Continued research on access creation needs to account for the ways
in which ableism, racism, sexism, and other intersecting forms of marginalization inform
why and how students “enable the emergence of, or directly become” access for
themselves and for others, as well as how instructors and course designs “facilitate, or
interfere with and disable” the creation of affordances for their students (S98; S100).
Indeed, Sabrina pointed to her instructors’ approach to online learning during the
pandemic, rather than any lack of disability-related affordances, when discussing what I
interpret as another way in which she creates access with her peers. When I asked Sabrina
if she had to make any adjustments in order to facilitate her transition to online learning,
she said,
I’ve emailed a couple professors being, like, “I’m not handing in your
work today” because that’s just not happening. Because I think professors
forget that even though we’re home we still need a break. Um, so I know
my workload has increased tremendously, so I have to find ways to, like,
find a break for myself but also push myself obviously to get my work
done.
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Sabrina’s problems with this increased workload extended to her writing course, which
she took during her first full semester of online learning in Fall 2020. When I asked if
there is anything that her writing instructor could do to make the course more accessible,
she said:
[It could be] more visual, but also, like, in smaller pieces. Because writing
a portfolio, like, having three essays in a span of three months or
whatever, along with your other classes, is a lot. So I think finding a way
to break it down for students. I obviously know you can’t, like, be
attentive to each student, but maybe doing, like, a survey in the beginning,
being like, “Hey, what’s your style of learning?” And then having that
type of communication or reference sheet could be really helpful and then
progressing from there.
Sabrina repeatedly emphasized that the way in which her instructors present assignments
online negatively impacts how she feels about doing her coursework. For example, when
I asked what aspects of her writing course she would change to better facilitate her wellbeing, she said:
I think just the workload and how you present it to students because we’re
just going through a lot right now. Like, especially freshman, because,
like, we basically had our first year taken away. Like, that sucks. And we
had senior year taken away, or, like, sandwiched in a really big transition.
So I think the workload that was presented in the way that it was, I think it
was really unhealthy.
When I asked her to clarify what she meant by “how you present [the workload] to
students,” she explained:
[I]t was very overwhelming to just see, like, seven, eight, nine, ten
assignments at once [on Canvas]. And I wish she did it, like, day by day.
Because I could have completed the work, but I just, looking at it, I’m just
like, “No, I don’t want to do this.”
Yet while Sabrina lamented the increase and presentation of her writing coursework
while online-learning, she, unlike other participants, also reported benefiting from her
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writing instructor’s care and flexibility. For instance, when I asked what aspects of the
course have contributed most to her well-being, she replied:
One time I was really sick like a week ago and I didn’t show up to class
and it was like the first time I didn’t show up to class and I got like a
message from her a couple days later being like, “I’m worried about you”
and I was like, “Oh, I’ve never had an English teacher tell me that.” So—
and I was fine. I handed in all my work but it was nice to have a professor
that, like, didn’t see me as a number and actually cared.
Later in our interview, I asked Sabrina how she would rate her writing instructor’s
flexibility compared to other instructors, and she replied, “She’s very flexible. She’s, like,
a ten out of ten for that. And I’m very grateful about that.”
However, despite praising her writing instructor’s flexibility and care, Sabrina
reported that the way in which her instructor presents and executes her writing
coursework online has nevertheless been stressful. When responding to Sabrina’s
statement that her “workload has increased tremendously” while online-learning, I asked
if there is anything that her instructor has done to “make things smoother online.” She
replied, “[My instructor is], like, verbally, a very nice person but . . . the carrying out of
that is, like poor. But she has a lot of students including myself, like, we’re all in a group
chat and we’re all stressed twenty-four seven.” According to Sabrina, this “poor” way in
which her instructor administers the work of the online course contributes to feelings of
stress for her and her classmates. Like the support Sabrina and her peers provide for each
other in response to the “whiteness” of their writing class, I argue that Sabrina and her
classmates’ participation in the group chat described here comprises a form of
collaborative access creation.
Indeed, this theme of providing and receiving support from other students
emerged several times during my conversation with Sabrina. At the very beginning of our
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interview, for instance, I asked Sabrina about her experience of online learning during the
pandemic, and she replied:
It’s not bad. Like it doesn’t make me want to slam my head through a wall
too much. But it’s definitely something that I think people forget that
doesn’t work for everyone. Like, I’m lucky and I got to come on campus
and, like, have a roommate who I’m really close with and she, like, has the
same workload as me so we were able to motivate each other, but I know
not everyone has access to that and not everyone has the privilege to that,
and I know I would not survive if I, like, didn’t have that. Like, I mean the
anxiety of having to do my schoolwork would motivate me to do my
work, but I’m so lucky to have other people around me who are doing the
same thing as me. So I think like it’s been easier for me than it has for
other people.
According to Sabrina, having a roommate on campus who “has the same work as me”
allowed them to “motivate each other” to do their coursework during the pandemic.
Similarly, she pointed to having “other people around me who are doing the same thing
as me” as something that contributes to her motivation “to do my work,” making online
learning “easier for me than it has for other people.” Here again I would argue that the
mutual support that Sabrina and her peers give to each other in the context of online
learning amounts to reciprocal access creation, inventive actions taken to create access
with and for one another when no other such forms of access exist.

Research Question 3: How does writing classroom practice and policy affect the
well-being of students from a range of behavioral profiles?
Relating to research question 3, the data were juxtaposed and understood in
relation to each other to identify the main themes of the interview and demographic
questionnaire responses. One major theme emerged from the data corresponding to
research question 3. The shared major theme is:
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Theme 3: Personalization
Situation 1: I’m in my first semester of teaching writing at a community college in
New York City. I’m not much older than many of my students, and I feel insecure about
my authority in the classroom. A student asks for an extension on a writing assignment. I
deny the student’s request, deferring to the department’s policy on late work.
Situation 2: I’m in my second semester at the same school, and I’m calculating
grades. A student has missed two more classes than the department allows. She informs
me that responsibilities related to her full-time job have made it difficult to come to every
class. I bend the policy, allowing the student to pass the course. I worry my boss will find
out.
Situation 3: I’m teaching writing at Metro University. Citing health issues, a
student requests a final grade of Incomplete. I grant his request, giving him additional
months to submit the final portfolio. A colleague tells me that this is generous of me
since it means extending my grading beyond the semester.
Situation 4: I’m a Graduate Assistant (GA) to Metro’s First Year Writing
Program. While reviewing student evaluations, I notice a pattern involving the root words
“stress” and “anxiety” in students’ accounts of the program’s grading policy.
Situation 5: I’m in my third semester as a GA to Metro’s Writing Center (W.C.).
Along with building on insights gained from my research, I continue to learn from my
students how to adjust my teaching to better address their needs. A student—I’ll call him
Barry—whom I regularly tutor through the W.C. and Disability Resources comes to
mind. I have been Barry’s tutor for over a year, and during the first few months I
struggled to involve him in composing processes that I consider essential to the timely
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submission of his writing assignments. I try a variety of strategies—setting a focus,
freewriting, dialoguing, brainstorming—to foster in Barry a more urgent sense of pacing.
Yet while Barry patiently indulges me in these exercises, they do little to change his
process. Barry’s method of drafting involves re-reading course materials (the syllabus,
instructor emails, grading rubrics, previous assignments, and so on) at the beginning of
each session. Finally, I am forced to realize that I’m imposing my own conceptions of
time and performance onto important aspects of Barry’s composing process (e.g.,
planning). Shortly thereafter, I adopt new strategies (e.g., narrowing our focus; setting
goals for Barry to accomplish outside of our sessions) that better accommodate Barry’s
way of writing. Through attending to the ways Barry learns and supporting his writing in
various classes, I develop what I think is a more personalized approach to supporting
students’ writing, one that I use in one-on-one conferences with my own first-year
writing students.
The five situations above are experiences I've had in writing classrooms,
programs, and centers, and they allude not only to my own imperfect evolution as a
teacher (in which I began to align less with the institutions I work for and more with
students) but also to just how often I've been in involved in writing pedagogies and
policies that, I would argue, fail to account for the complex bodies and lives of individual
students. Indeed, while I came to this conclusion through my experiences as a writing
instructor, GA, and tutor, students in my study came to a similar conclusion from their
experiences in writing classrooms.
Throughout my interviews, I asked participants about their experiences with
writing classroom policies (e.g., attendance; late work) and practices (e.g., online peer
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review; multimodal composing), and several indicated that one-size-fits-all writing
pedagogies and policies fail to account for their individual needs. As I previously noted,
the third theme, personalization, highlights this perceived failure of writing classroom
policies and practices to account for the embodied, material realities of students’ lives. It
also emphasizes students’ desire for increased flexibility from and ability to negotiate
with their instructors. Highlighting how policies designed to fit “all” students collide with
disabled students’ individual needs, this theme has implications for developing a more
personalized approach to both writing instruction and policy-making. In the following
pages, I foreground the stories of Jasmine, Becca, and Jim, who pointed out inaccessible
elements of their in-person and online writing courses and expressed a desire for policies
and practices that better account for their personal access needs. Following these
students’ accounts, I focus my analysis on students’ experiences with physical presence
and telepresence.

Physical Presence (Jasmine and Becca)
Study participants shared detailed accounts of their challenges with in-person
attendance. For example, Jasmine told me that issues related to her disability can make it
difficult for her to arrive to class on time. When asked how she would feel if her writing
class’s pre-COVID lateness policy were assigned to her, she replied:
I guess that I would probably be pretty annoyed by this policy if I were on
campus right now. Um, because what do you call it? I’m a double
amputee, so, like, getting places quickly is sometimes complicated. So,
like, I feel like this rule would be . . . really annoying if I can’t get to class,
like, right on time.
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Like Jasmine, Becca reported that experiences associated with her disability make it
difficult to adhere to her writing class’s expectations for in-person attendance. When I
asked how she feels about the standard attendance policy, for instance, she alluded to the
friction that exists between in-person requirements and insomnia associated with her
disability:
[S]aying that no one should need to miss more than four classes unless
something serious is going on . . . Sometimes people just don’t get help . .
. I know my insomnia was not addressed for . . . two years, and I was
constantly missing school. And [my high school teachers] were like,
“Well, it’s unexcused cuz you were this late.” I’m like, “Well, I went to
bed an hour ago and got thirty minutes of sleep, so what do you want me
to do?” . . . I feel like it kind of is ableist.
For both Jasmine and Becca, their embodied disability experiences clash with
expectations regarding their bodily (and timely) presence in class. As Tara Wood points
out in a similar study of students with disabilities in writing and writing-intensive
classrooms, such conflicts between classroom expectations and disabled students’
experiences may be helpfully illuminated through the lens of crip time (268). As Alison
Kafer writes:
Crip time is flex time not just expanded but exploded; it requires
reimagining our notions of what can and should happen in time, or
recognizing how expectations of ‘how long things take’ are based on very
particular minds and bodies . . . Rather than bend disabled bodies and
minds to meet the clock, crip time bends the clock to meet disabled bodies
and minds (27).
With this explanation in mind, it’s not hard to understand the in-person requirements in
Jasmine and Becca’s classes as being premised on assumptions about how students’
minds and bodies should perform in time. Just as Wood’s study participants were asked
to “bend their minds to meet the clock” (i.e., to adhere to their instructors’ expectations
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for timed writing performance), Jasmine and Becca are expected to bend their bodies and
minds to meet policy demands for their timely presence in class (268-9).
Even so, Becca reported that the accommodation she’d secured through DRS
makes it easier for her to adhere to the letter of the attendance policy. When I asked what
had most helped her “work around” the policy, she told me that her accommodation
allows her double the number of allowed absences without penalty, giving her “extra
room to fall back on” when insomnia inhibits her ability to attend class. Given Becca’s
characterization of such extended absences as “really . . . helpful,” one may argue that her
accommodation effectively resolves the barrier to access that mandatory attendance
requirements create for her. However, later in our interview, Becca offered further insight
into just how much the policy impacts her experience of the course, saying:
I just feel like telling kids . . . if you miss more than four classes . . . you
fail the course . . . that kind of . . . discredits everything that you did. Cuz I
feel like that kinda does discourage people . . . who would just miss for . . .
absolutely no reason, but . . . it just completely ignores people who are . . .
chronically ill, like people with insomnia, people with depression, who . . .
are trying, but . . . sometimes that’s just not an option, to miss less than
four classes.
Becca’s perceptive criticism of the policy, as I interpret it, echoes Price’s analysis of
academic discourses of presence, which tend to “ignore[] the possibility that any sort of
disability, let alone mental disability, may play a role in students’ presence in class” (65).
While the policy has a carve-out for students with accommodations (i.e., “no student
should need to miss more than four classes unless something serious is going on and/or
you have a DRS accommodation for absences”), it doesn’t appear to account for disabled
students without accommodations, or those who exhaust the extended absences their
accommodations provide. Indeed, the language of the policy seems to elide a wide array
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of students, including those, as Becca eloquently pointed out, who are “chronically ill,
like people with insomnia, people with depression, who . . . are trying.”
In-person requirements such as this rely on normative assumptions about our
students, including that all students with disabilities desire, pursue, or have equitable
access to accommodations, as well as the related assumption that those who secure an
accommodation have an equitable opportunity to attend class. Moreover, as I noted
previously, DS scholars (Yergeau; Oswal; Price) have emphasized that there are several
problems with relying on accommodations as a primary mode of providing access for
students with disabilities. Wood highlights two such problems in “Cripping Time.” She
writes, “First, it places the burden of access on the individual rather than on the
institution or system, and second, it ignores the pedagogical fallout of receiving such an
accommodation” (269). Rather than exploring new forms of accommodations to address
the intricacies of attendance in writing classrooms, I follow Wood and other DS scholars
(Dolmage; Dunn) who, recognizing the accommodation model as rooted in medical and
legal understandings of disability, argue for a radical shift in how we design writing
classes and pedagogies (262). Where Wood proposes crip time as a way to address the
normative time frames that characterize “writing inside and outside the classroom,” I
argue that the issue of attendance similarly requires cripping (281).
My own call for crip time echoes many of the recommendations that Wood
advances, from “pay[ing] attention to how we construct time” to negotiating matters of
time with (not just for) students with disabilities (260; 278). In the next chapter, I will
discuss some of the pedagogical implications of crip time for remediating the
assumptions we too often have about students’ presence in writing classrooms. But given
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how often writing course attendance requirements are dictated by the writing programs
that create them, I want to reemphasize that the issue of attendance requires attention at
the level of not only pedagogy but also policy-making. As I have argued before, the
position of writing classrooms within the institutional contexts in which they operate
presents unique implications for addressing the complexities of power that exist when
instructors and students attempt to negotiate matters of time, including the matter of
students’ timely presence in class. Crucially, it does so in the context of both in-person
and online settings—each of which holds distinct opportunities for understanding kairotic
space. The virtual classroom, in particular, offers an opportunity to consider what crip
time might offer our conceptualization of students’ telepresence, which will be discussed
next.

Telepresence (Jim)
While tacitly focused on the temporal conditions of in-person classrooms (e.g.,
timed writing during class; the duration of writing assignments), the notion of crip time
proposed by Wood and others, as I interpret it, offers an important perspective from
which to forge a new understanding of students’ experiences with presence in online
classrooms. Just as students in my study shared their challenges with in-person presence,
several shared their difficulties with virtual (or tele-) presence. For instance, Jim reported
that the lack of in-person interaction he associates with online learning poses practical
challenges to the ways he learns. When asked to identify barriers to access in his writing
course, Jim pointed to the course’s synchronous class meetings over Zoom, saying:
It’s been kind of harder for me, and I think other people, to participate
because . . . we’re not all sitting in a row with our backs to each other
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where we can just ask questions . . . If I ask a question, my face is on the
screen, and everybody is seeing my face as I ask it, you know? And it’s
not like we can ask notes and, you know, that kind of stuff.
When I asked Jim to elaborate, he explained that these synchronous meetings do not
afford the same benefits as in-person ones, such as the ability to discreetly ask classmates
for clarification about course content in real time: “There have been times I’ve been
writing notes . . . and I’m like, what did they—what did you just say? And I would
normally turn to [a classmate] and say, hey, what did he just say?” Later in our interview,
I asked Jim how often he discusses paper drafts with his writing instructor, and he
stressed that the class meets only once a week, “which hasn’t helped me or anyone . . . be
able to really learn in the class as much as we could’ve if we were in person.” For Jim,
the problem with receiving feedback virtually (and online learning, more generally) is the
lack of “human interaction, just knowing that there’s someone on the other side.”
Jim reported that this lack of “human interaction” not only hinders his learning,
but also contributes to feelings of isolation, a topic that emerged several times in our
interview. For instance, when elaborating further on the barriers to access he faces in his
writing course, he said:
And I think another thing that also kind of leads on to that is kind of the
individualism . . . When I go to these classes, I don’t feel like I’m in a
class. I feel like it’s me versus the professor and all my classmates, not
that me and all my classmates are together. Now some classes, going a
little bit outside of English, like one of my classes, they made a little study
group and I went to it today because we have a midterm on Monday, and
that made me feel like I was part of, you know, some kind of group. With
this class, it’s like, okay, I’m writing all this and I’m sending it all
electronically. It’s very isolating.
Jim’s characterization of his online learning experience as “very isolating” becomes more
significant in the context of his experiences with depression. For instance, I asked Jim
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whether his mental disability (“including any experiences that you’ve had with anxiety,
depression, or mental health”) intersects with his experience of the course, and he had the
following to say:
I have had a history of depression for a long time. Kind of starting in
middle school, I was very much alone. And was very much put alone and
pushed down. Um, and I kind of made myself alone. And then in high
school, um, I did try to, uh, commit suicide twice in eleventh grade. And I
was in, uh, a mental hospital for six days. And that experience, I guess you
could say, has kind of led me to go and write, and what I want to write
about is more feeling, I guess, feeling-based writing and be able to give
thoughts on things, which I know is very hard to do without evidence to
back you up, and without research to back you up now, but if I could say
anything about what I would want to write about, and what I would want
this course—and more writing, I guess this is in general—to be able to
write about these things, where it’s not, um, here’s your assigned piece
about something you may or may not be interested in, and you have to
pretend to be interested in, and write something about it, which I
understand going forward in life there will be things that you’re not
interested in at all . . . and you have to get through that, so I guess that
provides training for that, um, but if I had to choose and I had a magic
wand, it would definitely be more feeling-based, maybe even more
fictional-based, to be able to write like that, and learn to write like that.
When I asked if there are “any ways that depression impacts the way you’re learning
from home,” he replied:
I guess it’s worked more towards the bad side. Um, as much as I love
computers and I love doing stuff online, and I love it to death . . . there
have been times where I’ve lay down in my bed going to sleep, or there
have been times where I’ve been working on something where it’s like, I
almost question why I’m doing all this cuz I click buttons and what I do
sends away and then I get something back, and then there’s no, like, I feel
like I’m just doing it over and over again and there’s no real, I guess,
reward, I wanna say, reward. I know grades are, you know, the reward for
doing good work, um, but I guess that felt much more real when it was
something in class. Or say when I was, um, in high school, you know, you
would type up something and you would print it out, hand it in to the
teacher, and then the teacher would give it back with a grade on it, and
maybe some revisions or something like that and a rubric where they’ve
hand written responses or even they typed it up and it was just given to me
physically, I feel like has resonated better than what this class has given.
And even in general, just any of the classes at [Metro]. And I know I
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haven’t done, completely finished my first essay yet. I do gotta finish that,
it’s due Monday. But . . . I think it definitely has a more, at least for me
personally, has led me to question why I’m doing my work more often
than I ever have in in-person classes. That being said, online classes, I
don’t have to run all the way, it’s an hour commute from my home to
[Metro]. I don’t have to do that. I can wake up, and as soon as I wake up I
can jump on here and get to class, which has been really nice. But at the
same time, to giving feedback for work, for even participating too, um, it
hasn’t helped as much as it’s been in class, where I could, you know, raise
my hand and talk to them directly. I could read their faces more and they
could read mine, and they could read the class’s faces more. And even
going further, I could be able to at the end of class be able to go over and
talk to them face to face. I feel like I can’t—even though my professors
say I can—I feel like I really can’t. And I feel like that also drives to that
inhuman—that kind of depression that has not helped with, uh, online and
hasn’t helped with being online. It’s made it very, it’s taken the human
part out of learning. A bit more—it’s been noticeable, I’ll say. Like it’s
still human, but it’s been noticeable how much has been taken out of it.
Given Jim’s account of the fraught relationship between isolation, depression, and online
learning in this course, it’s perhaps unsurprising that he, like several other participants,
cited (virtual) one-on-one conferences with his instructor when asked what aspect of the
course had contributed most to his well-being. He explained, “The only thing I could
think of that could help with the well-being was that quick conference, at least to know
that I can ask some questions about my paper, for a small, tiny amount of time,” adding,
“What does not help with my well-being is the lack of contact.” When I asked what he
thought might help “address that lack of contact,” Jim replied, “I guess for that
conference to be extended . . . to at least thirty minutes,” adding that the class could
“maybe meet once more a week.”
The difficult experience with online learning that Jim describes above, as I
understand it, resonates strongly with Price’s call to design ethical infrastructures. She
writes, “If an infrastructure is established in such a way that the modes of delivery
assume an audience of normate bodyminds, the creators of that infrastructure therefore
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declare certain other bodyminds (e.g., disabled ones) not present—even if such bodies are
physically present” (“Space”). From Jim’s account, it is apparent that the infrastructure of
his online classroom imagines and enforces a kind of virtual presence that disagrees with
his experience with depression, let alone his preferred modes of learning (e.g., frequent,
in-person interaction with his instructor and classmates). To make this point more
forcefully, Jim, in many ways that matter for his writing course, is virtually present. He
attends synchronous class meetings over Zoom, submits coursework electronically, and
dutifully engages in asynchronous peer review. Yet in failing to account for Jim’s
experiences with isolation, depression, and academic detachment, the infrastructure of his
class makes him at once present and not present; he finds the experience “inhuman,”
leading him to “almost question why I’m doing all this.”
In my reading of this last quote, Jim’s questioning of his participation in the
course demonstrates a clear sense of powerlessness over how and when he interacts with
the course and the people in it. This is precisely why I believe crip time, as a way to both
account for the unequal relations of power between students and the creators of their
classroom infrastructures and productively orient time and negotiation to disability, can
work to reform normative conceptions of students’ online presence. While crip time may
not allow Jim to buck institutional rules against in-person learning during the pandemic,
it would, I think, give him more power over how he enacts his presence in the classroom,
opening possibilities for a more personalized approach to attendance. For Jim and his
instructor, cripping presence might mean allowing Jim to ask his peers for real-time
clarification during synchronous class meetings (e.g., through Zoom’s chat function), or
meeting more frequently to discuss his writing. It might also involve finding ways to
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make virtual presence less isolating (for example, by putting Jim in a regular online study
group). In other words, crip time could help Jim and his instructor develop a more
nuanced approach to telepresence—one that, as Price has advocated, “goes beyond
imagining the normate body projected into various digital realms, and instead brings the
disabled and re/mediated body together” (“Space”).
Yet as I have already argued, cripping presence may work best when instructors
are (and feel) empowered to make pedagogical decisions that involve student-instructor
negotiation. Thus, I want to reiterate my call for embedding crip time in attendance
policies. Just as there are myriad reasons that an instructor may not feel empowered to
bend program rules regarding attendance and lateness, students do not always feel
empowered to enter into, much less initiate, meaningful negotiations about how, when,
and from where they might participate in class. Embedding crip time, as I envision it,
would consistently weave opportunities for negotiation into a class, making these
opportunities explicit, flexible, and most importantly, not contingent on disability
disclosure. In hopes of empowering both instructors and students, such policy designs
would make room for nonnormative student-instructor negotiations of presence in both
in-person and online writing classrooms and aim to ground much needed flexibility in the
personal access needs of our students.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

I have argued that while this study explored the accessibility experiences of
students with mental disabilities in a large, metropolitan writing program, its focus on
commonplaces of writing pedagogy and policy makes the results of the study
generalizable to other writing courses and institutions. And yet, I also want to emphasize
the importance of considering issues of teaching and access within the local contexts
where they circulate and demand attention. For disabled and nondisabled students, access
does not exist in a vacuum. Negotiating access requires writing instructors, WPAs, and
other classroom stakeholders (including, as I have argued, students) to be mutually
responsive to the complexities of access that change and persist within their institutional
contexts. With the local in mind, I want to use this space to reflect on the key findings of
this study and begin to consider their implications for writing pedagogy and writing
program design.44

Conflicts of Access
The data from this study support what Price and other DS scholars have said
about access conflicts: what works to improve access for some students may delimit

44

While I am going to offer some modest suggestions for what individual teachers might do in a
classroom, I do so with caution, knowing that “it is often the most precarious faculty (untenured, disabled,
adjunct, and/or temporary) who end up performing access labor that is better performed by institutions”
(Minich, “Enabling Whom?”). I agree with Minich’s important argument that “real access in education will
not happen at the level of the individual course” (“Enabling Whom?”).
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access for others (“Access” n.p.). Knowing this, we may safely assume that classroom
practices will accommodate different students differently. My suggestions for addressing
conflicts of access are grounded in part in a DS approach to universal design for learning
(or universal design). Price offers a helpful explanation of such an approach. She writes,
“Universal design sets as its ideal a learning environment that is accessible to all learning
styles, abilities, and personalities, but acknowledges that such efforts must always be
partial and engaged in a process of continual revision” (Mad 87). Jay Dolmage similarly
emphasizes the ongoing responsive effort that universal design requires: “Registered as
action, [UD] is a way to move. In some ways, it is also a worldview. UD is not a tailoring
of the environment to marginal groups; it is a form of hope, a manner of trying”
(“Mapping” 23). If writing instructors, WPAs, and other stakeholders take this proactive
approach to designing writing programs, classrooms, and curricula, we can begin to rely
less on retrofitting and build flexible spaces and infrastructures that anticipate and
respond to the diverse bodies and minds who will use them.
But how do we design learning environments that both anticipate students’ needs
and respond to local conditions of access, which are subject to change? Of course, a
central premise of this study was that it helps to know how students do or might respond
to the diverse practices of their instructors. Fortunately, there are many ways to gain a
better sense of students’ access needs. Before I offer any more suggestions, a quick
caveat. I don’t hold myself up as a model of accessible teaching. I often need to modify
or throw out my own classroom practices when I realize that they are not as accessible as
I’d hoped. However, I can share two examples that have given me insight into students’
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changing needs. I describe them here for teachers to use, modify, or disregard based on
their institutional context, comfort level, and preferences.
First, I distribute a questionnaire on the first day of class. Mine invites students to
tell me a bit about themselves, their experiences with reading and writing, and what
modes of learning tend to work well for them. 45 I typically follow this up by
redistributing the questionnaire half-way through the semester. This allows me to get a
sense of what’s working (or not) for students as well as stay attuned to any relevant
changes in students’ learning situations. The writing program where I teach also adopted
what I think is a terrific “Inclusive Learning” section that acknowledges that all students
learn in different ways; similar to the questionnaire, it encourages students to reach out to
their instructor to discuss which strategies tend to work best for them (and which ones
don’t). What’s important here is to create as many opportunities as possible for students
to share how they learn, and to try to respond in ways that increase the available channels
of access in a classroom.

Access Creation
As writing instructors, it is crucial to pay attention to the ways in which we
“interfere with and disable” the emergence of access for our students (Dokumaci,
“People” S98). Equally important is to actively seek to “enable the emergence of, or
directly become” access for them (S100). While such recommendations may at first blush
sound vague or impractical, there are simple ways to make such moves concrete. One

45

Classroom questionnaires such as this have been known to circulate in the programs where I have taught.
This one was designed and shared with me by my colleague Darla Himeles. I like it because it encourages
students to reflect on the learning strategies and processes that work best for them.
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such way, as I have suggested, is to proactively ask students about their access needs—to
do so explicitly and often. As kairotic spaces, our classrooms can present barriers to
access that, while readily apparent to our students, may be less visible to us. Actively
soliciting feedback from all of our students (not just those with disabilities) can help us
understand what access means in a classroom full of diverse learners. It may also foster
collaborative, student-centered ideas for making such access real. As Kerri Rinaldi
reminds us, “One of the most important things to remember when working with a student
with a disability . . . is that they know themselves best” (12). If we extend this approach
to all students, this means that we should take seriously what students tell us about how
they learn; instead of making pedagogical decisions based on assumptions about
students’ behaviors or dis/abilities, we can acknowledge students as authorities on their
experiences and experts of their learning processes.

Personalization
What would it take for writing classroom policies and practices to begin to
account for students’ personal access needs? For starters, we can ground our designs in a
nonnormative perspective. Melissa Nicolas puts it this way: “let's start from the
assumption that students, like their professors, have complicated lives and bodies that
will never reach the Platonic ideal” (19). In the writing classroom, such an assumption
would support DS pedagogies such as universal design and crip time. But how do we
capture the diversity of students’ needs in a policy?
One way, as I have argued, is to embed DS principles in policies themselves. For
example, embedding crip time in a mandatory attendance policy might allow instructors
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and students multiple opportunities to negotiate and define students’ presence in a
classroom, making those opportunities explicit, flexible, and not contingent on disability
disclosure. Students should not be penalized for failing to adhere to policies that ignore
their embodied processes and movements. By empowering instructors to work with their
students, we can, as Nicolas suggests, “start from a collaborative space instead of a
regulatory or punitive space,” and open up possibilities for a more personalized approach
to students’ needs (19).

Reflecting on Limitations and Future Research
One of the biggest limitations of this study was that it failed to come up with a
consistent way to collect data on how participants’ experiences with disability intersect
with other important aspects of their identities (e.g., gender, race, class, sexual
orientation, and so on) in kairotic classroom spaces. While I assumed that information
about participants’ intersecting identities would emerge through open-ended questions
about their accessibility experiences in their writing courses, this strategy yielded mixed
results. For example, participants pointed to the impact of race, physical and sensory
impairments, and mental disability on kairotic exchanges, but they rarely framed these
experiences as interconnected. To be clear, I see this as a flaw in the study design. Future
studies should ask disabled students directly about their intersectional experiences in
multimodal writing classrooms. Continued research on the accessibility of writing
classrooms needs to account for the ways in which ableism, racism, sexism, and other
forms of marginalization may work together to impact the learning experiences and
wellbeing of students with a range of dis/abilities.
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The findings that emerged from this study were heavily informed by students’
responses to my semi-structured interview questions. I tried to listen carefully, ask good
follow-ups, and provide room for students to redirect the conversation (e.g., “Is there
anything we missed here that you think is important? Anything that came up for you that
we didn’t get a chance to talk about? Environmental barriers, solutions, concerns?”).
However, the pre-set questions were designed with minimal direct input from the
students themselves. Moreover, due to the time constraints of the study, participants were
not given an opportunity to read or respond to my interpretation of the stories they
shared.
Where time and resources allow, future studies on the accessibility of writing
classrooms should involve students with and without disabilities in as many stages of the
research as possible. DS, feminist, and writing studies scholars have emphasized the
benefits of working with participants on tasks such as defining objectives and collecting
data. In their own studies, some have solicited participants’ feedback on their analysis of
the data (Brettell; Jaffe). A few others have encouraged participants to “talk back” to
their written interpretations of participants’ interview responses, inviting them to coauthor the texts in which their stories appear (Selfe and Hawisher). Participatory
approaches such as these are important ways that researchers can amplify disabled voices
and safeguard against “speaking for” participants. Ethically, these moves can be
especially important when nondisabled researchers conduct research with disabled
participants (Price, “Explaining Ourselves” 173).
This study supported DS and writing studies literature that argues that the barriers
to access (social, physical, and institutional) that exist in multimodal writing classrooms
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require deeper examination. Research on everyday actions and policies that work to
facilitate and curb access in physical and virtual writing classrooms must be grounded in
the broader social and political contexts that WPAs, instructors, and students inhabit.
Such work should focus on identifying, exposing, and intervening in normative
assumptions and practices that prevent disabled and nondisabled students from full and
equal access to the spaces and activities of their classes. Equally important, it should
harness the potential of disability experience and disabled insight to create pedagogies
and infrastructures that are more accessible for all.
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Online Transition
•

How has the transition online been? Tell me what you've been doing.

•

Have you had to make any adjustments in order to make this transition work for
you?

•

Is there anything that your instructor has done, or could do, to make your
transition go more smoothly?

Preferred Ways of Learning
•

What learning strategies or methods tend to work best for you and why?

•

Generally speaking, do you feel that this course accommodates your preferred
learning strategies or methods?
o

•

Why/why not?

Is there anything you would change to the course so that it would better
accommodate the ways that you learn?

Environmental Barriers
•

Have you experienced environmental barriers to your participation in this
course?

•

Have you experienced environmental barriers in this course that would prevent
you from fulfilling a task or policy?
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•

Think of some of the possible environmental barriers we’ve already discussed
or anything else you think of. What is the biggest environmental barrier you see
in this course?

Environmental Solutions
•

Think of a time you felt anxious in this course. Can you tell me about that?
o

•

What would have helped?

What aspects of English 802 have contributed most to your success and/or wellbeing?

•

What aspects of English 802 would you change to facilitate your success and/or
well-being?

•

What’s the most effective thing that helped you work around or eliminate an
environmental barrier in this course?

•

Has your instructor provided something that helped you work around or
eliminate an environmental barrier?
o

•

(If yes) What was it, and why did it help?

What would work really well to work around or eliminate an environmental
barrier in this course?

Individual Policies and Course Prompts
•

If this policy/course prompt were given to you, how would you feel about it?

•

Would it help or hinder your participation in this course?
o

•

Could you tell me more about that?

What would you do to comply with, address, or adapt to this policy?

Miscellaneous Barriers and Resources
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•

Does your instructor make use of Canvas?

•

How is it used?

•

Do you like using Canvas in this class? What do you like or dislike about it?

•

Does Canvas help or hinder your participation in this class?

•

Have you ever used your phone in this class (either for activities related to the
class or for personal reasons, like texting, social media, or anything else)?

•

What do you use it for?

•

Does it help or hinder your learning or participation?
o

•

Why? Tell me more.

Have you ever needed to make adjustments in order to fulfill a class policy (for
example, maybe you saved your excused absences just in case you get sick, or
asked your professor for extra time on an assignment?)
o

•

(If yes) Why? What did you do?

Have you ever resisted or ignored a class policy in this course? Or maybe just
didn’t care about a certain policy, or didn’t think it was fair?
o

•

(If yes) Why? What did you do?

On a scale from 1-10, how would you rate your instructor’s flexibility
compared to other instructors?
o

•

(If yes) Why? Tell me more.

Finally, think of everything we discussed so far. If you had a magic wand, is
there anything that the English department or your instructor could do to make
this course more accessible?
o

(If yes) What is it? Tell me more.
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•

Is there anything we missed here that you think is important? Environmental
barriers, solutions, concerns? Any feelings about the policies we went over?
Any feelings about this interview?
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APPENDIX B
DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE
In order to interpret the results of this survey, we’d like to have a better sense of who’s
taking the survey. You are not required to answer the following questions. All answers
will remain anonymous and you will not be contacted.
*Note: On Google Docs, you can choose to underline, highlight, write on, or respond to
these questions however you wish.
1) I identify my gender as: (select all that apply)
Female
Male
Nonbinary
[Fill in blank]
_____________________________________________________________
Do not care to disclose
2) I identify my ethnicity as: (select all that apply)
Asian
Black/African
Caucasian
Hispanic/Latinx
Native American
Pacific Islander
[Fill in
blank] _____________________________________________________________
Do not care to disclose
3) Are you registered with DRS to receive accommodations in the classroom? (If yes,
please explain).
YES

NO

CHOOSE NOT TO DISCLOSE

4) Do you experience physical or sensory disabilities or impairments? (If yes, please
explain.)
YES

NO

CHOOSE NOT TO DISCLOSE

5) For the purpose of this survey, we will use mental disability as a term that can
encompass a range of cognitive and intellectual disabilities and abilities, to include
anxiety, depression, and other (sometimes unnamed) experiences linked to mental health.
Do you identify as experiencing (or having experienced) mental disability as defined in
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these terms (or in any other way)? (If yes, please explain your experience. If no, skip to
question #6.)
YES

NO

CHOOSE NOT TO DISCLOSE

5A) Have you disclosed your mental disability to your instructor?
YES

NO

CHOOSE NOT TO DISCLOSE

5B) How stressful do you find the idea of disclosing your mental disability to your
instructor?
1. Not stressful. 2. Moderately stressful. 3. Stressful. 4. Extremely stressful. 5.
Choose not to disclose.
6) Have you ever missed class due to an issue related to mental disability or mental
health?
YES

NO

CHOOSE NOT TO DISCLOSE

(Please explain, if you wish.)
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APPENDIX C
LETTER OF INVITATION

Dear English 802 student,
I am conducting a study on how undergraduate students experience classroom activities
and policies in the first-year writing course, and I would like you to participate in a
virtual interview since you are taking ENG 802.

The interview will take about 45 minutes to an hour at the most. It will be with me, an
English doctoral student at Temple, through Zoom or Google Hangouts. All participants
will remain anonymous! Please see the attached consent form for more information.

Students selected to participate in the study will receive a $5 gift card to Starbucks,
Dunkin Donuts, or Amazon (student's choice!) upon completion of the interview. If
you are willing to participate in an interview, please reply to micah.savaglio@temple.edu
with some days and times that may be convenient for you.

Sincerely,
Micah Savaglio
micah.savaglio@temple.edu
Department of English
Temple University
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APPENDIX D
GENERAL CONSENT FORM

Micah Savaglio, Student Investigator
825 Anderson Hall
1114 Polett Walk
Temple University
Philadelphia, PA 19122
262-672-3811
micah.savaglio@temple.edu
General Consent Form
First Year Writing Classroom
Student Interview2020
I am conducting a series of interviews with First Year Writing students in
Temple University’s First Year Writing Program. You have been chosen because of
your enrollment in aFall 2020 section of Analytical Reading and Writing (ENG
802), and I’ll ask you questions inviting you to talk about your writing and learning
experiences as they relate to policies and practices in the course. You may find this
interview helps you think about your experiences as a student and writer in a new
way, and please feel free to ask questions or add comments as you see fit. Indeed,
the purpose of the study is to identify the ways in which First Year Writing students
experience and respond to classroom policies and practices in the online classroom,
so any ideas you have will be extremely helpful in this effort.
If I quote or discuss any part of our interview, I will use a pseudonym for
you (you may suggest a name you’d like me to use in place of your own). I will
also use pseudonyms for anyone you mention in the interview. You are under
no obligation to be interviewed, and you may stop at any time during the
interview if you feel uncomfortable or unsettled in any way. The audio material
will be held for 5 years after the date of the interview and then destroyed. You
may request and receive a copy of your interview. If a transcript of the
interview is prepared, you will be offered a copy of this also.
Although the study team has placed safeguards to maintain the
confidentiality of my personal information, there is always a potential risk of an
unpermitted disclosure. To that degree, all documents and information
pertaining to this research study will be kept confidential, unless required by
applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations to be disclosed. I
understand the records and data generated by the study may be reviewed by
Temple University and its agents, the study sponsor or the sponsor's agents (if
applicable), and/or governmental agencies to assure proper conduct of the study
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and compliance with regulations. I understand that the results of this study
may be published. If any data is published, I will not be identified by name.
Please sign below if you consent to the use of your interview under these
circumstances.
Thanks,
Micah Savaglio
Doctoral Student, English

If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant, you may
contact the Institutional Review Board Coordinator at (215) 707-3390. The IRB
Coordinator may also be reached by email: irb@temple.edu or regular mail:
Institutional Review Board Coordinator
Temple University Research Administration
Student Faculty Conference Center
3340 North Broad Street – Suite 304
Philadelphia, PA 19140
Participant Name__________________________________________
___________________________

Date

Participant Signature _______ _________________________________________________
Investigator Name ______________________________

Date _______________

Investigator Signature _________________________________
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APPENDIX E
WRITTEN MATERIALS CONSENT FORM

Micah Savaglio, Student Investigator
825 Anderson Hall
1114 Polett Walk
Temple University
Philadelphia, PA 19122
262-672-3811
micah.savaglio@temple.edu
Written Materials Consent Form
First Year Writing Classroom Student Interview
2020
I am conducting a series of interviews with First Year Writing students in Temple
University’s First Year Writing Program. You have been chosen because of your
enrollment in a Fall 2020 section of Analytical Reading and Writing (ENG 802), and I’ll
ask you questions inviting you to talk about your writing and learning experiences as they
relate to policies and practices in the course. You may find this interview helps you think
about your experiences as a student and writer in a new way, and please feel free to ask
questions or add comments as you see fit. Indeed, the purpose of the study is to identify
the ways in which First Year Writing students experience and respond to classroom
policies and practices in the classroom, so any ideas you have will be extremely helpful
in this effort.
If I quote or discuss any part of our interview, I will use a pseudonym for you
(you may suggest a name you’d like me to use in place of your own). I will also use
pseudonyms for anyone you mention in the interview. You are under no obligation
to be interviewed, and you may stop at any time during the interview if you feel
uncomfortable or unsettled in any way. The audio material will be held for 5 years
after the date of the interview and then destroyed. You may request and receive a
copy of your interview. If a transcript of the interview is prepared, you will be
offered a copy of this also.
Although the study team has placed safeguards to maintain the
confidentiality of my personal information, there is always a potential risk of an
unpermitted disclosure. To that degree, all documents and information pertaining
to this research study will be kept confidential, unless required by applicable
federal, state, and local laws and regulations to be disclosed. I understand the
records and data generated by the study may be reviewed by Temple University and
its agents, the study sponsor or the sponsor's agents (if applicable), and/or
governmental agencies to assure proper conduct of the study and compliance with
regulations. I understand that the results of this study may be published. If any data
is published, I will not be identified by name.
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Please sign below if you consent to the use of your written materials under
these circumstances.
Thanks,
Micah Savaglio
Doctoral Student, English

If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant, you may
contact the Institutional Review Board Coordinator at (215) 707-3390. The IRB
Coordinator may also be reached by email: irb@temple.edu or regular mail:
Institutional Review Board Coordinator
Temple University Research Administration
Student Faculty Conference Center
3340 North Broad Street – Suite 304
Philadelphia, PA 19140
Participant Name_______ _______________________________

Date ________________________

Participant Signature ___ ____________________________________________________
Investigator Name ______________________________

Date _______________

Investigator Signature _________________________________
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APPENDIX F
VIDEO/AUDIO CONSENT FORM

Micah Savaglio, Student Investigator
825 Anderson Hall
1114 Polett Walk
Temple University
Philadelphia, PA 19122
262-672-3811
micah.savaglio@temple.edu
Video/Audio Consent Form
First Year Writing Classroom Student Interview
2020
I am conducting a series of interviews with First Year Writing students in Temple
University’s First Year Writing Program. You have been chosen because of your
enrollment in a Fall 2020 section of Analytical Reading and Writing (ENG 802), and I’ll
ask you questions inviting you to talk about your writing and learning experiences as they
relate to policies and practices in the course. You may find this interview helps you think
about your experiences as a student and writer in a new way, and please feel free to ask
questions or add comments as you see fit. Indeed, the purpose of the study is to identify
the ways in which First Year Writing students experience and respond to classroom
policies and practices in the classroom, so any ideas you have will be extremely helpful
in this effort.
If I quote or discuss any part of our interview, I will use a pseudonym for you
(you may suggest a name you’d like me to use in place of your own). I will also use
pseudonyms for anyone you mention in the interview. You are under no obligation
to be interviewed, and you may stop at any time during the interview if you feel
uncomfortable or unsettled in any way. The audio material will be held for 5 years
after the date of the interview and then destroyed. You may request and receive a
copy of your interview. If a transcript of the interview is prepared, you will be
offered a copy of this also.
Although the study team has placed safeguards to maintain the
confidentiality of my personal information, there is always a potential risk of an
unpermitted disclosure. To that degree, all documents and information pertaining
to this research study will be kept confidential, unless required by applicable
federal, state, and local laws and regulations to be disclosed. I understand the
records and data generated by the study may be reviewed by Temple University and
its agents, the study sponsor or the sponsor's agents (if applicable), and/or
governmental agencies to assure proper conduct of the study and compliance with
regulations. I understand that the results of this study may be published. If any data
is published, I will not be identified by name.
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Please sign below if you consent to the use of your audio/videotaped
interview under these circumstances.
Thanks,
Micah Savaglio
Doctoral Student, English

If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant, you may
contact the Institutional Review Board Coordinator at (215) 707-3390. The IRB
Coordinator may also be reached by email: irb@temple.edu or regular mail:
Institutional Review Board Coordinator
Temple University Research Administration
Student Faculty Conference Center
3340 North Broad Street – Suite 304
Philadelphia, PA 19140
Participant Name__________________________________________
___________________________

Date

Participant Signature _______ _________________________________________________
Investigator Name ______________________________

Date _______________

Investigator Signature _________________________________
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APPENDIX G
PARTICIPANT PROFILES

1. EVA identified as having attention deficit hyperactivity disorder,
anxiety, insomnia, and depression. She also identified as having
Motor and Vocal Tic Disorders as well as migraines caused by
sensory disruption. She is registered with DRS. She is a JewishSephardic, female undergraduate student who has disclosed her
mental disability to her instructor.
2. JASMINE identified as having a mental disability and as an
amputee. She is NOT registered with DRS. She is a Black/African,
female undergraduate who has not disclosed her mental disability
to her instructor.
3. JIM identified as having a mental disability. He is NOT registered
with DRS. He is a White, male undergraduate who has not
disclosed his mental disability to his instructor.
4. MADISON identified as having a mental disability. She is
registered with DRS. She is a White, female undergraduate student
who has disclosed her mental disability to her instructor.
5. SABRINA identified as having a mental disability. She is
registered with DRS. She is an Asian, female undergraduate
student who has disclosed her mental disability to her instructor.
6. BECCA identified as having chronic insomnia, depression,
anxiety, and borderline personality disorder. She is registered with
DRS. She is a White, female undergraduate student who has
disclosed her mental disability to her instructor.
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APPENDIX H
IRB ACKNOWLEDGEMENT LETTER

Office of Research Compliance
Student Faculty Center
3340 N. Broad Street, Suite 427
Philadelphia PA 19140

Institutional Review Board
Phone: (215) 707-3390
Fax: (215) 707-9100
Email: IRB@temple.edu

July 25, 2019
Micah Savaglio,
The proposed activity as describe in your email to Temple IRB staff on July 10, 2019
is not research involving human subjects as defined by DHHS or FDA regulations.
Consequently, Temple IRB review and approval is not applicable. You are welcome to pursue
the activity, obtaining any applicable administrative or departmental (non-IRB) approvals.
This determination applies only to the activities described in the email sent to our office on July
10, 2019 and does not apply should any changes be made. Changes could affect this
determination, therefore please contact the IRB for guidance.
DHHS Definitions:
Research - a systematic investigation, including research development, testing and evaluation,
designed to develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge.
Human subject - a living individual about whom an investigator (whether professional or student)
conducting research obtains:
(1) Data through intervention or interaction with the individual; or
(2) Identifiable private information.
FDA Definitions:
Research - any experiment that involves a test article and one or more human subjects, and
that either must meet the requirements for prior submission to the Food and Drug Administration
Human subject - an individual who is or becomes a participant in research, either as a recipient
of the test article or as a control. A subject may be either a healthy individual or a patient.

Sincerely,

Edgardo Parrilla-Caceres
IRB Program Coordinator
Phone: (215) 707-7145
Email: EPC@temple.edu

